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THE DOLOMIA ROAD:
A Rock’s Journey
Through the Dolomites
The present publication stems from the framework of the Project
DOLOMIA (ITAT 2036) and is financed by the European Regional
Development Fund and Interreg VA Italy-Austria 2014-2020. It was
developed by two Italian and one Austrian partners: the Higher Education Institute “Follador-De Rossi ” in Agordo, Belluno which, with its
150 years of experience, is one of the most influential HEI in the geological and mineralogical fields worldwide; the Belluno-based Circolo
Cultura e Stampa Bellunese (the Cultural and Press Club of Belluno)
offers its expertise in projects management and the sectors of culture, education, professional training, integration of work and learning,
start-up and professional retraining.
The working group of the Unit of Material Technology of the University
of Innsbruck is dedicated to natural science as well as to the materials
needed for the conservation of historical monuments. The Unit offers
practical solutions to various challenges faced by the entire area.
The project was driven by the need to nourish the cross-border cooperation between the two areas on both sides of the frontier. New
cultural, tourist and research synergies were created, starting from
the younger generations and continuing to advanced education and
the professionals in the relevant fields. The sharing of skills and knowledge due to the establishment of a strong partnership between the
sectors of high professionalism in the two bordering areas will facilitate the creation of new human assets. This will lead to the maintenance of high levels of quality of life, the improvement of economic
competitiveness thanks to a highly-specialised human capital and the
mitigation of depopulation in the mountain areas, especially concerning the younger generations.
The implemented actions aimed at creating opportunities for exploration and rediscovery of the entire area comprised by the Dolomites
UNESCO World Heritage and the Tyrolean Alps by its own inhabitants; tourists who wish to explore the area’s history from a geological

point of view should be able to do so under supervision and in a sustainable manner, regarding the dolomite as stone material and its use
by man.
The goal was to bring to light the close connection that has united the
two territories for millions of years, making it clear that the mountains
are not an element of separation but a binding unit; the creation of
an interconnected itinerary which has the dolomite as its core should
enhance the notion of the mountains as particularly rich and diverse
habitats, rather than as problematic areas.
The first, more technical and voluminous part of the guide includes
some geological notions with an emphasis on the Agordino and the
fossil and mineral plants of the San Lucano Valley in particular. It
moves on to a naturalistic geological itinerary with 25 places of interest by revealing all of their specifics. The present publication was
created by several professors from the Mineral Institute of Agordo in
collaboration with students and some local experts.
The second part of the guide takes a broader view and is linked to the
entire Province of Belluno; it will also try to identify and pay special
attention to several local dolomite outcrops, only to wander off into
the major types of building stones used in the past. This entire endeavour was made possible by the coming together of a wide range
of geological, historic and artistic skills which roamed hand in hand
through the dolomitic area.
The third and final part, edited by the University of Innsbruck, comprises sixteen data sheets with precise outlines and reference to the
bibliography and geographical coordinates of the Austrian side of
the project; it focuses on the part of the Austrian Tyrol where the dolomite stone is mostly utilised for making lime as well as a source of
raw material for stucco and wall plasters in both civil and religious
buildings.
We wish you a pleasant journey on the discovery of the Dolomite.
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THE DOLOMITE

1

The origin of dolomite is still a controversial issue and to a certain degree
even unresolved; what is certain, however, is the fact that different types of
dolomite, have different origin.

Main Dolomite, premature dolomitisation due to
vapour compression.

The dolomite is a sedimentary rock of
chemical origin, made up of more than
90% dolomite (a double carbonate
of calcium and magnesium [CaMg(CO3)2]) and for the remaining part
of calcite (single calcium carbonate
[CaCO3]).
Depending on the percentage of calcite
and dolomite, one can distinguish between calcareous dolomites (between
10 and 50% calcite), dolomitic limestones (between 50 and 90% of calcite), magnesium limestones (between
90 and 95% of calcite) and limestones
(calcite content greater than 95%).

Schlern dolomite, late dolomitisation due to
intermingling of the waters.

The study of the stratigraphic sequences
of carbonate rocks dating from the
Quaternary to the pre-Paleozoic indicates that dolomite is very rare, almost
absent in newly-formed rocks, whereas its occurrence gradually increases
the older the rock is. The ratio between
dolomite and calcite in the Cretaceous
amounts to 1/80, it is 1/3 in the Paleozoic, and 3/1 in the pre-Paleozoic. Such
facts would suggest that the sedimentary setting of the past were more favourable to the chemical occurrence of
dolomite than that of calcite.
Other considerations arising from
crystal analysis as well as from experimental petrology, would permit us to
believe that primary dolomite, which
was formed immediately after the settling of the sediment, is a very rare
rock. This kind of dolomite is limited to
specific environments such as saline
lagoons over-saturated in anaerobic
conditions at temperatures ranging
between 20 and 35° C. Another discovery is that dolomite derives from a
process of metasomatism with the release of magnesium (dolomitisation) in
the original calcareous rocks.
The ionic radius of magnesium is lower
than that of calcium and though dolomitisation the compact limestone is
transformed into dolomite which can

be porous, vacuolar, carious or saccharoidal in nature.
Taking into account the existing knowledge, it is possible to distinguish early
dolomitization (simultaneous or immediately after the carbonate mud had
settled) and a late or metasomatic dolomitization which occurs after the complete lithification of the calcareous rock.
Early dolomitization occurs mainly
in supratidal conditions (areas of carbonate platform which are unaffected
by the usual tides and remain emerged
for a long time). The sediments in such
cases are made up of microcrystalline
dolomites which often preserve fossils
and the original textures inside. These
can be algal laminations (stromatolites)
and other desiccated structures which
are characteristic of supratidal environments.
The Main Dolomite is considered an
early diagenetic dolomite. The enormous tidal plain on which it settled
bordered the outcropping areas to the
south (modern-day Emilia and Tuscany) and deep sea to the north with
Zebra dolomite of hydrothermal dolomitisation.
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Dorag Dolomitization model
due to intermingling of the
waters.

normal salinity (Salzburg). The climate
was hot and arid during periods of
more intense evaporation and reduced
water supply, the movement of pore
water in the supra tidal areas was triggered by the influx of vapour through
the capillaries. This phenomenon was
caused by the continuous evaporation
of the pore water from the interface air
on the sediment. The thus evaporated water was replaced from below by
marine water accumulated in the sediments; the evaporation left a residue
of pore brine which contained salinity
with a concentration of five to six times
more than that of normal sea water. In
the meantime, the gypsum (calcium
sulphate) that was pouring in together with aragonite (calcium carbonate)
took away calcium from the sea water,
thus increasing the ratio between magnesium and calcium to as much as 40
to 1. The calcareous sediments covered
by this brine with anomalously high
concentrations of magnesium have
thus been transformed into dolomite.
Late dolomitization generally demolishes the original structures and produces coarse-grained crystalline dolomite with cavities covered with large
dolomite crystals.
Dolomite from the Schlern massif (reef
dolomite) was initially a compact lime-

stone not unlike the Marmolada limestone, which was subject to the dolomitization process.
It is believed that within the Pala Group
there were more than one process and
mechanisms at work. According to
the Dorag model referring to the central-western part of the Group, comprising the plateau and northern chain
of Pale di San Martino, there is a tendency to believe that dolomitization
occurred when the tropical carbonate
platform emerged from the ocean and
created an island. This is believed to
have happened due to the lowering of
the sea levels on a global scale, toward
the end of the Ladinian. The mixing of
fresh rain water and sea water which
permeated the reef, diluted the salinity
in the resulting solution and kept constant the ratio between magnesium and
calcium. In doing so, it rendered the dolomite stable at the expense of calcite.
The dolomitization occurred in the area
where the two types of water mixed together, namely the aquifer containing
fresh water and the underlying sea water that covered the cliff rocks.
The dolomitization over the Pale di S.
Lucano-Agnèr is more incomplete,
comprising of large areas of limestone.
The Schlern Dolomite is porous, containing crystals of moderate dimen-

sions (several millimetres). The sedimentary structures are masked by
dolomitization and there is frequent
occurrence of saddle-shaped dolomite
crystals - a special type of crystallisation which happens in hot water at
temperature ranging between 80-100°.
“Zebra dolomite” is also widespread. It

is characterized by the alternation of
grey microcrystalline dolomites and
white macrocrystalline dolomites. It is
believed that this particular structure
occurred due to a fracturing process
caused by fluids (mainly water). The
process occurred at high temperature
and pressure and was followed by fragDolomitization model due
to hydrothermalisation
according to Blendinger.

Dolomitization model due to
vapour compression.

ment cementation (grey in color) by the
deposition of white crystalline dolomite.
These characters therefore indicate a
dolomitization caused by hydrothermal circulation as most probable explanation.In natural geothermal systems
the fluids move as a pair of convective
cells and the isotherms are arranged
in a fungus-like pattern. The high temperature concentrated in particular in
the central area favours the formation
of dolomite. The dolomitization of the
Pale di San Lucano could be explained
precisely with hydrothermalism linked

to the presence of hot magmatic masses in the subsoil (Malgonera laccolite).
Cassian dolomite, which is also widespread in the north-eastern Dolomites,
presents distinctive sedimentological
characteristics that would lead to believe that in certain areas (central-western Dolomites), late dolomitization was
more effective as sedimentary structures were easily destroyed. In the eastern Dolomites, on the other hand, there
are traces of stromanoltic laminations
which are typical for premature dolomitization in supratidal environment.
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SOME GEOLOGICAL CONCEPTS

2

GEOLOGICAL TIME
AND STRATIGRAPHY
The idea of geological time is very far
from the common perception of time.
Our human life lasts, in the best case
scenario, ninety years and is marked
by a weekly rhythm for a total of about
4600 weeks. The history of humanity is
measured in years and has been scrupulously recorded since the dawn of writing which was in-vented less than five
millennia ago. However, our knowledge
on prehistory and the origins of man are
still quite patchy and incomplete; especially when dealing with the Quaternary which started 1.8 million years ago,
our measurements become even more
blurred as we switch to one thousand
years as measuring unit. When deal-ing
with the history of our planet which had
its origin approximately 4.600 million
years ago, the most adequate measurement unit suitable for the outline
of evolution is one million years. Comparing the span of the Earth’s life with
that of a human being, it is evident that
one million years of the existence of the
Earth correspond to one week of human
life. Comparing our rhythm of life with
that of the Earth, we can safely assume
that one million years is a rather precise
measuring unit to delineate the “life” of
our planet.
The history of the Earth is carved in a
huge, ancient and battered stone book,
where the “pages” are the layers of rock;
some of those are, regrettably, missing,

while others have deteriorated with time.
Moreover, the story is told in a language
that has not yet been fully deciphered its words are the physical, chemical and
paleontological characteristics of the
rocks. And last but not least, the “reporter” was not able to record all witnessed
events. For example, there are no fossils
to be found left by soft-bodied organisms, which is why our understanding of
the fauna during the geological distant
past is somewhat partial; also, already
deposited sediments can be sometimes
eroded during a later period, thus erasing the memory of what was previously
archived.
Some elements in the layers are easily
interpretable - we surmise intuitively
that fossils of marine shells indicate that
the rock in question was formed in a
marine environment; rippled rocky layers similar to those we observe after the
withdrawal of the tide on beaches, would
suggest that the rock originated on an
ancient beach. In many other cases,
however, the recording of events is not
always easy to interpret and is open to
manifold interpretations.
A very effective tool for reading the
“words” written in the layers was formulated by J. Hutton and C. Lyell, known
as Uniformitarianism: the same geological processes and natural laws that
currently operate on the Earth’s crust,
have been in action throughout geological history. Therefore the mechanisms
directly observable in nature nowadays
can be used to explain the processes of
the past. In-depth knowledge of current

environments, their dynamics, chemical transformations and the activity of
organisms is, therefore the basis from
which we begin to reconstruct the History of our planet. It must be pointed out,
however, that this principle can applied
with accuracy only when studying relatively recent rocks, whereas it becomes
less effective when dealing with extraordinarily distant events.
Another fundamental concept for the
understanding of sedimentary processes that can be traced back Uniformitarianism is that of sedimentary
facies. The term facies refers to a set
of physical characteristics of a unit of
rocky layers, such as colour, grain, composition, fossils, sedimentary structures,

etc., that are linked to a specific sedimentary process; the recognition of a
series of facies facilitates the enactment
of the past sedimentary environments.
When the same sedimentation conditions persist on vast areas, leading to
the deposit of the same type of sediment during the exact same time period, we can speak of isotopic facies,
which refers to the formation of the
same type of rock. Heterotypic facies,
on the other hand, occur when different
sedimentary environments deposit different sedimentary materials throughout the same geological period, which
leads to the creation of different rocks.
Stratigraphy deals with the reconstruction of planetary history and for
21

Reconstruction of the palaeoenvironmental setup of the Dolomites during the Ladinian: a diverse
archipelago with “tropical atolls” represents a perfect example of heterotopia. The organic cliffs (e.g.
the Schlern Dolomite) comprise several sedimentary environments (internal platform, underwater
barrier, cliff escarpment); the seabed is partially filled with material of ordinary sedimentation (e.g.
the Livinallongo Formation with its pelagic environment) and debris from landslides originating in
area located further south, for example the turbiditic environment of the Zoppé sandstones. (T. Abbà)

this reason it is of crucial importance
to properly place events over time. We
can distinguish two types of rock dating - relative dating “an event occurred
before/after”and absolute dating, which
gives a rock a “precise” age.
Absolute dating is based on the equations describing radioactive decay and
can only be used on minerals that contain particular isotopes. There exists no
chemical substance capable of supplying the exact age of all types of rocks;
the same way we need different types of
scales to properly measure different objects, scientists deploy various methods
to properly measure different isotopes.
Some of them, e.g. Carbon-14, are suitable for measuring the age of layers of
more recent origin, whereas others are
more appropriate for ancient rocks (rubidium-strontium and uranium–lead
dating).
Relative dating is based on two basic
principles: the law of superposition,
which postulates that in stratigraphic
sequences, a layer lies above an older
layer and beneath more recent ones;
the principle of faunal succession, on
the other hand, implies that in a succession of strata, groups of fossils are
present in a reliable and strictly defined order, with extinct and/or newly
appeared species that constitute a geological record which allows for strata to
be divided into chronological intervals.
In other words, the layers are dated
based on the fossils contained within.
The correct occurrence of events
can also be determined with help of

cross-cutting relationships which
states that faults or fractures are
younger than the rock they cut through,
whereas inclusions are more ancient
than the rocks that contain them.
Fossils used for rock dating are called
index fossils and belong to the classes
of species with rapid evolutionary trend.
The individual species have a limited
distribution over time (in the whereabouts of one million years, on average)
and represent a strict time interval. If we
examine closely the evolutionary history of life on Earth, it would become clear
that each geological period is associated with a specific set of organisms that
inhabited our planet during that particular time span, and therefore, these
species become our respective reference point.
Right now, absolute and relative dating
go hand in hand as some layers containing index fossils have also been dated
using radiometric methods, so that their
absolute age has been confirmed and
linked to the respective index fossils. Geologic time follows strict hierarchical order. There are two eons, the Precambrian, also known as Cryptozoic occurred
more than 542 million years ago (Ma)
and precedes the current Phanerozoic Eon on the geologic time scale; the
Phanerozoic is divided into eras, which
are further subdivided into periods, including more ages. The rocky outcrops
of the Comelico Dolomites were formed
during a vast interval of time, beginning
in the Cambrian and lasting until the
Late Triassic.

NAMING THE ROCKS
While to identify a magmatic rock it
would suffice to simply name the particular rock, to correctly identify sedimentary
rocks it would be necessary to first recognise the formation to which it belongs; the
notion of geologic formations transcends
that of the rocks held within because it
contains essential time and space references that could help us identify the
rock in question. A formation is a geological unit with similar lithology, which has
developed spatially and is characterised
by its horizontal layers called floors and
roof pendants lying above; it can be recognised on geological through a specific
identification and colour, together with a
dedicated section referring to the name
of the formation itself (e.g. Dont Formation, Morbiac Limestone, etc.). Often,
names could be introduced into common
usage in the wrong manner, such as Main
Dolomite, “Caotico Eterogeneo”, and so
on. Since each formation was formed at
different times and environments compared to the others, studying a series
of overlapping formations present in the
same area, means to study the geological
history of the area itself.
TECTONICS
The continuous heaping of layers is possible only due to the slow and progressive
deepening of the seabed (subsidence),
which allows the accumulation of the new
layers. Tectonic movements lead also to
the creation of the mountain ranges by
folding and lifting of the strata and make
visible the oldest rocks located in the ex-

tremely eroded valleys that pass through
areas of maximum elevation, as well as
more recent and less elevated rocks,
where erosion is not so efficient.
Tectonics is the study of the processes
that lead to deformations occurring in
rocks due to the various forces acting
on the Earth. Tectonic structures can be
divided into fragile deformations (faults)
and ductile deformations (folds).
Faults are fractures in the stratigraphic unit
with reciprocal displacement of the parts
(throw) along the fracture surface (fault
plane); when the fault plane is inclined, the
block placed above the plane is called the
roof, the one below the bed. The fault plane
is often characterised by a layer of finely
fractured stones, that are, therefore, more
susceptible to erosion; these are called cataclasites. Based on their movement, faults
can be categorized as:
- direct faults are inherent of extensional
tectonics
- reverse faults are linked to compressive
tectonics; when such faults are large,
they are also known as thrust faults.
- strike-slip faults can be present in both
types of tectonics.
The combination of strike-slip and relaxing or compressive conditions creates
transtensive or transpressive faults.
Folds are formed under compressive conditions and, from geometric point of view,
they can be referred to as anticline and
syncline. The anticline ‘s concavity faces
downwards and at its core comprises older rocks; the syncline’s concavity, on the
other hand, faces upwards and contains
more recent soils at its core.
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BRITTLE BEHAVIOUR: FAULTS

DUCTILE BEHAVIOR: FOLDS
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Summary outline of the various types of faults and folds with their main characteristics (dis. D.G.).

GEOLOGICAL HISTORY
OF AGORDINO

3

THE PALEOZOIC ERA
The mountain groups of Pale di San
Martino, San Lucano and Civetta belong to System Nr. 3 of Dolomites UNESCO World Heritage, and together
with the Agordo basin, there is a series
of outcrops of layered rocks that were
formed over a time span of more than
300 million years .
The oldest rocks belong to the Southern Alpine Metamorphic Basement,
which outcrops in a zone demarcating
Pale di San Martino to the south, beginning in Agordo and stretching towards San Martino di Castrozza. The
most common basement rocks are
quartz phyllites (grey schistose rocks,
composed of quartz, mica and chlorite,
which originate from the clay metamorphism); there is also gneiss which
is white and pinkish in colour and more
compact in structure, formed through
the metamorphism of porphyry. Greenschists are also found - they are green
and not too schistose and derives from
basalt metamorphism.
Determining the age of a metamorphic
rock could be quite challenging - radiometric dating can trace the age of
the metamorphic event, whereas ascertaining the age of the original rocks
could prove to be a challenge. Basement metamorphism can be traced
back to the Variscan orogeny which
occurred during the Carboniferous between 300 and 350 million years ago.
The recent lucky discovery of fossils
(graptolites) in the carbonaceous phyllite of Pontalto helped scientists date

the phyllite to 435 millions of years
during the Silurian. The review of other
known paleontological data (acritarchs
from Col di Foglia, near Agordo) which
followed the fossils discovery show
that the phyllites outcropping on Col
di Foglia are rocks from the Cambrian
dating back to 510 million years. These
are the oldest rock not only in the Alps,
but also on the entire mainland Italy.
These rocks were subject to levelling
during the Permian which occurred
after the Variscan orogeny, for the first
time. The dismantling of the Hercynian
Chain in the Dolomites led to the deposition of a serious of intermittent layers of varying thickness directly over
the phyllites, now known as the Ponte
Gardena Conglomerate. The Conglomerate is of torrential origin deposited by
sporadic water streams similar to the
wadis of the Sahara desert. Along the
road descending towards Valle del Mis
from the Cereda Pass we come across
rocks composed of quartz pebbles,
phyllites and gneiss immersed in a rich
matrix of reddish sandstone with largegrained and irregular stratification. The
Ponte Gardena Conglomerate is also
known as the “Basal Conglomerate”,
being the first sedimentary rock of the
stratigraphic series in the Dolomites. It
dates back to the Cisuralian (or early
Permian) approximately 295 million
years ago.

Phyllites from Col di Foglia, the oldest rocks in
the Dolomites (photo DG).
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280 million years ago the hilly landscape that was levelled by erosion was
ravaged by a substantial volcanic event
which affected the Western Dolomites
in particular. The outpouring of lava
alternating with pyroclastic rocks also
called ignimbrites, produced a massive
slab of rock which is almost 2 km thick;
it is known as the Adige Porphyry Platform and extends over 2,000 square
kilometres. The fate of the Trentino
area was sealed forever with the settling of the hard and relatively light
porphyry stones; the rigid and light
Trentino area was less prone to sinking
than the surroundings of Belluno. This
phenomenon set the conditions for the
sedimentation evolution as well as the
future landscape of Pale di San Martino and Civetta; Valle del Cismon basically represents the eastern limit of the
volcanic rocks even though porphyry

The outcropping porphyry at the Barezze
Waterfall in the municipality of Falcade,
represents the eastern boundary of the Adige
Porphyry Platform (photo DG).

levels can be found as far as the Biois
valley (Cascata delle Barezze, Falcade).
Once the volcanic activity was over,
the volcanic reliefs promptly became
subject to erosion. As the local climate
during the Lopingian (or late Permian)
260 million years ago was quite arid
and thus not particularly favourable for
the development of chemical alteration
processes, usually unstable minerals
such as mica and feldspar were deposited together with more stable granules
(e.g. quartz), which formed the sandstones of Val Gardena. The predominant colour of the rock is reddish, which
is also typical for the layers deposited
in oxygen-rich environments. It retains
the same minerals and is very similar in
appearance to porphyry; in fact, were it
not for the stratification and the presence greyish layers, it could be it could
be easily mistaken for porphyry. The
sandstones of Val Gardena are erodible
rocks that can be easily broken down.
For this reason they outcrop in a rather
patchy way, around the Pale Group
and in particular in Val Cordevole, Val
del Mis, Val Cismon, Passo Rolle, Passo
Valles, Val del Biois.
The mainland made up if red sandstones began to slowly sink (subsidence) and was gradually invaded by
the sea (marine transgression), towards the end of the Paleozoic 255
million years ago. Lagoons and shoals
were formed at first, which from morphological point of view, were similar to
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The sandstones of Val Gardena, Gavon Creek,
Falcade (photo DG).

those of the Adriatic coast near Grado,
Venice and Chioggia. The hot and dry
tropical climate led to intensive evaporation of water from the coastal areas and the lagoons. A process similar
to that which occurs in the salt pans
caused the precipitation of calcium sulphate contained in the water, has created vast evaporitic deposits of anhydrite
and gypsum and less marl and carious
dolomites. Subsequently the slow but
inexorable advance of the sea caused
the waters to deepen; such environmental shift was now more favourable
for living beings such as algae, corals
and molluscs and allowed the sedimentation of black bituminous limestones

that were comparatively rich in fossils.
The name attributed to the rocky layers of the Bellerophon Formation derives from the occurrence therein of
this special and bizarre gastropod.
Because of its lithological composition
consisting of marls, gypsum, carious
dolomites and bituminous limestones,
the thinly-layered Bellerophon Formation represents a particularly erodible
and generally inconspicuous surface in
the Dolomite landscape with the possible exception of some more fetching
forms of erosion such as the great gully
of the Marmolada in the Biois valley.
The sedimentation of the Tesero Uniti
as the lowest level of the Werfen For-

mation saw the end Paleozoic in the
Dolomites. This unassuming series of
layers contains records of the largest
extinction event in the history of the
Earth. Scientists are led to believe that
such mass extinction was the result of
tremendous and interminable volcanic
eruptions cased by LLSVPs (superplumes) which took place in the areas
of present day China and Siberia. The
quantity of lava which outpoured during the Siberian eruption is estimated
to be more than 2 million cubic metres.
The eruptions launched global changes
in the atmosphere and the hydrosphere
which led to the vast dimensions of the
cataclysmic events.
THE MESOZOIC ERA
The Werfen Formation is made up of a
substantial pack of strata which, at first
glance represents similar characteristics, such as fine-layered, easily erodible calcareous-marly and silty-arenaceous rocks. Upon closer examination
of their lithological composition, however, we will notice that their sedimentological features change continually.
These variations have prompted geologists to divide the formation into nine
members (a member is a lithostratigraphic unit of a lower hierarchical
order than the formation), in order to
identify greater homogeneity in each
of them.
The rocky layers belonging to the Werfen Formation are the result of a long
period of sedimentation in a coastal
marine environment. The interaction

references (bivalves, gastropods of the
Natiria genus as well as ammonites of
the Tirolite genus) represents somewhat deeper marine environments below the sea swell. The Werfen Formation “surrounds” the entire Pale Group
and constitutes the oldest formation
outcropping in the San Lucano and the
Corpassa Valleys.

Marls, carious dolomites and limestones of the
Bellerophon Formation along the Rova Stream,
Agordo.

of several factors (subsidence, sedimentation and sea level fluctuations)
produced environmental changes that
persisted throughout the Early Triassic
(251 to 247 million years ago). The widespread sea swell prints in the silty-arenaceous rocks of the Campil Member
and in the calcarenites in Cencenighe
Member, speak of beach environments;
the same testimony is brought to us by
the presence of gastropods as well as
of oolitic sands, similar to those on the
beaches of the Bahamas, in the Oolite
Member. The marly limestones rich in
bivalves of the genus Claraia present in
the Siusi Member, on the other hand,
recall the shoals of the tidal plains that
were occasionally subject to the influence of the sea swell. The Val Badia
Member with its rich paleontological

The environmental changes during the
first part of the Triassic were spread
over a large period of time; the sedimentary environments, however, affected very large areas (isopia of facies) at the same time.
The situation experienced further complications during the Anisian (247
to 242 million years ago) as the microplate which contained what would
later become the Dolomitic region, located between Laurasia in the North
and Gondwana in the South, was affected by the movements of the lithospheric plates subject to strong tectonic deformations and continuous
subsidence. Areas which were subject
to erosion and became sources of debris, such as outcrops, alternated with
shoals where populations of algae
(stromatolites) took root and deep-sea
areas that hosted mud and carbonate
debris. The Dolomites therefore represented a complex mosaic of various
environments which evolved continuously not only because of the tectonic activity, but also because of the sea
level variations.
Geologists distinguish three episodes

of lowering and subsequent rise of the
sea level called sedimentary cycles.
Each one of them is characterised by
conglomerates that correspond to the
erosive phase (or regression) associated with low sea level. Formation originating in marshy, lagoon, prodelta,
and sometimes anoxic environments;
the slab of stromatolytic dolomites in a
carbonate platform represent the ideal
environment for the proliferation of algae and corals (transgression).
The above-mentioned serves to illustrate why so many formations were
deposited in a “short” period of time.
There are considerable differences
in the local stratigraphic series even
in such a small area as that of the
Pale-Civetta (heteropy of facies).
An important ancient fault line known
as the Civetta Line has developed on
a north-northwest - south-southeast
axis and is still recognisable in the cur-

Swell in the arenaceous strata of the Campil
Member, Werfen Formation, along the Cordevole
Creek, near Avoscan di S. Tomaso Agordino
(photo DG).
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rent geographical area along the Val
di Pecol alignment, the Grava mountain pass, Valle della Grava, the Duran
pass and the Dagarei pass. The fault
line emphasises the bathymetric differences between the shoals in the
Pale-Civetta area and the surroundings of Zoldano; the latter is characterised by stratigraphic sequences of
deeper waters (the Formations Dont,
Monte Bivera and ‘Ambata).
The most suitable place to study the
relationship between the anisic formations is the San Lucano Valley. Here
erosion has allowed direct access to
the layers at the base of the Pale-Civetta cliff. The Anisian is represented by a
total of seven formations. It begins with
the lower part of the Schlern Dolomite,
a slab of yellowish-grey dolomites that
is approximately ten metres thick; an
erosion surface separates it from the
Voltago Conglomerate, slightly conglomerate reddish sandstones, and
from the Agordo Formation, a ledge
of sandstones, limestone, dark marly
limestone. There has been an interesting recent find of fossil plants, consisting of horsetails, ferns and conifers.
The Richthofen Conglomerate is of little
significance and consists of a few layers of reddish sandstone (facies of alluvial plain), covered with grey marl and
limestones that abound in gastropods
and plant remains. Here these layers
transition to slightly nodular, dark grey
layers, which are characteristic of the
Morbiac limestone. In other places the

layers show a more distinct transition
into the massive dolomites of the Contrin Formation.
The first level at the base of the vertiginous walls of Pale di San Lucano
and Monte Alto di Pelsa is more than
400 meters thick. It is part of the Contrin Formation and represents a rather
shallow and well oxygenated marine
environment (carbonate platform) with
a proliferating community of green algae (Diplopora) and fouling Cyanophyta. The intensive dolomitisation in this
area has largely eliminated the original

With its profile which allows us detect the
different levels of erodibility of the various
Anisian formations, Boral di Lagunàz helps
to distinguish the Agordo Formation below
made up of a rocky wall, the eroded reddish
Richthofen Conglomerate, the grey Morbiac
Limestone shaped as a staircase, and the
compact and vertical wall of the Contrin
Formation (photo DG).

structures of the layers.
The distension tectonics of the Anisian
is demonstrated by the Moena Formation which is deposited in a narrow rift
valley and composed of bituminous
limestones and dark clasts of carbonate breccias from the Contrin Formation. The best outcrops of the Moena Formation are located near Pont in
Val Bordina.
It is possible to study in detail the transformation of the edge between the platform and the pit which has occurred
due to a series of straight step-like
faults located at the foot of Pale di San
Lucano, on the left side of the valley.
The environmental fragmentation during the Anisian has also influenced the
Ladinian paleogeography. Approximately 242 million years ago some
cores of organogenic cliffs attached
themselves to the slightly sunken areas
and formed the structure of Pale di San
Martino - San Lucano - Civetta. Since
the rift valley persisted in Val Bordina
where the Moena and the Livinallongo Formations had settled, it is not by
chance that the structure of Pale di San
Lucano is indented exactly in this spot.
The reef developed and expanded
rather quickly (illustration 1.8). The
Ladinian was characterised by a hight
subsidence rate which means that the
encrusting organisms such as bacteria,
algae, corals and sponges which held
together the calcium carbonate had to
intensify their activity in order to stay
close to the photic zone, thus increasing the structure both vertically (ag-

gradation) and laterally (progradation).
Three very different types of environments can be distinguished in the present-day organogenic reefs: the internal
lagoon, characterised by undisturbed
sedimentation of horizontal layers of
carbonate mud; the “coral” reef built by
calcareous skeletons of corals, algae,
sponges and other bioconstruction
organisms; the reef escarpment recognizable by the slope sedimentation
(clinostratification) of materials which
were swept away by waves and hurricanes off the barrier itself and pushed
towards the seabed.
Recent studies, carried out mostly on
Latemar have modified this model.
Latemar has escaped the dolomitization that has pervaded most of the
groups of the Dolomites. Its limestone
layers consist of preserved fossils and
sedimentary structures that reveal a
different picture.
According to this new notion concerning the Schlern Formation, the bio-constructive activity is attributed largely
to calcium carbonate-fixing bacteria
and to a lesser extent, to corals and
green algae. Unlike the present-day
coral reefs which need plenty of light
to thrive, the organically constructed
Ladinian reef edges were completely
submerged and active in depths of up
to 200-250 meters.
There was no lagoon as such but rather
an internal platform where the encrusting activity of the bacteria proved to be
particularly high. The bacteria trapped
carbonate mud and created large
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dome-shaped structures (mud mounds)
which formed the uppermost part of the
platform; this was also the only part to
emerge on the water surface.
In the beginning the reef of Pale-Civetta was composed of limestone, as were
Marmolada and Latemar; only later did
it become subject to dolomitization - a
process leading to the transformation
of limestone into dolomite, which is incomplete on Pale di San Martino, San
Lucano and Civetta. The Marmolada
Limestones and the Schlern Dolomite
as Ladinian carbonate platform formations have been joined together in the

Schlern Formation recently.
The cliffs ceased to exist during the
transition from Ladinian to Carnian.
Their end was once attributed to the
volcanic activity which affected the Dolomites during the late Ladinian (238
million years ago). According to this
theory, the emission of lava and volcanic ash would have led to the pollution of
the sea water and changed its chemistry, causing thus the organic activity of algae and corals. Recent studies
have established that the bio-constructive influence of algae and coral bacteria continued throughout the

The Pale di San Martino plateau at Croda Granda. The plateau matches the internal platform where
carbonate muds were deposited undisturbed in horizontal layers. The clinostratifications that match
the cliff escarpment can be identified to the right (Pale del Balcon). An element untouched by the
erosion of the Carnian reef is recognisable almost at the centre of the plateau (photo DG).

volcanic activity; it was,
however,
interrupted
by the lowering of the
sea levels - a phenomenon which led to the
underwater exposure of
a big part of the reefs,
including those of Pale
di San Martino-Civetta.
For this reason the dolomitization of the reef
rocks was facilitated as
only a tiny part thereof emerged above
the water surface.
The structure of Pale di San Martino
is sculpted entirely within the Schlern
Formation; the basin rocks were deposited at the same time as the reefs and
surface widely south of Mount Agner, in
Val Gares and in the Valle di San Lucano. It is possible to directly observe
the interaction between the platform
of Pale di San Lucano which gradually covers the Livinallongo Formation
while advancing over the basin.
Only the north-western massif part of
the Civetta-Moiazza Group matches
the reef of the Middle Triassic; this area
is considerably narrower and more
elongated than the nearby Group of
Pale di San Martino.
The southern tip of the Ladinian-Carnian reef is visible on the sound-eastern flank of Mount Framont (Corno del
Framont); here the clinostratifications
are intertwined with the basin formations and are covered with volcanic
and volcanoclastic rocks. The eastern offshoots of the reef reach Mount

The Pale di San Lucano group from the “Le
Larghe” locality (photo DG).

Coldai, whereas the northern flank is
well preserved and visible only on the
north-western side of Monte Alto di
Pelsa-Palazza Alta-Monte Pighera.
The Dolomites were characterised by
substantial magmatic and tectonic activity toward the end of the Ladinian
(238 million years ago). Two volcanoes
with their respective plutons have developed over a period of 500 000 years in
the surroundings of Predazzo and Monzoni. Little evidence remains of the volcano of Predazzo which collapsed upon
itself as its caldera emptied. The volcano Monzoni, which probably became
larger than that of Stromboli, was demolished by subaerial erosion. Traces
of its existence are still visible thanks
to the enormous quantity of materials
which filled up the basin at the end of
the Ladinian.
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Geological sketch concerning the previous illustration. This section is suitable for identifying the way
the reef and the basin interact with each other as the cliff escarpment of Pale di San Lucano from
the Schlern Dolomite advances laterally and covers the basin sedimentations of the Livinallongo
Formation and intertwines with them.
The Pale di San Lucano gives us the opportunity to study the relationships between the
clinostratifications of the cliff escarpment covered by the horizontal layers deposited in the internal
lagoon of the atoll (illustration DG).

The volcanic activity during the Ladinian affected directly the Pale Group;
various andesite veins (green rocks
containing pyroxenes and plagioclase)
cross the Schlern Formation in the
northern part of the chain (Mount Mulaz, Mount Focobon), at the Rolle Pass
and on Mount Castellazzo. Some of
those veins reach as far as Pale del
Balcon and Croda Granda to the south.
The area most susceptible to underwater volcanic activity is the northern
surroundings of Pale di San Lucano
where the escarpment was covered
by pillow lavas and columnar jointing.
A small pluton laccolite shaped as a

pebble-convex lens intruded the shoals
of the Livinallongo Formation with average monzonite composition. The
morphology of the upper Val Bordina
which includes Val di Reiane and Val
di Gardès is influenced by the contrast
between the volcanic and carbonate
rocks.
Rocks of volcanic origin which had disintegrated and have been subsequently lithified are called volcanoclastics;
their base are the magmatic rocks on
Mount Fernazza Formation as well as
large ledges of the Marmolada Conglomerate - a more unrefined member
of the Wengen Formation.

The Fernazza volcanoclastics are dark
green, arenaceous rocks that are either
heavily stratified or shaped in large
ledges; they originate from tiny fragmentation of the basaltic lavas effusing
on the seabed which was caused by
thermal shock.
The Marmolada Conglomerate is composed of rounded lava blocks and pebbles. These are eroded materials from
the Monzoni volcanic relief which were
torrentially relocated and temporarily deposited on a beach environment;
they were later moved and deposited
by landslides and formed large underwater fans. The Conglomerate reaches
its maximum thickness of 1300 meters around Cima Pape covering the
escarpment of Pale-Civetta; the latter
is un unsurmountable hindrance to all
underwater landslides moving southwards.
Due to the rise of the sea level during the Carnian 237 million years
ago, the Dolomite region found expeOutcrop of columnar jointing in the Cima Pape
Group (photo DG)

rienced the most suitable conditions
for the development of organogenic
cliffs. New communities composed
of mainly corals with sponges and algae were thriving in various areas of
the Dolomites. This new type of carbonate platforms which produced the
Cassian Dolomite, developed in different tectonic conditions than the ones
that preceded it. It was characterised
by a much lower subsidence rate
than that during the Ladinian where
the platforms used to grow laterally
(progradation), rather than vertically
(aggradation). They soon took on the
appearance of a coral reef that progressively advanced on and filled up
the surrounding basins.
The Cassian Dolomite is not particularly common on the Pale Group. It
can be found in modest patches and
dwindled by erosion on Monte San
Lucano and the Plateau. The interaction between the two carbonate platforms is highlighted near the relief at
2665 metres above sea level situated
north of Riviera di Manna, right in
the middle of the Plateau. The Carnian platform is settled on the emerging surface of the Schlern Dolomite
with erosive contact. Such contact is
demonstrated by the presence of calcareous sediments containing minerals of volcanic origin that possess
the characteristic facies of beach environments. The depth increase in is
underlined by the occurrence of algal
carpets (stromatolites) and dasicladaceous algae.
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Image taken from the Pale del Balcon looking towards Le Pale di San Lucano; the Civetta-Moiazza
Group can be seen beyond the Pale. The Pale di San Lucano are an excellent vantage point for
the observation of the evolution of the Ladinian-Carnian cliffs. The first cliff generation, such as
the prevolcanic and synvolcanic Schlern Formation, can be identified in the Pale structure. It is
characterised by clinostratifications covered by the horizontal layers of the internal lagoon, the
overlying Carnian cliff (Monte San Lucano) and the cliff escarpment covered with volcanic and
volcaniclastic deposits (photo DG).

The dolomite rocks making up the
imposing Ladinian cliff of the Schlern
Formation in the Civetta area and
Cima Monte Alto di Pelsa, Col Rean,
Coldai, Corno del Framont in particular, are covered by the not very
thick Cassian Dolomite. The Cassian
Formation was created in shallow sea
basins, close to the Carnian escarpments where the sedimentation of terrigenous materials helped form calcite limestones, sandstones and clays
high in volcano-clastic composition.
The stratigraphic ineraction between
the Cassian Dolomite and the CassianFormation are similar to those

between the Schlern Dolomite (cliff)
and Livinallongo Formation (basin)
that were typical of the Ladinian.
The Carnian coral reef extended laterally (progradation) and filled almost
completely the basin. The “last holes”
were filled up by a complex and diverse strata series (calcite limestones,
marls and sandstones) belonging to
the Heiligkreutz Formation.
The new lowering of the sea level in
the region toward the end of the Carnian reintroduced an environment
similar to that during the early Triassic, characterised by shoals, lagoons
and beaches to the south in an area

subject to erosion. It was in such an
environment that the Travenanzes
Formation was sedimented. There
was, however, one significant difference compared with the early Triassic. Analyses of the southernmost
Carnian successions of the Dolomites
including Tamer, Piz Sagron, reveal
high environmental fragmentation
which is further highlighted by the
occurrence of fluvial conglomerates,
gypsum, limestones, sandstones and
marls.
There is evidence of tectonic instability occurring at the same time when
the Heiligkreutz and the Travenanzes
Formations were deposited. Such tectonic instability is evident in the area
in the Civetta Group and in particular in the area between Framont and

The Travenanzes Formation with its typical
reddish colour, at the base of the Moiazza walls,
near Col dell’Orso (photo DG).

Moiazza. The Travenanzes Formation
is characterised by substantial variations in thickness. It is completely
missing on Mount Coldai, the eastern
slope of the Group, where the Main
Dolomite is settled directly on the
Cassian Dolomite.

A ledge separating the Carnian platform (Cassian Dolomite) where the peak is formed, from the
Ladian platform belonging to the Schlern Formation below (photo DG).
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Our region was part of a huge tidal
plain where carbonate muds were deposited and later became the building
element of the Main Dolomite during
the late Triassic 227 to 201 million
years ago. The homogeneity of the
sedimentation environment disguises
the effects of synsedimentary tectonics; according to analyses conducted
on the thickness and facies distribution of the Main Dolomite, it can
be concluded that the region experienced instability even during the Triassic. There was moderate subsidence
in the surroundings of Civetta where
approximately 300 to 400 meters of
dolomite was deposited; already the
nearby Moiazza, however, the thickness of the Main Dolomite amounts to

600 to 700 meters, whereas further
south, in the Monti del Sole, it exceeds
1000 meters.
At the end of the Triassic (201 million
years ago) the vast tidal plain was
hit by rifting which, through the activity of the direct faults, divided the
plain into sunken areas called basins
(graben or tectonic pits) and tectonically elevated areas known as platforms (horst or tectonic pillars). Thus
the Belluno Basin was outlined as a
narrow and elongated furrow facing
south, tucked in between the Trentino Platform to the west and the Friuli
Platform to the east.
The Dolomites were located on the
eastern edge of the Trentino Platform
during the early Jurassic and were

Cima della Busazza, Torre Trieste, Cima delle Sasse and Moiazza seen from Malga Pelsa. The lower
part of the walls is carved in Main Dolomite, the upper part in more compact Grey Limestone, the
transition is underlined by a a slope interruption (photo DG).

initially part of a narrower tidal plain
that evolved into a carbonate platform. The environment was of slightly
deeper waters from which surfaced
islets surrounded by strings of carbonate sands. Carbonate muds, sometimes acompanied by stromatolites
and white-hazel oolithic limestone
with inclined or crossed laminations
were deposited in such conditions;
these laminations were created by
sedimentation of granules stemming
from the internal platform with the
help of currents and the ocean swell.
The grey limestones originated from
the deposition of these materials. A
recent stratigraphic revision has promoted the Grey Limestones to the
rank of a Group. Compared to the rest
of the Dolomites, they are not characterised by the typical features of the
area and for this reason they are better known by the generic term of Grey
Limestones.
The eastern edge of the Trentino Platform showed a clear propensity to sink
toward the end of the early Jurassic.
The Grey Limestones in the Feltrine
Alps and in the Dolomites of Ampezzo
end with a pack of reddish layers that
are composed mostly of fragments of
echinoderms. It is generally considered to be the result of sedimentation
of ripples of sand which was moved by
currents on a submerged carbonate
platform; such layers occurred initially everywhere in the Dolomites,
including Pale and Civetta.
With the arrival of the middle Juras-

sic 174 to 163 million years ago, the
Trentino Platform was directly affected by subsidence and collapsed as a
result well below sea level. The sinkage caused a sharp drop in the flow of
carbonate debris. The occurrence of
stratigraphic gaps (hard ground) and
rocks similar to Rosso Ammonitico,
typical of environments characterised
by low rate of sedimentation, point
to a pelagic environment. Because
of the distance to surfaced terrain
and its paleontological composition
of algae and corals, the sedimentary
structures seem indicate depths of
less than 150-200 metres.
The subsidence of the tidal plain was
heterogenous during the late Triassic.
The areas that collapsed first were
followed and filled up by sediments
and remained thus at depths similar
to the less subsident areas. Following
the Pangea’s fragmentation, only the
Trentino and Friuli platforms managed to remain on higher ground in
the beginning; the Belluno Basin was
immediately subject to a more rapid
sinking which then also included
Trentino (late Jurassic) and Friuli (late
Cretaceous) Platforms. The sinking of
the region led to the accumulation of
a series of terrains, almost completely
eroded in the Dolomites, which document a continuous increase in the
depth of the seabed.
THE ALPINE OROGENY
With the fragmentation of Pangea during the late Triassic, distention tectonics
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settled in what are now the Dolomites.
The first to be delineated was the Trentino Platform and the Belluno Basin; the
slow sinking during the Jurassic and
early Cretaceous allowed the deposit of
a considerable heap of sediments.
The plate movements underwent a radical change during the late Cretaceous
approximately 90 million years ago as
the African and the European plates
commenced their approach thus producing the compressive conditions responsible for the Alpine Orogeny - a
phenomenon which still affects the Alps
and the Alpine foothills of Belluno.
The Eoalpine - the first phase of the orogeny did not affect directly and in any significant way our region. Studies carried
out in neighboring areas have revealed
that the occurred subduction during this
period led to the complete swallowing of
an entire ocean branch, namely the Ligurian Ocean which at that time separated the African plate in the south from the
European plate in the north. This happened thanks to the formation of a volcanic arc that resembled the geological
situation in the Andes mountain range
on a much smaller scale.
The Dolomite region which was still underwater during the Eocene (55 to 34
million years ago) and the early Oligocene (34 to 28 million years ago) was
influenced by compression developed
in the direction of east-northeast west-southwest (Mesoalpine or Dinaric
phase) which led to the development of
folds and large thrust faults to the west.
The remains of these structures, called

covering flaps, are recognizable on the
Civetta-Moiazza group, their presence
on the top of the mountains had once
given rise to the curious term “peak
thrust”. We now know that these abnormal masses formed by twisted and
mismatched layers compared to the underlying strata, are simply the remains
of large, almost completely eroded overlaying (thrusts).
In a broad sense, sedimentation continued in the Belluno area during the
Mesoalpine phase with increasingly
thin marine environment rocks; their
sedimentation precedes the last phase
of the corrugation (Neoalpine) in which
these layers were also directly included.
THE SURFACING
The Neoalpine phase is commonly associated with a North-South compression, however a more detailed study
of the tectonic structures has made
possible to reconstruct the tectonic
evolution of our region with greater
precision. At the beginning (27 to 16
million years ago) the tectonics was
purely compressive with maximum
compression in the north-northeast
- south-southwest direction; subsequently (14 to 8 million years ago)
the direction of maximum compression changed to north-northwest south-southeast. The compression
experienced one final change (8 to 4
million years ago) by turning to northwest-southeast and became transcurrent (ongoing Adriatic phase).
Further analysis of the tertiary strati-

graphic successions has allowed us to
reconstruct in detail the phases of the
rise. The sandstone clasts of predominantly metamorphic nature located
in the surroundings of Belluno and
the pre-Alpine belt have their origin in
the rocks of the Southern Alpine Basin (Hohe Tauern, the northern part of
Pustertal and Gailtal) during the tertiary terrigenous series (molasse) that
ranged from the Chattian to the Langhian (25-14 million years ago).
During the Serravallian (12 million
years ago) the waterways coming
from the North were blocked by the
rise of part of the Southern Alps (Neoalpine phase with north-northwest
-south-southeast compression). In the
following sediments (from the Tortonian-Messinian age, namely 10-5
millon years ago) fragments of limestone-dolomitic stones created by the
erosion of the dolomitic area are in fact
the predominant ones. The layout of
the current hydrographic network of
the Dolomites dates back, therefore, to
this period.
The first area to rise due to the activity
of a series of pelicular fault thrusts was
identified on a strip that crosses the
Marmolada and Antelao Groups (Antelao fault thrust). One has to imagine,
however, a bleak, less pronounced outline, very similar in shape to Montello
and more spread out in the longitudinal direction. The position of the current watershed further back in respect
to the area of the first rise. This can be
attributed to the regressive erosion

of the watercourses which, during the
rise of the tectonic structures, deepen
their course and include more internal
areas.
The success of this process depends
on the intensity of the watercourse,
which in turn depends on the inclination of the slopes. Short watercourses
(70-80 km) such as those that flowed
south into the then near Adriatic Sea
(Paleo-Cordevole and Paleo-Piave),
were endowed with a great erosive capacity, much higher than that of the
northbound streams, like the tributaries of the Adige river. These rivers had
to overcome the same difference in
level by covering a much longer path
(several hundred kilometres), crossing areas with less inclination and had
thus a lower erosive capacity. In this
way, the watershed line moved northward, backing away from the area of
the first lift.
The most intensive rise after the first
phase had begun, occurred in correspondence with the anticline fault
spreading in relation to the Valsugana Line (in the anticline area of Mount
Rite). As the Alpine orogeny continued,
other structures such as the Belluno,
Bassano, Montello Lines were activated further south. They are responsible
for the current seismicity in the area
of the Alpine foothills and continued
to passively raise the main dolomitic
cores. The intensity of the compression phase is recorded by stratigraphic-structural data and by studies on
the traces of fission; the latter indicate
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Schematic and simplified reconstruction of the evolution of tectonic structures through the
Alpine and Prealpine regions (based on the cross-section of DOGLIONI and CASTELLARIN). The
compression in direction north-northwest-south-sountheast during the Neoalpine phase caused a
crustal shortening that amounted to approximately thirty kilometers. Deep thrusts faults moving from
north to south were produced as a result of such compression which gave rise to anticlinal folds on
the surface (fault propagation anticlines).
The time sequence of the relocations is reflected in their geographical succession. The internal
thrusts faults of the Alpine chain were activated at first (a), followed by the Valsugana Line (b) along
which the Paleozoic Basement of the Dolomites crossed the Triassic terrain of the Belluno and
Feltrine Alps. The persistence of compressive conditions triggered the Belluno Line (c), with the
Mesozoic anticline that overlaps with the tertiary areas of the Belluno Syncline; further south (d) is
the Bassano Line, responsible for the raising of the Venetian Pre-Alps; last in tow is the Montello Line
(e) illustration DG).

The map shows the current hydrographic network of the Dolomites with an indication of the
watershed line located at the northern strip where the first mountain rise took place (the line between
Marmolada and Antelao) together with and the axis of the folds of the subsequent lifts. The anomaly
represented by the Boite basin which surpasses the watershed line is associated with a phenomenon
called stream capture. Note that the axes of the first and third lift (S. Marmolada-Antelao and
Anticline Coppolo-Pelf) have a slightly different direction than the second (Anticline of Valsugana).
This can be explained by the fact that the Valsugana Line is a very ancient rift, born as a direct fault
in the Permian which was active during the Jurassic rifting. Its original inclination strongly influenced
its evolution during the Alpine “compression” when it was reactivated and transformed into an inverse
fault (or more correctly transpressive) (illustration DG).

that between 12 and 8 million years
ago there was a rise of approximately
4 kilometres that matched the Valsugana thrust.
LANDSCAPE MODELLING
As soon as the rocks surfaced over the
water pushed by tectonics, the external
agents commenced their weathering
activity. The most noticeable outlines
of the landscape were imposed by the
waterways.
The current hydrographic network was
established in the late Miocene (11 to 5
million years ago); studies of the time
sequence and its relationship with tectonics and watercourses have established that Valle del Cordevole and the
Piave valley were formed as a result of

the initial mountain rise (subsequent
valleys). The two valleys preceded the
raising of the Valsugana and the Coppolo-Pelf Anticlines, which in fact are
deeply cut in a North-South direction
by the superimposition of the Piave and
Cordevole riverbeds on the rising tectonic structures.
External factors shaping the landscape notwithstanding, such as glaciers,
streams, landslides, karst, wind et al., there
are forms stemming directly from the geological structure; such forms are defined
as morphostructures and are defined by
internal factors which include lithology,
location of layers, folds and faults.
The morphostructures determine the
main imprint of the Dolomite landscape.
The rocky formations which are subject

to the erosive activity of various morphogenetic agents, have reacted differently from morphological point of view.
Soft, corrosive and finely-layered rocks
tend to create soft morphologies with
rounded profiles and gentle landscapes
characterised by little orographic ruggedness.
On the other hand, hard and less erodible rocks which are stratified in ledges
or massifs, tend to form jagged and vertical profiles with strong morphological
contrasts.
If, however, the formations alternate between “hard” and “soft” rocks - environments seen frequently in the Dolomites
- the erosion operates selectively and
affects strongly the soft and corrosive
rocks. In doing so, it creates “selective

morphologies” characterised by more
pronounced shapes where hard rocks
abound, and gentler shapes with erodible rocks.
It should be noted that the alternation
between resistant and corrosive rocks is
not limited solely to stratigraphic successions, but includes also the heteropy
of facies whereby rocks come into contact laterally, as well as to tectonics that
creates strips of soft rock called cataclasites, along the fault planes; such
phenomena weaken even the hardest
rocks with dense networks of fractures.
The erosion is more efficacious where
subvertivical faults and fractures occur,
due to the relief’s high energy as well
as the ease with which the debris produced by weathering are transported
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along the gullies. Debris, on the other
hand, tend to be more immobile on less
sloping fault planes, and therefore are
prone to cover the structure preserving
it thus from erosion. The accelerated
erosion effect occurs regardless of the
extent of clashing between the blocks.
The structural forms are particularly
widespread and of great significance
both in the Pale di San Martino-San
Lucano and in the Civetta-Moiazza
Groups.
The Pale di San Martino-San Lucano
Group rises over 1000 meters on the
slopes modeled on the early Triassic
formations; it is a throwback to a landscape of 238 million years ago when
the island surfaced over the thousand
metres deep sea. As a matter of fact,

the Pale Group matches the Ladinian reef uncovered with the help of the
erosion by dismantling the softer rocks
that covered it.
This structure is not completely preserved in the surroundings of Val Cismon and the Cereda Pass; the clinostratifications are easily recognisable at
the foot of Mount Agnèr, but the best
preserved area is that on the north side
of the Pale Group. The slope connecting
Pale del Balcon and Pale di San Lucano
is a structural surface, meaning that the
topographic surface coincides with the
stratum surface. It is the world’s most
spectacular example of a cliff escarpment and is partly still covered by the
rocks associated with the Middle Triassic volcanism.

Northern chain of the Pale di San Martino and the Pale Plateau in the foreground (substructural
surface). Striking morphological contrast between the plateau’s surface and the skyline. The
elaborate and asymmetrical towers to the right of Focobon (Campido, Zopel, Lastei) derive from the
combined effects of the vertical fractures and the clinostratifications of the cliff escarpment. To the
left: the horizontal layers of the internal lagoon on the jagged crest of Campanili di Val Strutt are
intersected by vertical fractures (photo and illustration D.G.).

The Plateau’s surface has a more complex origin as the platform was subject
to erosion for the first time at the end
of the Ladinian (surfacing); it was submerged and then finally restored due to
erosion associated with the Neoalpine
rising. Its topographical surface coincides not only with its layer surface, but
also with an ancient levelling surface.
The north side of Civetta is a classic
example of a stair-shaped slope which
had developed in the presence of supporting layers; the lower elevation is
carved in dolomite cliffs (Col Rean,
Crep di Casamatta, et al.); the upper
one is formed in Main Dolomite as well
as Grey Limestones which comprise
the northern wall of Civetta. The tread
on the other hand, matches the eroded
surface of the Travenanzes Formation
(Val Civetta); other stair-shaped slopes
can be identified on Mount Pelsa and
on Moiazza Sud. Framont represents
a fine example of a cuesta-type monocline relief.
Glacier activity played another important part in shaping the present-day
landscape, together with the defining
influence of the rivers. Earth’s climate
during the Mesozoic era used to be
considerably warmer than today’s,
without any significant fluctuations. Climate change became to be more pronounced during the Tertiary Era and
experienced a marked deterioration
approximately 3 million years ago. The
first great glacial expansion dates back
2.4 million years ago when it set a turning point in the Earth’s climate history

- from then on the climate would fluctuate between two extremes, with glacial
and interglacial phases. Plenty of moderate glacial fluctuations had occurred
during the first part of the Quaternary
(0.9 million years ago); throughout the
interglacial periods the glaciers were
larger than the modern-day ones, but
because of the ice-periods they were
less developed than in the last ice age.
The glaciations became even more
pronounced during the middle Pleistocene (0.7 million years ago), with each
advancing ice, however, the previously-deposited moraines were destroyed.
For this reason data obtained from the
oxygen isotopes in the marine sediments indicate eight glacial episodes
separated by warmer interglacial periods, whereas the classical alpine subdivision pertaining to the northern side of
the Alps identifies only four glaciations
(Gunz, Mindel, Riss, Würm). As the area
of Agordino was occupied its entirety
by the “Würmian” glaciers, there are
traces of the last glaciation only.
During the pleniglacial LGM (Last Glacial Maximum), the glacial covering
in the Agordina basin exceeded 1500
meters of altitude. The local suspended
glaciers from Civetta, Moiazza and Pale
di San Martino converged on the main
glacier of the Cordevole via Val Garés
and mostly through Valle di San Lucano. The suspended glacial cirques are
quite common. There are fine examples
of suspended glacial valleys that have
preserve the typical characteristics of a
glacial valley with its “U-shaped” profile.
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The remains of the glacier known as Giazèr or De
Gasperi Glacier, nestled in a small glacial cirque
between the Cima De Gasperi and the Piccola
Civetta, on August 30, 2013 (photo DG).

Even though the active glaciers have
diminished recently, the glacial imprint
still abounds and is sometimes the
dominant feature; the elaborate winding crests that extend from Civetta to
Cresta delle Masenade are the result
of the erosion of a series of suspended glacial cirques, some of which are
of considerable size, such as Van delle
Sasse and Van della Moiazza. A similar situation can be observed on the
northern chain of the Pale Group, from
Cimon della Pala to Mulaz.
Morainic embankments attributed to
the last late glacial phases occur frequently along the entire base of the
north face of Civetta, in the Van delle
Sasse, in the Van della Moiazza as well
as in the gorge of Miel. On the other
hand, more ancient morainic structures
can be identified in the San Lucano Valley, Val d’Angheràz and Val Corpassa.
The currently taking place transformations of the landscape are mainly related to the periglacial climate of the high

mountains. The widespread diffusion of
scree is associated with the effectiveness of freezing dolomitic rocks, especially when they are heavily fractured.
Additional factor was the karsting activity - an easily recognisable phenomenon in the great glacial cirques such
as Van delle Sasse, Van della Moiazza,
Van della Moiazzetta della Grave and
the Plateau of the Pala Group, where
the bleak mountain rocks are the foundation for the development of furrowed
karst fields (glaciokarst basins).

The role of gravity is essential in these
mountains with their spectacular
slopes: screes created by old landslides are scattered at the foot of the
entire Group; the boulders of Pian di
Pelsa are quite peculiar as Torre Venezia itself was affected by a landslide
in November 1917. A spectacular landslide hit the layers of Grey Limestones
of the Torre Su Alto on November
16, 2013; another landslide occurred
on June 6, 2014 on the crests of the
Castello della Busazza, next to Torre

Trieste. There was a landslide on the
northern wall of Cima di Campido, on
the Pale slope on October 7, 2009;
other minor landslides occurred on
the Seconda Pala di San Lucano in
2019 and the Quarta Pala in 2011 and
2013. Wherever there are thick and
scattered debris flows, the wall base at
the lower part of the slope is usually
affected by a phenomenon known as
mass transport. It is easily identifiable
in Val Corpassa and at the foot of Sass
del Duram.

November 16, 2013: a cloud of released by the collapse of a rocky slab of Grey Limestones detached
from the top of Torre Su Alto (photo credit: Carlin Christian).
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THE MINERALS
OF THE SAN LUCANO VALLEY

4

The Dolomites are certainly not famous for their abundance of minerals,
even though there are certain Ladinian
volcanic areas which favoured the creation of rock crystals. The Valley of San
Lucano, with its wide variety of sedimentary and magmatic rocks, is one of
those areas.
The main cause of mineralization is inherently associated with the volcanism
of Cima Pape. During the late Ladinian,
the western Dolomites were involved
in intense volcanic activity, which led
to the creation of two main volcanic
formations, Predazzo and Monzoni, as
well as some other minor underwater
volcanoes. This is the origin of many
volcanic veins, easily distinguishable
amongst the dolomitic rocks due to
their dark colouring. One of the smaller
areas of effusive eruptions was concentrated in the area around the Pale di
San Lucano and Cima Pape. Such effusive eruption of magma occurred under water - the so-called subaqueous
eruption - which led to the formation
of pillow lavas (for example Malgonera). These are dark rocks composed
of andesitic and basaltic lava that have
veins of layered lava columns at their
base. At greater depth, lava seeped
into small magmatic reservoirs, such
as laccolith of Malgonera, and thanks
to their “insulating” covering, were able
to crystallise and separate. This led to
the formation of new rocks with an ever
rising acidic composition, such as pyroxenite, gabbros, monzonite and last
but not least, syenite.

Scalenoedric calcite (size 15x8x8 cm, collection
A. Porta, photo by F. Scussel, GAMP).

Goethite on dolomite, Campo Boaro (crystal
size 0.7 cm, M. Benvegnù collection, photo by F.
Scussel, GAMP).

Native copper on analcime, Campo Boaro
(crystal size 03x0.4 cm, M. Benvegnù collection,
photo byF. Scussel, GAMP).

The minerals are found in very diverse
geological environments - some are
located directly inside the pillow lavas,
others are between the magmatic and
carbonate rocks, while others still are
inside the carbonate rocks.
Apart from various forms of quartz
(milky quartz, hyaline, amethystine,
chalcedony and agate), the lavas may
contain mostly minerals that belong to
the zeolite family (the most abundant
of which and easy to find is the heulandite), but there are also analcime, prehnite and pectolite; augite and olivine,
on the other hand, are common in the
pyroxenite of Malgonera.
In the areas where carbonate and volcanic rocks meet, one can also find
metallic minerals thanks to the mineralising fluids of magmatic origin
(pyrite and chalcopyrite below Campigat and in Val Gardés, galena near
the Gardés Pass and goethite which is
widespread). Magnificent native copper
crystals have been found attached on
analcime near Campo Boaro.
Large dolomitic crystals (hydrothermal,
or zebra dolomite) were formed on the
very same dolomite, washed over by
hot volcanic waters; these, together with
the scalenohedron-shaped calcite crystals, can reach remarkable dimensions.

Chalcedony agate, Malgonera (size 6 cm, collection
M. Benvegnù, photo by F. Scussel, GAMP).
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Pentagonododecahedral pyrite, Val Gardés
(photo by Vittorio Fenti).

THE FOSSIL PLANTS
OF THE SAN LUCANO VALLEY

5

According to some recent reports from
2011, there have been sightings of fossil plants in the Anisian successions of
the San Lucano Valley dating from the
middle Triassic, some 245-237 million
years ago. They come mostly from
the Agordo Formation followed by the
Richthofen Conglomerate and Morbiac Limestone. These are outcropping
layers at the base of the dolomitic walls
along both sides of the valley.
The flora samples collected by D.
Giordano and examined by expert Evelyn Kustatscher are preserved at the
Geological Museum of Agordo. The
identified species belong to the species
of horsetails, ferns, seed ferns, cycads
and conifers. This is considered a very
significant find, since it is the first Anisian flora found in the southern Dolomites.
The examined materials show clear
signs of fragmentation due to their removal from the mainland into the sea.
The fact that fern remnants remain
intact despite their fragility during displacement is intriguing nonetheless.
The thriving local flora during the Anisian would seem to suggest an environment with warm and humid climate,
with emerging lands nearby.
There were five main areas on continental Europe whose flora could be attributed to the Ansian - in the Vosges in
France, Germany, Spain, Recoaro and
the Dolomites of Braies in italy. Even
though the conducted research is still
in its initial stages and many rather interesting sites have not been included

Leaf fragment of Scolopendrites (photo DG).

Cladophlebis leaf (photo DG).

Leaf fragment of Anomopteris mougeotii (photo
DG).

Pinnula of Neuropteridium voltzii (photo DG).

in the study so far, the valley of San Lucano is amongst the richest European
locations as far as species and genera
are concerned.
Fragments of Peltaspermales (seed
ferns) and Taeniopteris (cicadea) were
found in the valley. These are important finds because cicadea and seed
ferns can be found only in the Dolomites of Braies.

The fossil remains are mere fragments,
preserved as carbonaceous film (carbonisation), and more rarely as an imprint on rocks. So far it has not been
possible to extract cuticles or spores
which are crucial for determining correctly the species in question. As a
possible reason scientists suggest the
thermal heating related to the intrusion
of Pape peak which destroyed the organic substance forming the cuticle at
a later moment.
One can distinguish at least eight
species related to horsetails, ferns,
seed ferns, cycads and conifers in the
valley of San Lucano. The horsetails
are represented by fragments of rhizomes (aerial stems) or stems, probably linked to the genus Equisetites. The
most abundant fern type is Neuropteridium voltzii, followed by Anomopteris mougeotii, Scolopendrites sp. and
Cladophlebis sp. Conifers with branch
fragments lined to the genera Voltzia
ad Alberta are particularly abundant in
the area. There are furthermore badly
preserved fragments probably linked
to seed ferns (Peltaspermum sp.) and
cycads (Taeniopteris sp.).
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GEOLOGICAL ROUTE

6

ONE HUNDRED
STEPS THROUGH
THE GEOLOGY OF
THE DOLOMITES
“Agordo is undoubtedly one of the
most spectacular basins in the entire
Dolomite Alps”
“Alpine and history guide of Belluno - Feltre Primiero - Agordo - Zoldo”
Ottone Brentari, Bassano 1887

The Agordo Basin is home of not only
spectacular landscapes, but also represents an excellent spot for studying the
fundamental geological characteristics
of the Dolomites.
The geological path is divided into 25
stations and begins on the plain of Tamonich, Agordo, on the plot vis-a-vis
the higher education facility “U. Fol-

lador”. This historic “mining school”
was founded by Quintino Sella in 1867,
and is endowed with panoramic location, right in the center of the Basin.
The thematic path “One hundred steps
in the history of the Dolomites” is situated right there; the path gives us the
opportunity to experience in real life the
geology of the Agordo Basin, including
the unique features of the Dolomites
UNESCO World Heritage.
Tamonich is equipped with a large car
park and can be reached by car from
the ring road which bypasses the town
of Agordo to the west; turning right at
the roundabout, follow the directions
to the centre of the town and turn right
again immediately after the cemetery.
Alternatively, one can reach Tamonich on foot from “Broi”, Agordo’s main
square, passing through Vicolo Cordevole, right next to Agordo’s Town Hall.

It is our desire that by creating this
itinerary, we will convey to the visitors
the notion of the passage of time. As a
matter of fact, the path follows a time
axis along which there are large samples modelled on the formations that
make up the stratigraphic series of the
Agordo Dolomites. They begin with the
oldest phyllites from Col di Foglia dating back 500 million years from the
Miaolingian (Middle Cambrian), and
end with the more recent red ammonites from the Late Jurassic (less than
155 million years).
Crosswise to the path there is a lineup of rock samples that represent the
spatial axis of the exhibit. Each rock
corresponds to its respective period
of occurrence and testifies to the wide
variety of environments that persisted
during the geological history of the Dolomites - from periods characterised
2
1

3

by a marked homogeneity of sedimentation, to such of exceptional diversity.
The hundred-steps path allows us to
reach a central panoramic point with
its mindfully arranged illustrative
panels depicting the mountain’s geological-stratigraphic structure; at the
bottom of each panel there are brief
geological explanations.
At the beginning of the geological itinerary there is an illustrative panel with
a features summary of the main landscape as well as Agordino’s geological,
paleontological and mineralogical characteristics; the stratigraphic column
of the Agordo Dolomites and a topographic map indicating the proposed
itineraries are also exhibited. The actual
itinerary begins in Taibon Agordino (2
and a half kilometers from Tamonich)
and the first illustrative panel is located
in front of the Taibon Town Hall.

4

PALE DI SAN LUCANO

1_
2_
3_
4_

The Agordo Basin from Monte Pizzon (photo D.G.).

A panel facing Pale di San Lucano with geological indications.

Terza Pala
Seconda Pala
Monte San Lucano
Prima Pala
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THE ROUTE THOUGH THE SAN LUCANO VALLEY

Reconstruction of a (simplified) geological structure of the San Lucano Valley, carved in the heart of a
dolomitic cliff (sketch by DG).

1. TAIBON AGORDINO
(620 m a.s.l.)

“… The San Lucano Valley, [...] one of
the most bizarre and awe-inspiring
spots on the face of the Earth...”
Dino Buzzati, Cordata di tre (A Roped Team of
Three), in “Corriere della Sera”, June 23, 1956.

INTRODUCTION
The San Lucano Valley (Valle di San
Lucano) extends for 10 kilometres,
passing through the core of one of the
greatest dolomitic reefs. Its average
depth is almost 2 kilometres and is
characterised by a clearly distinguishable glacial profile. The valley’s unique
layout is the result of the accumulation
of a variety of sedimentary carbonate
rocks, rock debris, as well as intrusive

and effusive igneous rocks from the
Tegnàs Basin.
The valley is surrounded by numerous
jagged peaks culminating in majesty
at Mount Agnèr’s north edge, which
is the longest vertical wall in the Dolomites; to the north, furrowed by steep
crevices, are the 1300 metre-high jutting rocks of Pale di San Lucano. The
valley seems to come to an abrupt end
once it reaches the plateau of the Pale
di San Martino Group; as a matter of
fact, it goes on through Val d’Angheràz
- an enormous hanging glacier cirque
surrounded by vertical ridges.
The peculiar Dolomite landscape
reaches a crescendo here, with its
twisting horizontal lines of ridges and
plateaus weaving through perpendicu-

The village of Taibon and the
San Lucano Valley seen from the
surroundings of Farenzena (Agordo).
Mount Agnèr on the left, bottom - the
plateau of Pale di San Martino, Pale
del Balcon and Cima di Campido;
Terza Pala and Secondo Pala di San
Lucano, Monte San Lucano and Prima
Pala on the right. Taibon is located at
the confluence of the streams Tegnàs
and Cordevole; just above it, to the left,
the village of Soccol is perched over a
glacial terrace (photo DG).

lar towers and ravines.
The steepness of the walls and the
richness of their forms - peaks, majestic towers and magnificent slopes; the
contrasting colours of the dolomitic
rocks tinged by sun rays next to dark
volcanic rocks; the grandeur of the
immense obelisk that is Mount Agnèr,
and the slender Torre Armena stand
out next to the stocky structure of the
Pala Group.
Few places conjure such profound awe
as this valley, whose looming vertical
walls leave us with an enjoyable sense
of bewilderment and fear; this is particularly true when the stormy clouds
slither through the towers and rise up
the “borai” - steep and narrow ravines
- and highlight the otherwise invisible
details.
The San Lucano Valley abounds in geological, landscape, environmental and
historical features; thanks to the height
of its vertical walls, the valley is the per-

fect location for practising not only the
usual outdoor activities, but is also suitable for extreme sports such as advanced
climbing, canyoning, BASE jumping and
wingsuit flying (wingsuiting).
Because of its length of approximately
30 km, as well as its overall difference
in level of over 1500 meters uphill, it
would be advisable to divide the itinerary into several different legs to be covered over several days rather than trying to tackle it in a single day on foot.
The part of the route that runs along
the valley axis can be crossed either on
foot, by bicycle, or by car. The parts of
the itinerary located at higher altitude
must be covered on foot. Should the
visitor decide to hike the high part of
the route only, it would worthwhile to
begin the journey at Col di Prà, where a
large parking lot is available.
The itinerary can be divided into several sections according to the needs and
expectations of the visitor; four differ-
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ent themes can be suggested:
- The Water Path focuses on the water
in its various details: streams, sources,
waterfalls, lakes and glacial morphology. The path unfolds mostly along
the bottom of the valley and can be
divided into the following stages: 2
Le Peschiere (The Fischeries), 3 San
Lucano, 4 Mezzavalle, 8 Col di Prà, 9
Sources of Tegnàs, 10 Cascata dell’Inferno (Hell’s Waterfall), 12 Pont. With
a length of 10 km and a difference in
altitude of 600 meters, allow for one
whole day to finish this path if walked
on foot.
- The Earth Path has geology, local history and the use of rocks by man as
its core piece. It follows for the most
part the bottom of the valley and is
divided into the following sections: 3
San Lucano, 4 Mezzavalle, 5 La Calchera (The Limekiln), 6 Sentiero Cozzolino, 7 Frana di Prà e Lagunàz (The
Prà and Lagunàz landslide), 8 Col di
Prà, 11 The “U” section, 12 Pont. Allow
for an entire day to complete by walking this path which is 9 km long and
has a difference of altitude of approximately 550 metres.
- The Fire Path begins at Col di Prà
and continues for its entirety through
the sub-basin of the stream Bordina,
within an area of outcropping magmatic rocks. It includes the sections:
13 Pian della Stua, 14 Casera Campigat, 15 Casera ai Doff, 16 Malgonera,
17 Val Granda. Length 12 km, difference in altitude of approximately
1200 meters.

- The Air Path. This Path which begins at Col di Prà follows the ridge
between the San Lucano Valley and
Val Garés; it is dedicated to mountain
vistas and is divided into the following sections: 11 The “U” section, 14
Casera Campigat, 15 Casera ai Doff.
For the most part, the Air and the
Fire Paths coincide and can be completed within a day.
ITINERARY
Continue for 400 meters from Taibon
Agordino’s Town Hall towards Pèden;
from here turn left and continue to Villanova.
The houses of Pèden are built at the
base of a large postglacial landslide
which is located at the foot of the Prima
Pala di San Lucano, at the confluence
of the streams Cordevole and Tegnàs.
The landslide generated a heap of gigantic boulders. The Fort of Listolade,
also known as the Fort of Pèden was
constructed in the interior of a curving slope at the end of the nineteenth
century. It was erected as a defensive
structure with the purpose of guarding the narrow pass of Listolade and
Val Corpassa. The fortification which
had been left in ruins and covered by
vegetation was tidied up by local volunteers in 2011 and is definitely worth a
visit for its architectural features. Follow the signs to the facility which can
be reached in about 30 minutes across
Via Pèden.
The village of Villanova was built as an

accommodation for the inhabitants of
the hamlets of Prà and Lagunàz which
were swept away by a landslide in 1908.
An exquisite stone fountain donated to
the inhabitants of Villanova by CAI (the
Italian Alpine Club) can be seen at the
roadside approximately 500 metres
from Pèden. The fountain was created
by the skilful local stonecutters with
blocks of dolomite from Le Peschiere
in the Contrin Formation. The unrendered old houses bear witness to the
widespread use of dolomite as a building material.
Villanova offers a glimpse to the Civetta
Group with Valle dei Cantoni enclosed
between Punta de Gasperi and Cima
della Busazza; Torre Trieste looms to
the right.
The hamlet is dominated by the vertical wall of the Lastìa del Framont
to the east. A small white spot on the
rocky wall as well as the large amount
of white debris along the gorge below,
indicate a reactivation of the landslide a minor collapse took place on October
26, 2015, inside the detachment niche
of the much larger landslide which, on
May 11, 1865 caused two victims in the
hamlet of Ronch de Buos. The landslide was partially reactivated on May
2, 1997.
Leaving Villanova behind, the path
crosses the hamlet of Forno di Val; its
name refers to the forges and furnaces for metal processing with which the
area abounded up until the nineteenth
century.

A tiny road forks off 700 meters from
the fountain, just outside to the right
of the village. It leads to an abandoned quarry that exploited the debris
brought from the ravine Roa del Forn.
The challenging CAI path Nr. 765 can
be reached from the road; the path
winds up to the harsh Boral della Besausega and on to the Bedin Bivouac
situated on the Prima Pala di San Lucano.
Campanile della Besausega (the Besausega Bell Tower) is visible at the top
right - a towering rock soaring thirty
meters from the uppermost ledge on
the Seconda Pala, between Boral della
Besausega and Boral del Mul.
Continue along the road winding along
the stream Tegnàs, at the base of the
Piaie de Prombiànch; after reaching
the junction for the Peschiere pond located 800 meters from the junction itself, one can park the car there and set
off towards the pond reachable on foot
after about 200 meters.

The Campanile della Besausega seen from
the path that goes up to the Prima Pala di San
Lucano (photo DG).
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2. THE FISHPONDS
(715 m a.s.l.)

the peschiere pond,
stadial moraine bank
The Fishponds are fed by spring waters and are nestled in a tiny basin
within a larger morainic structure
which was developed after the retreat of the Würmian glaciers. The
pond was recently demolished by
the storm Vaia. During the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM) approximately
20000 years ago, the glaciers spread
over the entire Dolomite region and
reached an altitude of more than 1500
metres in the Agordo Basin. Generally speaking, deglaciation was a rapid
process, interspersed with periods of
either deceleration, or mild progressions, known as late glacial stages.
Various frontal morainic banks originating from the oldest of these stages
(known as Bühl according to the old
geomorphological nomenclature) can

The Peschiere pond.

be distinguished in the area between
Le Pescherie and Le Torre. These
morainic banks were formed by the
glacier originating from the San Lucano Valley during its retreat through
the valley’s interior.
Frontal and lateral morainic banks
according to their subsequent stage
(Gschnitz) have been recognised by
B. Castiglioni in the upper Val d’Angheràz; the last late glacial stage
(Daun) has left some traces over Pian
del Miel.
As soon as we leave the pond behind,
we arrive on the main road crossing
the edge of the alluvial fan in Boral
della Besausega. The fan is completely submerged in boulders and debris.
Dolomite boulders, blackened by soil
and organic weathering, protrude over
the retaining wall which shows signs
of damage caused by the rolled down
earth masses. To the top left of the
orographic side of Boral della Besausega you can see massive rock towers
weathered by vegetation, called “Pilloi”, coming off from the Prima Pala
di San Lucano; in their shape they are
reminiscent of guards watching over
Boral della Besausega. This type of
landscape is associated with a system
of faults and fractures, roughly oriented in the northeast-southwest direction which was the reason for eroding
the exogenous agents.
There is an intake system for the collection of the spring waters known as
“i Fontanoi” a little further down the
road. This is a secondary water resur-

A possible reproduction
of the glacier in the San
Lucano Valley during the
first late glacial stage as it
built the frontal morainic
embankments where the
Peschiere pond is located
(illustration by DG).

gence, where the water coming from
Pale di San Lucano, re-emerges on the
surface, after having passed through
the debris layer that surrounds the
walls. This happens as a result of the
lesser permeability of the sandyloamy alluvial deposits of the valley
floor, compared to the groundwater
and landslide debris. Other similar water springs can be found under Piaie
di Prombianch (water spring Prombianch) and just beyond the church of
San Lucano (Scalette).
After 900 metres from the Peschiere
junction we reach the “picnic” area,
where it is possible to fully comprehend Dino Buzzati’s description of
Pale di San Lucano:
“…just beyond and in front of the
humble but no less dazzling stream
soar the walls of Pale di San Lucano”.
(Dino Buzzati. “A Roped Team of Three”
in “Corriere della Sera” June 23, 1956)

The overhanging vertical walls of Seconda Pala which are more than 1300

meters high, loom over the road a short
distance away; the enormous fracture
of Boral di San Lucano emerges a bit
further on. Beginning on the slope of an
abandoned quarry, there is a trace of
the trail climbing towards the base of
Seconda Pala. Strata from the Agordo
Formation emerge along the ravine
above, where an intriguing flora fossil
of the Anisian period (247-242 million
years ago) was found. The church of
San Lucano located 200 metres from
the picnic area can be reached after a
further 250-metre walk.
Terza and Seconda Pala di San Lucano
separated by the deep and narrow ravine of
Boral di San Lucano (photo DG).
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3. SAN LUCANO
(752 m a.s.l.)

the “borai” and the
importance of faults in
outlining the landscape
of the san lucano valley.
The church of San Lucano is located
at the foot of the Boral di San Lucano
from which it is protected from landslides and avalanches by a distinctive
stone structure.
The church is dedicated to the alleged
Bishop of Sabiona, the “Apostle of the
Dolomites”, who apparently carried out
his pastoral duties in this valley between 430 and 440 AD.
The first historical evidence dating
back to the fourteenth century speaks
of a small oratory; there is mention of
a small church with a single nave and
two altars in the archives from the sixteenth century. The church was rebuilt
and consecrated in 1835 after having
been destroyed by an avalanche. It
was damaged again during the flood
of 1966 because of its proximity to the
riverbed of the stream Tegnàs which
swept away part of its artistic heritage. Some of the artworks have been
saved, the one worth mentioning being
a canvas from the 17th century whose
authorship is attributed to Francesco
Frigimelica “Il Vecchio”; the painting
depicts a Madonna with Child together with St. Lucan and the Blessed Vaza
in front. Vaza’s humble peasant attire

reflects women’s apparel from the 17th
century in Agordo and thus represents
an important historical record.
The “borai” are deep ravines that run
along faults and fractures and are quite
common in the San Lucano Valley. The
most famous of them is the so-called
Boral della Besausega winding across
a mountaineering route from Forno di
Val to the first Pala di San Lucano.
Boral di San Lucano is the epitome of
the dolomitic ravine - to the east it is
flanked by the solid walls of the Seconda Pala and by the long vertical ridge of
the Terza Pala to the west. With a depth
of up to 800 meters and less than 400
meters wide, it is a staggering crevice
that is impossible to negotiate by conventional climbers, and is deemed an
extraordinary undertaking even by the
most experienced ones.
The deep carvings on the Pale di San
Lucano are the result of a phenomenon called selective erosion. The movements of the Triassic faults, which in
turn were augmented by the Alpine
Orogeny, led to the fracture of the
rocks that are susceptible to erosion
to a higher degree compared to the
dolomitic massifs; the activity of external factors, such as freeze-thaw cycle,
surface runoff and karsting, are more
effective along such rocks.
Subvertical tectonic structures as is
the case with the “borai” of the Pala-Group and Agnèr, are characterised
The Church of San Lucano with Boral di
San Lucano in the background (photo DG).
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Illustration of the fault system
which strongly influenced the
erosive processes that shaped
the landscape (ill. D.G.).

by even more intense erosion because
of the greater force created by the
steep relief; the latter facilitates the removal of the disintegrated debris along
the ravines. On the other hand, detritus
along less tilted fault is planes is difficult to remove and tends to cover the
structure thus keeping it from erosion;
the effect of accelerated erosion occurs
regardless of the extent of rejection between the blocks.
From the church our journey continues
along the road between the stream Tegnàs and the large boulders coming from
the landslide scattered at the foot of the
Pala-Group. At the second picnic area
located 700 m from the church we can
have a short break to enjoy the view to
the boral known as Livinàl dell’Acqua.
The ravine is called Livinàl because of
the gigantic avalanches tumbling down
during snowy winters from the hanging
glacier cirque called “la Scudela”, or
“bowl” in English, which hosts a small

perennial snowfield. La Scudela is nestled between Spiz della Lastia and Spiz
d’Agnèr and is dominated by two quaint
peaks - i Denti di Satanasso - whose
shapes clearly speak of the influence of
selective erosion.
The prominent karst spring of Scafa-San Lucano is clearly visible on the
left side, at the foot of the ravine. The
source that flows from the rock at an
altitude of about 885 metres above
sea-level is defined as a contact spring
where permeable and impermeable
rocks meet. This is a unique spot allowing us to directly observe the hydrogeological contact between the aquifer
composed of the carbonate rock fractures from the Lower Schlern Dolomite,
and the highly clayey aquiclude of the
Werfen Formation. The flow of this moderate-sized spring has been constant
throughout the years, with seasonal values ranging from several dozen
to a few hundred litres per second.

Livinàl dell’Acqua (cone’s peak height of approx.
900 m) in February 2014 which turned to be
a particularly snowy year. The thickness of
the snow in the avalanche cone was estimated
at around 50 meters, part of the snow was
preserved until the following winter. At the
top, the two particular peaks called Denti di
Satanasso (photo DG).

TEGNÀS’S RIVERBED
The stream Tegnàs will be our steady
companion for long stretches during
our journey. Unlike most Dolomite
streams, this waterway was seldom
disrupted by man and has thus maintained its natural course. This particular feature rendered it the ideal sited
open-air laboratory for understanding
the underlying dynamics of fluvial processes. The research which began ten
years ago is still in progress and is carried out by the CNR of Milan in cooperation with IIS “U. Follador ”of Agordo.

The study of the water flow of the
stream Tegnàs has revealed an anomalous hydraulic behaviour of the San
Lucano Valley. Under normal conditions the water coming from the upper
part of the basin which includes Val
d’Angheràz and Val Bordina, is partly
absorbed by the gigantic alluvial bed in
the Mezzavalle area with a thickness of
150-200 meters and 300 meters wide,
only to resurface further downstream.
The reason for this anomaly is associated with a watertight underground
septum created by a moraine or a deep
slope collapse acting as a regulator of
the outflows by dividing the basin into
two parts; there are higher and variable flow rates with large amounts of
loose debris upstream, whereas downstream is characterised by smaller and
contained outflows with little sediment
transport. Naturally, this hydraulic behaviour is not applicable to such extraordinary events as the 1966 flood or
the storm Vaia which led to the complete disruption of the riverbed.
We reach Mezzavalle after another half
a kilometre.
The lower part of Livinàl dell’Acqua with the
water spring Scafa-San Lucano, the rocky wall is
carved in the Contrin Formation (photo DG).
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4. MEZZAVALLE
(776 m a.s.l.)

the deepest part of the
valley
At an altitude of 776 metres above
sea level, Mezzavalle is situated at the
bottom of the narrowest and deepest glacial valley on the planet, almost
2100 metres lower than Mount Agnèr
(2872 m). Recognised as the greatest U-shaped valley, it descends from
Mount Agnèr right to the valley’s floor,
only to rise up again to the top of the

Terza Pala di San Lucano.
There exist bigger glacial valleys all
over the world but because of their
width, the U-shape, so typical for the
glacial valleys, is almost unrecognisable; there are even narrower valleys,
however, too small and less deep.
Seismic surveys conducted in the area
using ultrasound to help scientists better understand the deeper structure of
the Earth, have allowed us to rebuild
the development of the rocky substrate
buried underneath. The results reveal
that the rock is located 200 metres
deeper than the ground level, meaning that the U-shape is even more profound than previously thought.

From here it is possible to glimpse at
some particular traits of the valley,
such as “El Cor”, the San Lucano cave
and Tromba del Miel.

An illustration of geological features visible from
Mezzavalle (ill. D. Preloran).
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Part of the San Lucano Valley passing through Mezzavalle (775 m asl) between Terza Pala (2354
metres above sea level) and Mount Agnèr (2872 metres above sea level) through “el Cor” in Pale del
Balcon (photo DG).

“EL COR”
“El Cor” is a unique heart-shaped rock
arch located in Pale del Balcon. Rock
arches of this kind are formed as a result of a phenomenon called selective
erosion. The rock, which is a Schlern
dolomite was faulted (fault’s plane visible to the left of the arch) and fractured.
Cataclasites, which are the layers that
have been made softer by the fracturing, are more susceptible to the erosive
agents. In this case it may be assumed
that the freeze-thaw cycle, which has a
great effect on fractured rocks, was the
main factor in forming the rock fragments that were removed by the force
of gravity and the surface runoff. This

was additionally helped by the process
of karst dissolution which helped water
permeate deeply into the fractures.

El Cor” - a unique heart-shaped rock arch
located in Pale del Balcon (photo L. D’Alberto).

THE SAN LUCANO CAVERN
The San Lucano cavern is a squareshaped cave with a vault-like outer
contour produced by the combined
influence of karst and selective erosion
along faults and fractures; these processes, together with the subsequent
collapses, facilitated the cavity’s widening. Local Christian tradition holds that
the cave was the dwelling place of the
Blessed Vaza - it hosts a chapel dedicated to San Lucano and the pious

woman. The cave offers a spectacular view over the San Lucano Valley.
The seated visitor can enjoy the ever-changing shadows throughout the
day and discover peaks and pinnacles, ravines and fissures and a plethora of new features; the staggering
vista doubtlessly renders it a “mystical” place.

Sunrise from the San Lucano cavern (photo
Moreno Geremetta).

TROMBA DEL MIEL
Tromba del Miel (2467 metres above
sea level) is a rocky spur that owes its
name to its particular shape - it resembles a trumpet turned upside-down
from the valley floor. It is the remainder
of the ridge that separated two contiguous glacial tongues coming from the
Pale plateau that joined further down in
the Pian del Miel. The latter is a hanging glacial cirque in the middle of the
eastern flank of the Pala-Group over
Val d’Angheràz.

From Mezzavalle we continue along the
road with the “menacing” vertical wall
of the Terza Pala di San Lucano, 1400
metres in height. The danger is highlighted by the gigantic boulders scattered along the slope.
The ancient lime kiln comes into sight
after 700 meters. The kiln is locally
known as “calchera” and was recently
cleaned by local volunteers.

Tromba del Miel and the plateau of Pale di San
Martino (February 2014) (Photo DG).
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5. “CALCHERA”
(800 m a.s.l.)

how lime was made
Limekilns once played a significant role
in local construction and constituted an
important source of revenue for the inhabitants of the valley, as the materials
involved were easily found on site. The
stones necessary for the production of
lime were skilfully extracted either from
the landslide debris that surrounded
the foot of the “Pale” walls or along the
Tegnàs riverbed. Bundles of broadleaf
branches (beech, hazel, ash and hornbeam) were used as fuel; some of it was
leftovers from firewood, or from the
charcoal kilns.

Calchera, or lime kiln, built with dolomite ashlars.

A SHORT HISTORY OF LIME
(Preloran Dino)
Lime has been used by humans
for millennia. We can never be sure
about the exact date of its discovery,
but thanks to some finds at human
dwellings with lime-plastered and
painted in red ochre walls in Mallaha in
the Palestine, we can narrow down its
first use to approximately 14 to 15 thousand years ago. Widespread use of
lime began in Mesopotamia and Anatolia between 7000 and 6000 BC. The
Balkan Peninsula saw its arrival around
5600 BC. The process of decarbonation, hydration and re-carbonation became common knowledge more than
2000 years before Christ; the vertical
shaft kilns in Mesopotamia date back
to that period and they are very similar
to the modern ones.

It is accepted that almost all ancient
peoples, among which the Egyptians,
Chinese, Maya, Phoenicians, Greeks
and Romans understood the art of lime
burning as well as its manifold use. It
was the Romans, however, who brought
lime production to perfection and began to use it in a variety of ways. The
first detailed and complete written treatise on lime-based mortars happens to
be De Architectura by Marc Vitruvius
from the 1st century BC.
Lime burning occurs inside structures
(kilns or furnaces) that are locally
known as calchere. There are various
types thereof, with features varying
based on the quality of the desired final
product.
The initially utilised limekilns were designed with simple features:
- stack kiln: carbonate stones were
piled on a flat surface; the stones were
then covered with dry dung and wood
gathered from the forest. Once kindled, the fire had to be kept burning
until the very end of the lime-burning
process.
- stationary shaft kilns: a hole was
dug in the ground, choosing clay
soil, whenever possible, as it hardened when heated, thus ensuring the
thermic resistance; the hole was then
filled with carbonate stones and the
whole structure was covered with fuel.
As a result, the acquired know-how
boosted the technological development
that lead to the introduction of built-in
kilns, which were still in use in Belluno
and its surrounding areas up to several

Stack kiln (ill. Francesca Sommavilla).

Stationary shaft kiln (ill. Francesca Sommavilla).

Masonry-style “Calchera” (ill. Francesca
Sommavilla).

decades ago and can still be found in
the Dolomites. The kilns were built on
the sides of the slopes in such a way,
that, with the exception of their front
part, they were completely buried underground. This was done to prevent
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heat dissipation. Construction consisted of digging a circular hole on the
side of slope; it was then completely
dry-coated with heat-resistant stones,
leaving an opening at the front lower
part for fuelling the fire.
The three previously mentioned kilns
are intermittent fire kilns. The stones
used in these kiln types do not come
into direct contact with the fuel, but are
merely “licked” by the heat, resulting in
obtaining pure-white, high-quality, uniformly calcinated lime, as a final product. Continuous-fire kilns require the alternation of limestone layers with those
of fuel, the resulting product being of
doubtlessly much inferior quality, as it
was polluted by the fuel residues.
With the arrival of the industrialisation in the nineteenth century, the first
great kilns with continuous refilling
were introduced. The fuel never came
in contact with the processed material,
thus obtaining lime free of pollutants.
CONSTRUCTION AND USE OF
THE “AGORDINA” LIMEKILN.
(Preloran Dino)
In oder to build a “calchera” the terrain
had to be cleared, usually in circular
shape. The size varied in accordance to
the quantity of limestone or dolostone
that was intended for processing. The
hole was then dry coated with heat-resistant stones. There was an opening
for the refilling of the fuel at the lower
front part, usually one to one and a
half metres large. The kiln’s wall was
thicker at the base in order to obtain

an indentation of approx. 20-25 centimetres on the inner side of the wall, at
a height of around 40 to 50 centimetres from the bottom. This way a small
ledge was created on which the blocks
of limestone or dolomite were laid in a
freestanding dome-shaped heap. The
stones were underpinned by a temporary wooden frame in order to facilitate
the construction of a vault. These ashlars had to support the rest of the materials thrown in haphazardly into the
kiln during the burning process. The
stone blocks varied in size and they
were chosen in a way to make space
for the passage of the heat between
them. Once the whole kiln was full, a
small canopy was built over it to prevent the fire from extinguishing in the
case of rain. The kiln was then kindled
using brushwood; the fire had to be
kept burning with the help of brushwood or other small branches so that
it constantly maintained the necessary
temperature of approx. 1000 C° for the
decarbonation process. The quantity of
the wood necessary for lime production
varied according to the size of the kiln.
The common ones had a diameter of
roughly 3 metres and almost the same
height - it is estimated that between 70
and 80 kg of wood were used per 100
kg of ready lime. The production duration itself varied according to the size of
the kiln. The above-mentioned variety
usually took a week for the burning to
be completed.
The produced lime was then put in
chests and slaked in order to obtain

“grassello”, or lime putty, which as a
rule was left to rest and mature in special lime pits for months before it could
be put to use.
THE CHEMICAL PROCESS
Aerial lime is obtained by the burning,
or calcination, of limestone or dolomite
at high temperature between 900 and
1200 °C. By releasing CO2 while burning it at 900 °C, the limestone, or calcium carbonate (CaCO3), is calcinated
into calcium oxide (CaO), also known as
quicklime. By adding water, the thus
obtained calcium oxide can easily be
transformed into calcium hydroxide
[Ca(OH)2]. With the help of this highly
exothermic reaction known as slaking,
a soft and malleable paste called lime
putty, is formed. Its hardening, which in
its essence is the drying up of the material, continues as the chemical process of slow transformation of calcium
hydroxide [Ca(OH)2]; the latter, when
combined with carbon dioxide (CO2)
from the air, reverts to calcium carbonate (CaCO3) and reaches substantial cohesion according to the reaction
formula:
Ca (OH)2 + CO2 -» Ca CO3 + H2O
Dolomite (CaMg(CO3)2) disintegrates
completely at temperatures between
940 °C and 1230 °C following the formula:
Ca Mg (CO3)2 -» CaO + MgO + 2CO2
Pure limestone is essential for obtaining finest-quality lime. Depending on
its concentration, magnesium oxide
(MgO) can have different effects: low

concentration (dolomite limestones)
produces “lean” lime; higher concentration, on the other hand, means “fatter” lime.
Lime produced from dolomite can
have higher resistance compared to
that made of limestone in the short
run; dolomitic lime could pose serious
problems over time, because of its interaction with the atmosphere, causing
the formation of magnesium sulfate
crystals on the surface that can cause
it to deteriorate.
After having visited the “Calchera” we
continue on the road for approximately
400 metres; a commemoration plate
attached to a boulder on the right side
of the road reminds us of the first ascent of Mount Agnèr’s North Face in
1921, by F. Jori, A. Zanutti and A. Andreoletti.
We leave the main road after 50 metres
and continue on the side path which
would allow us to cross the stream
Tegnàs and take the trail leading to
Bivacco Cozzolino, at the foot of Agnèr’s North Face. The trail immediately
becomes straight and steep, winding
towards landslide debris of enormous
proportions. This is the surfacing part
of a vast post-glacial landslide coming
from the slope of Mount Agnèr; thanks
to seismic research conducted in the
valley, the part submerged under the
current topographic surface has been
identified as well. After approximately 20 minutes of climbing, we reach a
panoramic viewpoint towards Pale di
San Lucano.
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6. THE COZZOLINO
TRAIL
(900 ca. m a.s.l.)

a key to understanding the
geological structure of
the dolomites
(Allow for less than an hour to complete
a round trip plus a short break from the
trunk road)

The vista from this spot enables us to
grasp the geometric parameters between several formations, namely the
Contrin carbonate platform of the Anisian together with its adjacent Morbiac
Limestone with its typical lagoon environment, and the Ladinian escarpment
from the Schlern Formation which pro-

trudes on the attached marine basin in
the Livinallongo Formation.
At the beginning of the Mesozoic era
between 252 and 247 million years
ago, the Dolomites were a flat and homogenous coastal area; the Anisian
period brought significant environmental fragmentations due to tectonics and
sea level fluctuations.
A series of step-like synsedimendary
faults of what would later be known as
the Valley of San Lucano, which occurred at the same time as the sedimentation itself, led to the sinking of the
western area. This resulted in the formation of anoxic conditions in the Moena Formation, compared to the eastern
part where the carbonate platform of
the Contrin Formation was deposited.
The faults are easily recognised thanks
to the activity of the selective erosion

Panorama towards the Quarta and Terza Pala di San Lucano with indication of the geologicalstratigraphic situation (photo DG).

The Pala-Group of San Lucano seen from Agnèr (photo Stefano Santomaso). To the left, behind
Lastia di Gardés and Quarta Pala are the volcanic and volcano-clastic rocks that cover the
escarpment of the Pala-Group; very clear is Boral of Lagunàz.
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carried out by the waterways, which is
always more effective along the fractured rocks.
With a thickness that can reach 500
metres, the Contrin Formation is highly evolved and is set directly over the
Agordo Formation. The initial 300 metres to the west rest over the Calcare di
Morbiac (“The Morbiac Limestone”), to
be then interrupted and replaced by
the Calcare di Morbiac itself. The faster
rate of sedimentation of the platform
caused by the calcium carbonate precipitation compared to that of the adjacent lagoon intensified the difference in
height between the two environments
and the Contrin platform ended up partially covering the Calcare di Morbiac.
Due to the rise of the sea level during

the Ladinian, the Conrin platform failed
to adapt to the new conditions and
ceased to be active; this led to the creation of purely marine environments
which spread all over the Dolomites.
Communities of calcium carbonate-fixing organisms such as bacteria, algae,
sponges and corals, managed to take
root only on some of the more shallow
areas.
These platforms were formed during
intense subsidence conditions and
increased rapidly both vertically and
laterally and ended up covering the basin’s deposits of the Livinallongo Formation.
The progradation of the clinostratifications is obvious beneath the Quarta
Pala, whereas the wedge of layers of

the Livinallongo Formation becomes
thicker as they shift further away from
the platform’s core located in the Seconda Pala.
Further up on the wall of the Seconda
and Terza Pala, there is a slightly concave oblique line, a narrow ledge set in

the presence of a thin level of ash. This
horizon is ubiquitous in the Dolomites
and bears witness of a particularly violent volcanic eruption which impacted
an area that emerged south of the Dolomites during the Late Ladinian.

Geological sketch of the previous image (ill. DG).

plunged and fixed in the rock. Wooden stairs were attached which enabled
the woodcutters to reach the ledge and
perform their work.
Two large and valuable outcrops can be
seen while going a dozen of metres further up the trail. The first one below is
the outcrop of the Cencenighe Member
in the Werfen Formation; its colour and
densely stratified fractured appearance are rightfully denoted as Crepe
Rosse (Italian for red cracks).
The second is located further up and
delineates the transition from the lower
Schlern Dolomite (layered and grey),

and the Agordo Formation (yellowish
grey).
The plinth of Mount Agnèr’s North
Edge (Spigolo Nord) composed of the
Contrin Formation is recognisable
above; to the east it borders Van di Mez
and Vanet del Piz in the west - both a re
deep ravines running along transcurrent vertical faults.
As soon as we complete scrutinising
the geological features, we can return to the road at the bottom by the
same trail and continue to Col di Prà.
We reach the hamlet of Prà after about
three hundred meters.
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A rocky arch known as Arco del Bersanel can be seen from the top of Boral
di Lagunàz, to the right of the mountain
pass (better seen if using binoculars);
in the past it was reachable through the
now abandoned Ferrata Miola.
On a large ledge located in the lower
part of Boral di Lagunàz, there exists a
beech forest. This practically inaccessible strip of forest became desirable

for the local population at the end of
the 1800s. At that time the San Lucano
Valley was almost completely devoid
of trees; the beech trees in particular
were used for the production of charcoal used first in the smelting furnaces
of Col di Prà and then in the copper
mines of Valle Imperina. To take advantage of this resource, the villagers built
a real via ferrata with metal anchors

Agnèr’s North Edge id part of the Schlern Formation; its base belongs to the Contrin Formation
and is partially covered with vegetation. The passage between Schlern Dolomite and the Agordo
Formation is visible foreground centre of the photo, upfront is the landslide debris with the winding
trail (photo DG).

7. THE LANDSLIDE OF
PRÀ AND LAGUNÀZ
(812 m a.s.l.)

the chronicle of a death
foretold
This is how Ottone Brentari described this very location in his “Guida
Storico-Alpina di Belluno, Feltre, Primiero, Agordo, Zoldo” from 1887:
“Lagunàz is a delightful bundle of half a
dozen cabins on the banks of the stream;
it is surrounded by meadows with scattered cherry trees and huddles right
under the imposing crack inside the
walls of the Pale. The road finishes at
Prà a row of houses under the rock.
The fields and the meadows that grow
corn, beans, rye and potatoes have
been ruined for the most part by the
flood of 1882. There is a tiny church
with a room attached that is used as
a school. The village pub serves wine
and brandy.”
The picture painted in our mind’s eye
is completely different from the situation now largely because of two occurrences. The most important event is certainly the landslide that fell in the night
between the 2nd and the 3rd of December 1908 from Quarta Pala di San Lucano and to be more precise, from Pizet
at an altitude of approximately 2100
metres. The rocky mass plunged 1300
metres into the valley floor and swept
away the hamlets. The second and more
subtle phenomenon is the exodus from

the mountain and the abandonment of
the subsistence agriculture practiced in
the Dolomite valleys.
The landslide of Prà and Lagunàz is
characterised by a special and poignant
history. Several Viennese geologists
studied the Pala-Group of San Lucano in
the mid-1800s, when Agordino was still
part of the Kingdom of Lombardy-Venetia; they identified an open fissure that
ran parallel to the slope, which at the
time was represented as Cime di Ambrosogn on the maps (now PIzet).
The inhabitants of the valley were forewarned about the imminent danger and
the authorities ordered their relocation
to Listolade, near Roch de Buos, at the
foot of Mount Framont. The villagers decided against the move, however, especially when, on May 11, 1865, a landslide

from Lastia del Framont collapsed in the
vicinity of the very spot chosen as their
new home, causing two victims.
With the arrival of the Kingdom of Italy and its “usual geological sensibility”,
with which our ruling class was distinguished, the potential danger of a landslide was forgotten and the inhabitants
of the valley continued with their daily
lives until that tragic night, when part
of the overhanging pillar of Pizzet detached suddenly; the pillar appeared to
be solid and composed of Schlern Dolomite - in reality it was crisscrossed by
faults and fractures. A rocky mass of
approx. 200000 cubic metres collapsed
and hit the rocky ridge situated to the
east of Van del Pez; it then split in two
parts and the shattered material plummeted towards the two hamlets, causing
28 victims.
The remaining tip of the rock with a
volume of 100.000 cubic metres (FENTI 2009) is undermined by shattered
rocks and surrounded by a vast crevice.
The pillar was affected by minor falls in

2011 and 2012 which are a reminder of
the constant danger on the road to Col
di Prà.
After four hundred meters we reach Col
di Prà built on the edge of the alluvial fan
of the Bordina stream, in full view of the
north face of Monte Agnèr.
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View of the perimeter crack that surrounds the
unstable mass of Cima dei Pizzet (July 6, 2010)
(photo DG).

Back cover of Domenica del Corriere, 13-20
December, 1908 where the tragedy of Prà and
Lagunàz was depicted by Achille Beltrame in
watercolour (Umberto Repetti collection).

Cime dei Pizzet and Quarta Pala di San Lucano
underneath Pizzet - the rocky pillar that divided
the landslide from 1908 in two. The series of
images (May 2010, November 2010, May 2013)
shows the recent development of the landslide.
There is no sign of activity in the first image; the
second documents a modest gap, whereas the
third shows a more substantial gap that changes
the shape of Pizzet (photo DG).

8. COL DI PRÀ
(843 m a.s.l.)

the north edge of agnèr
“...the grandiose architecture of the Dolomites surges with terrible force - looking form the bottom of the valley, one
has to twist one’s head upwards in order to take it all in. Monte Agnèr looms
with its peak of a kilometre and a half;
in front and beyond the more modest
but by no means less charming stream
are the walls of Pale di San Lucano.
Less than 2900 metres high, the peak
itself doesn’t amount to much in terms
of height. But what other Alpine cathedral can boast such apse? When it
blazes in the setting sun and the pale
clouds begin to engulf it slowly, one is
charmed into believing that such sight
could not possibly exist.”
Dino Buzzati, Cordata di tre (A Roped Team of
Three), in “Corriere della Sera”, June 23, 1956.

THE NORTH EDGE
OF AGNÈR
With a height of 1550
metres, Monte Agnèr’s
North Edge is part of
the mountain walls
which made history in
mountain climbing and
competes with Eiger’s
North Face for the title
of the highest wall in
the Alps.

Let us now go on to explore and find
out how such a structure could have
formed right here. The tilted, almost
vertical rocky walls are formed solely
of rocks that are resistant to erosion hard, compact and tough. Vertical walls
several hundred metres high could be
quite common, their number diminishes, whoever as they continue to grow in
height. In order to become gigantic, the
resistant rocks should have the necessary thickness as well.
The Valley of San Lucano was dug in
the core of the reef that is now the Pale
di San Martino, Pale di San Lucano
and the Civetta Group, and, compared
to the other valleys, it reveals unique
geological past.

Reproduction of the paleogeographic structure
of the Dolomites at the end of the Anisian. The
Civetta line separates the high structural zone
in the west where the Contrin Formation initially
settled and then the Schlern Formation from the
lower area in the east where basin formations are
deposited (ill. DG).

A view from Col di Prà towards Agnèr; from
left to right: Spiz Piciol, Spiz d’Agnèr Nord
and Spiz d’Agnèr Sud, Agnèr, Torre Armena
and Lastei d’Agnèr. Upfront on the right is Col
Negro. Monte Agnèr’s huge pillar is separated
from Spiz and Torre Armena by two vertical
transcurrent faults which facilitated the selective
erosion processes. The tiny hanging glacial
cirque of Van de Mez where Bivacco Cozzolino is
located is to the left of the Edge (photo DG).

ified limestone and dolomites were accumulated. The sudden rise in the sea
level called transgression created open
sea conditions throughout the entire
region. Some communities of calcium
carbonate-fixing organisms emerged
on the platform’s more shallow areas;
these consisted mainly of bacteria but
there were also algae, sponges and
corals. The subsidence rate was quite
high, however, the new platform grew
at the same rate as the deepening,
thus providing a high-rate carbonate
production. During this initial period
the vertical growth called aggradation
clearly prevailed over the horizontal
growth known as progradation. The
numerous original nuclei melted into
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Geological sketch of Monte Agnèr (ill. DG).

Towards the end of the Anisian (243
million years ago), the Dolomites were
divided in two by a straight fault line,
situated to the east of Mount Civetta;
to the west there was a vast basin area
and a carbonate platform, crisscrossed
by straight basin zones, dominated the
area to the west. The whole area was
subject to sinking (subsidence). The
deepening of the seabed wasn’t the
same everywhere - while in the neighbouring areas there was an accumulation of several dozens of metres of platform limestones (Contrin Formation),
the area around Agnèr, Pale di San Lucano, and the Civetta was affected by a
much more rapid sinking, where more
than half a kilometre of massively strat-

a single structure, which, in the course
of three to four millions years, reached
a thickness of more than a thousand
metres - significantly higher than other
reefs in the Dolomites.
In conclusion, the thick pile of hard
rocks which sculpted Agnèr’s North
Edge is the product of the high rate of
subsidence that impacted this specific
area of the Dolomites between the end
of the Aninsian and the beginning of
the Ladinian.
LA FRANA DEL PIZ
(THE PIZ LANDSLIDE)
The San Lucano valley features enormous differences in height and has
thus been affected by landslides since
its very origin. The remains of ancient
landslides originating immediately
after the retreat of the glaciers, are
largely buried under recent or current
alluvial and detrital deposits. There is,
however, an imposing landslide deposit
at the base of Pale dei Balconi (Monte
Piz) which has the characteristics of a
deep-seated gravitational slope deformation (DSGSD). The volume of this
enormous mass is estimated to be 100
million cubic metres and of compact
appearance and borders strips of fractured rocks. The mass is off axis with
respect to the original U-shaped conformation of the valley and framed upwards by a semicircular niche.
DSGSDs generally evolve over a long
period of time affecting entire slopes
with dimensions that can reach one
billion cubic meters. They have no spe-

cific movement surface, but rather feature a deformation by micro-fracturing
within a more or less wide band of the
rock mass. The deformation phase is
very long, which could evolve into a
paroxysmal phase.
DSGSDs are movements that tend to
balance such slopes that are not in
equilibrium for various reasons. A predisposing factor is the existence of a
structural weakness of the rock, which
could be either intrinsic and on a small
scale, such as schistosity and cohesive weakness, or a medium-structural, namely inherent to the local and
regional geotectonic history, such as
the existence of fracturing systems

The image taken from Livinàl Lonc (right side
of the Val d ‘Angeràz) helps us identify an
anomalous structure shifted forward in relation
to the side of the valley and located at a lower
position compared to the hill above. It represents
the landslide structure of a DSGSD. The clear
detrital ravine of Val della Civetta is developed
along the limit of the landslide body (photo DG).

and faults. This phenomenon is called
deformation and can be further classified as dipping. Generally speaking, and
in the low-middle range in particular,
no real cutting plane can be identified.
The latter is limited to the upper part
of the areas impacted by deformation
which is highlighted by a series of cuts
aligned transversely to the line of slope
(surfacing of movement planes). There
occurs a “swelling” of sorts in the lower-middle part of the slope towards the
exterior occurs in order to compensate
the downward thrust of the top parts. A
frequent result is a new real landslide
detaching from the lower part because
of lack of balance.
Unlike Villanova or Forno di Val, the
hamlet of Col di Prà boasts houses with
colourful walls, built with a remarkable variety of rocks. Apart from the
light-coloured dolomite, there are the
reddish sandstone blocks of the Werfen
Formation and the Voltago Conglomerate. Other identifiable stones are
dark magmatic rocks (andesites, monzonites, pyroxenites) and black bituminous limestones bearing witness to the
geological complexity of the Valley.
Because of the storm Vaia on the 29th
of October 2018, Col di Prà has recently been covered by alluvial debris as
the river Rio Bordina practically tore
a bridge and gouged a wide ravine at
the confluence with Tegnàs. Similar
phenomena of even greater magnitude
have also occurred in the past.

In the 1700s Col di Prà was the home of
farmers, miners and blacksmiths. According to the witness accounts of Giuseppe Alvisi: Belluno and its Province
from 1859, the iron mines located on
Col de la Vena and on Stia de Val de
Gardès supplied siderite, or iron carbonate, which was then processed
in the small smelting furnaces and
worked in the forges belonging to the
Crotta family in Col di Prà. Analyses of
the local geology and the depots lead
us to believe that the mines were actually located not far from the stream
Bordina under Pian della Vena and at
the base of Lastia di Gardès.
According to Alvisi, following intense and prolonged rains in the autumn of 1748, a landslide broke off
the north-eastern side of Monte Piz,
obstructing the flow of the Bordina
stream; the detachment niche is still
easily recognisable nowadays. A temporary lake was created and filled immediately by the waters coming from
the large hydrographic basin of the
stream Bordina. The barrier suddenly
collapsed as a staggering amount of
water and debris hit the village, devastating the countryside and several
houses and destroyed the factories
which had been built near the stream
out of necessity. It was precisely because of this event that the village of
Prà was built in a location protected
from the stream, but as we have seen,
not from landslides.
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9. THE SPRINGS
OF TEGNÀS

detachment niche of the Piz landslide
in the upper part of the valley. The
combination of factors such as large
debris volume, steep slopes and the intensity of rainfall, has resulted in a vast
solid transport capable of sweeping
away even huge boulders.
Boral delle Scandole was formed on the
opposite side of the valley - it is a long
straight valley trending along a transcurrent fault which separates Torre
Armena from Lastei d’Agnèr through
Forcella dello Spizzon. The fault connects the Contrin Formation and the

(1000 ca. m a.s.l.)

(round trip from col di prà takes approximately 2 hours)
We can leave the car in the large parking lot in Col di Prà at the crossroads
of Locanda al Cacciatore and take the
tiny road to the left leading to Val d’Angheràz; after about 400 metres we can
cross the river Rio Bordina just above
its confluence with the stream Tegnàs,
in an area destroyed by the flood. A little further on, there is a large selective
barrier constructed in order to reduce
the solid transport of the stream Angeràz and put to the test by the flood.
The road that led to Val d’Angheràz was
completely destroyed for a long stretch
and the chosen route runs along the
gravel margins close to the slope. After a short stretch of preserved road we

Val d’Angheràz from the spring i Polver. Upfront
is Tegnàs’s riverbed dotted with clear dolomite
boulders (photo DG).

Agnèr, Torre Armena and Boral delle Scandole
from the military road leading to Pont. The
role played by the vertical transverse faults
along which the deep gullies have been dug
was fundamental in the origin of this landscape
(photo DG).

reach the water intake structure collecting water from spring Polver - a water flow springing at the base of a detrital escarpment locally covered with
fine-grained glacial deposits (hence the
name Polver - Italian for dust).
From the Polver spring onwards, the
road is once again ruined; traces of the
path rise through the gravel between
boulders and the enormous debris
released during the flood descending
from Val della Civetta. The local morphology has been completely transformed by the vastness of the deposit;
a large eroded area corresponds to the

Boral delle Scandole is a small waterfall tucked
in the layers of the Werfen Formation; the left
rock wall is composed of the Contrin Formation
which has come into tectonic contact with the
Werfen Formation through its transcurrent fault
(photo DG).

Werfen Formation in the lower part - a
small waterfall was formed on this spot.
A properly cemented conglomerate
outcrop of possible interglacial origin
extends to the left of the waterfall; it
contains a small cavity called Covol del
Mont. The discovery has already been
documented by Bruno Castiglioni.
We resume our climb up through the
debris and as soon as we cross the furrow of Val Civetta, we bump again at the
dilapidated road and proceed through
the valley until the junction for Casera
d’Angheràz Bassa (1046). The road to
the hut branches off to the left and descends through the beech and fir forest
until it reaches a hairpin bend which
crests abruptly to the right towards
the hut. Recently rebuilt, the hut itself
nestles against a huge quaint boulder. Right at the hairpin bend there is
a track of the old forest road plunging
into the woods; the track turns almost
immediately into a path that leads to
the area with the water springs.
Amongst the numerous valleys that
crisscross the Pala-Group of San Martino-Pale di San Lucano, the San Lucano Valley is the most deeply encased
one; as a result, it gathers the majority of the rain and melt water that falls
in the surrounding mountains and
plateau as it filters through the fissures
and crevices, and reemerges on the
valley floor.
Geologist and hydrologists have two
entirely different notions of the moun-
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tain: the geologists see them as entities
made of rocks, whereas the hydrologists consider them water reservoirs
(aquifers), bounded by waterproof
rocks (aquicludes). The carbonate
rocks that form the reef of Pale di San
Martino-San Lucano (Contrin Formation, Schlern Formation, Cassian Dolomite), constitute one huge aquifer at
high altitude thanks to the karst dissolution process, as well as a cobweb of
fractures. The bed-like layers of the
Contrin Formation (Agordo Formation,
Voltago Conglomerate, Werfen Formation) have a substantial clay component which makes them waterproof
(aquiclude). Many of the springs in the
San Lucano Valley resurface thanks to
their permeability, the most important
being that of the Fontane just south of
Col di Prà with a flow rate between 100
and 200 l / s and that of Scafa-San Lucano at the base of Livinàl dell’acqua
that has a flow rate fluctuating from a
few dozens of liters up to 300 l / s.
Another significant reservoir can be
made up of alluvial and glacial deposits,
and debris which cover the valley floor.
The debris floor of Val d’Angheràz contains a vast aquifer in its interior that is
fed by rain, underground springs, the
superficial surface runoff, and by melt
water brought by avalanches through the
deep gorges that carve the right flank of
the valley. The snow remains in some of
those gorges throughout the year - there
are active snow banks at the mouth of Val
di Toront at a very low altitude, less than
1300 metres above sea level.

The unfiltered waters of the alluvial bed
emerge uphill just a bit underneath
Casera d’Angheràz. The springs are located in two different areas - the bigger
one is just below the Casera Angheràz.
Here the water gushes everywhere
from the detritus; the more abundant
spring comes forth from beneath a
boulder with a flow which varies between several litres per second to 200
litres per second. The total water flow
coming from this group flows from 200
to 500 litres per second. The other
group of water springs is located on the
other side of Tegnàs and the trail leading thereto isn’t always easy to spot.
The area is quite fragile and one has to
literally tiptoe once there.

The perennial snowfield of Val Toront with an
area of over one hectare during periods of
maximum retreat with its large snow bank, seen
from the Pale del Balcon on August 22, 2010.
Summer skiing was practiced on this snowfield
in the early 1980s (photo DG).

Schematic drawing illustrating the types of aquifers in
Val d’Angheraz (ill. DG).

After our short visit to the springs
we can return on the same path to
Col di Prà and proceed along the
road towards Pont. Cross the temporary bridge built as a substitute
of the old one swept away by the
stream Bordina during the storm
Vaia Tempest and continue climbing
along the military road. For travellers coming by car with the intention
to track only the upper part of the

itinerary, there is the possibility to
park. Leave the military road and
take the steep path leading to Cascata dell’Inferno as soon as you arrive at the first hairpin bend at about
900 metres altitude. The path takes
less than an hour for a roundtrip but
is not suitable for everyone as the
last stretch before the waterfalls is
an exposed passage only partially
equipped with metal ropes.

Springs of Tegnàs downstream the Casera
Angheràz (photo DG).

Eastern springs of Tegnàs (photo DG).
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10. CASCATA
DELL’INFERNO

There is a long outcrop of the Werfen
Formation along the Bordina creek
composed of a substantial block of
layers which, in and of itself, is characterised by similar features (calcareous-marl rocks, silty-arenaceous, thinly-layered and thus easily erodible). If
we took a closer look at the lithological
composition and its sedimentological
characteristics, however, we will notice
continuous evolution. This variability
has prodded the geologists into dividing the Formation into nine members

in order to identify in each of them
higher homogeneity (a member is a
lithostratigraphic unit which is inferior
in the hierarchy compared to a formation).
The rocky layers belonging to the Werfen Formation are the result of a long
period of sedimentation in a coastal
marine environment, mainly within the
tidal range. The interaction of several factors (subsidence, sedimentation
and sea level fluctuations) produced
environmental changes that persisted
throughout the Early Triassic (252 to
247 million years ago). The widespread
sea swell prints in the silty-arenaceous
rocks of the Campil Member and in
the calcarenites in Cencenighe Member, speak of beach environments; the
same testimony is brought to us by
the presence of gastropods and oolitic
sands in the Oolite Member, similar to
those on the beaches of the Bahamas.
The marly limestones rich in bivalves
of the genus Claraia present in the Siusi Member, on the other hand, suggest that the shoals of the tidal plains
were subject to the influence of the sea
swell from time to time. The Val Badia
Member with its rich paleontological
references (bivalves, gastropods of the
Natiria genus as well as ammonites of
the Tirolite genus) denotes somewhat
deeper marine environments well below the sea swell. There are outcrops
only of the formation’s most recent
members in the Valley of San Lucano.

Werfen Formation, Campil Member along the
stream Bordina (photo DG)

The erosion created by the storm Vaia

(1020 m a.s.l.)

agordo formation and
voltago conglomerate
(round trip from col di prà takes roughly
an hour)

has exposed a series of marly-silty arenaceous layers on the lower part of the
stream Bordina’s left bank. They are
predominantly red and belong to the
Campil Member, revealing the classic
sedimentary structures of ripple and
tempestite so typical of environments
with a dominant swell.
The grey-coloured strata of the Val Badia Member outcropping a little further
up on left bank. The Val Badia Member
is a typical representative of subtidal
environments below the fluctuation of
the sea tide. The features of this area,
however, indicate a transition to less
deep peritidal environments; these are
bioturbated marly dolomites alternating with motley siltstones. Limestones
and grey malty-silty dolomitic limestones can be found in the upper part.
The following Cencenighe member is
70 to 80 metres thick; it is composed
of dolomites and yellow and red oolithic-bioclastic limestones with crossing
lamination layers. The layers are assumed to be deposits produced by the
coastal strip through the tide’s power.
Siltstones and bioturbated grey marls
from subtital environments alternate
with siltstones and red argillite. The
desiccation cracks, or mud cracks,
found in the latter suggest that they
were formed in an inter-supratidal environment.
The formation ends with the member of
San Lucano. It is 40 to 60 metres thick
and is composed of decimetric red
sandstones layers with horizontal and

crossed lamination, wave and current
ripple; siltstones, argillites, motley siltymarly dolomites (yellow, grey, red, violet) with ripples and mud-cracks structures which are typical of areas subject
to high and low tide. The terrigenous
fraction diminishes in its mid-high
section to be replaced by light grey,
bioturbated dolomites, alternating with
multicoloured siltstones.
At the foot of the first high waterfall
along the stream, there is an outcropping of a lower Schlern Dolomite
composed of whitish or light grey microcrystalline dolomites in layers from
10 to 60 cm; clearly this is a peritidal
carbonate platform deposit with its distinctive plane-parallel joints.
The Voltago Conglomerate replaces
the Schlern Dolomite. The Voltago
Conglomerate is an alluvial fan deposit
formed by eroded debris coming from
an emerged area further south. Being far of its place of origin and close
to the sea, the conglomerate is almost
entirely composed of arenaceous layers. A conglomerate layer, several decimetres thick, is jutting through the
reddish sandstone layers just before
the waterfall. Vertical fractures intertwine beneath the sandstone strata.
Their surface is covered by tectonic
strange structures called “feathered
structures” because of their similarity
with feathers. Such structures develop
on the fractures’ surface indicating the
direction of the propagation of energy which occurs towards the exterior
of the “feather”. The energy radiates
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obliquely in relation to the fault plane
during the fault’s movement.
Cascata dell’Inferno is a typical example
of selective erosion; the tough calcarenitic slab (Calcareniti di Listolade) of the
Agordo Formation protrudes vertically
as compared with the soft silty-arenaceous stones of the lower part of the
Agordo Formation and of the Voltago Conglomerate. The internal part of
these layers often abound in plant residues (mainly conifers and ferns).
On the right side of the edge, the slab
is disrupted by a fault which had lowered the western part of the rocky

A layer belonging to the
Voltago Conglomerate
Formation (photo DG).

Geological sketch of the area of the Cascata
dell’Inferno (ill. DG).

“Feathered” structure that
crosses a sandstone layer of
the Voltago Conglomerate.
This is a typical tectoglyph,
a tectonic indicator, showing
the direction in which the
energy released by the fault
propagates (in this case from
left to right) along the lateral
fractures that develop during
the activation of the fault
itself (photo DG).

Cascata dell’Inferno and the motley layers of the
Voltago Conglomerate (photo DG).

block (left), compared to the one in the
east (right).
After having visited the waterfall, we
can return to the hairpin bend and follow the military road until it reaches
CAI path Nr. 761 to Pont after a hundred meters. With its steady and easy
incline, the road offers a more comfortable walk, however.
A karst spring with variable flow can
be seen along the path, which usually
disappears in dry summers. Further
down the road we come to a spot with
a crack through the debris with a light
flow of chilly air. We’ve come across a

large body of alandslide, which as we
learned before, is a DGDS. It is very
probable that this crack is in contact
with the outside world through a network of holes at higher altitude. The
cold winter air descends through the
cavities by drawing in fresh air from
the surrounding area; the flow of chilly
breeze continues to cool the underground environment, thus creating ice
deposits inside the cavities which in
turn keep on cooling the gushing air
even in summer.
We proceed along the path and cross
the military road at an altitude of about
1088 metres.
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11. THE “U-SHAPE”
SECTION
(1088 m a.s.l.)

panoramic view between
terza pala and agnèr
Slightly upstream from the crossroads
between the CAI path and the military
road to Pont, the visitor can admire a
postcard-perfect portion of the San

Lucano Valley with its quaint U-shaped
profile, tucked between the Terza Pala
and Agnèr. The section is 3000 metres
wide and 2100 metres deep.
It has a slightly asymmetric build, its
left side being steeper as its strata are
running counter to the slope, whereas
its right side is less inclined thanks to
its dip slope strata and the landslide
deposits at the base.
After half a kilometre on the military
road we reach Pont at an altitude of
1149 above se level.

Geological sketch of the San Lucano Valley between Terza Pala and Mount Agnèr (ill. DG).
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Geological section of the San Lucano Valley between Lastia de Gardes and Mount Agnèr. The shows
the general distribution of the layers aligned with a slight NW trending. A substantial stata block lies
at the foot of Agnèr which is part the Contrin Formation. Such layers are missing completely at Lastia
where they are replaced by the Morbiac Limestones (ill. DG).

A picturesque view over the San Lucano Valley with its classic “U” shape is revealed just before
reaching Pont; Pale di S. Lucano on the left and Agnèr on the right (Photo DG).

12. PONT

(1149 m a.s.l.)
the quarries and the
moena formation
(allow 2 hours for a round trip from col
di prà)
There is a beautiful waterfall carved
in the Morbiac Limestones in Pont - a
dark grey marly limestone with a nodular appearance deposited in the Late
Anisian in shallow water environments
or in marshy areas.
A stroll along the left bank of the stream
Thef Pont waterfall - a skip of about 30 metres
carved out of Morbiac Limestone layers (photo
DG).

will bring us to the remains of a quarry abandoned a long time ago. In the
immediate post-war period, a series of
small quarries, some of which located
underground, supplied the “Black Taibon Marble”; it was a dark bituminous
limestone of the Moena Formation. Machine remains, half-finished blocks and
signs left on the stone by cutting with
rotating wire are still visible in the area.
The quarries emit a strong sulfur smell
and there are sometimes hydrocarbons
drip from the dark rock.
On the cut surface of a rock in one of
these disused quarries one can recognise in detail the Moena Formation.
Here the formation is a filling of a small
intra-platform basin enclosed by active escarpments and connected to
syn-sedimentary faults from the Late
Anisian. It is characterised by two lithological types: carbonate breccia and
dark limestones. The dark limestones
are frequently laminated in tabular
layers of thickness from 2 to 10 cm, alternating with marly interlayers several
centimetres thick. The preservation of
a perfect lamination proves the anoxic
nature of the sedimentation environment and therefore hostile to limivorous organisms that usually mix the
sediment of the seabed.
The breccia are formed by heterometric clasts ranging from a few centimetres to approximately half a meter of
basin and platform origin. The former
are larger in size and formed by tabular shreds of laminate facies; the lat-

A detail on the wall where
the rocky structure can be
identified (Moena Formation)
composed of dark tabular
fragments (laminites of the
Moena Formation) and more
rounded light fragments
(Contrin Formation) immersed
in a dark matrix rich in
bituminous substances (photo
DG).

ter originate from the Contrin platform
and are smaller and more rotunds. The
breccia were formed as a result of submarine flows which, descending along
the sliding embankment, incorporated
the sediments of basin origin.
HISTORY OF THE STONE
QUARRIES IN PONT
(Preloran Dino)
Deposits of black marble are not very
common in Italy, especially those more
than 50 cm thick. There is uniformly
coloured black bituminous limestone
outcropping in the surroundings of Pont
whose layers reach a thickness of several meters. Since the early 1900s the
outcrop attracted the attention of local
entrepreneurs who deemed the stone a
great business opportunity.
A local entrepreneur made the first tentative step in opening a quarry here in
1910. Two major problems arose from
the very start - the need for an access
road and the poor quality of the first extracted stone samples.
Prior to WWI, many fortifications together with several military roads were

built in the Belluno area and Agordino.
One of these works is the military from
Col di Prà leading to Rifugio Rosetta
across the plateau of Pale di San Martino and passing right through Pont.
Even though one of the problems was
thus solved and the new tests gave better results, in the years that followed
the end of the First World War did not
see any commercial exploitation of the
quarries.
The mining activity commenced in
the 1930s which coincided with the
autarchic period of our country. Since
good quality black marble was quite
scarce in Italy, most of the country’s
supplies thereof were usually imported
from Belgium where black marble is of
clearly superior quality and, most of all,
uniformly coloured.
In that period, the national production of
black marble was concentrated on five
different sites - Colonnata in the Apuan
Alps, Varenna and Albino in Lombardy,
Roverè di Velo near Verona, and Carso
in Friuli. Compared to its Belgian counterpart, all marble from the above-mentioned sources lacked not only in uni-
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formity in colour, but also contained
inclusions or white veining which considerably diminished its value.
The black “marble” of Pont was compact, devoid of white veining and occurred in layers more than 60 cm thick
- a feature that rendered it valuable for
a variety of applications.
Work at the quarry commenced on
May 18, 1935 after a local entrepreneur
perceived its business potential .
The quarry was sold to SAMB (Società
Anonima Marmi Bellunesi) on March
30, 1938 which continued mining
throughout WWII. The quarried material remained unsold and more than
150 blocks of “marble” were piled up
and kept on the squares and along the
street. The cutting facility was modernised toward the end of the war by the
introduction of the penetration pulley of
Monticolo, but shortly after quarrying
stopped.

Wall in one of the quarries where cutting traces
left by rotating wire are clearly visible (photo
DG).

Mining resumed sporadically in 1960
- the period was marked by frequent
change of management and the quarrying was disrupted often until its final
disuse in 1968.
ICE-CONTACT LAKE
Several outcrops of dark coloured
clayey-sandy silts have been identified
in Pont; often there were occurrences
of Dropstones -pebbles that have
been brought by icebergs which drop
through the normally finer lake sedimentary deposits, as soon as the ice
melts. Based on field research, it is assumed that these are lake sediments
deposited in an ice-contact lake, which
was created in the early phase of the
Würmian glaciers retreat.
The lake was apparently created
once the main glacier in Val d’Angheràz-Valle di San Lucano had retreated considerably with in relation to its
The high waterfall in Pont: the robust ledge of
breccia belonging to the Moena Formation juts
through the more tender laminites below (photo
Vittorio Fenti).

Unfinished abandoned blocks on site (photo
DG).

Students of the Institute “U. Follador ” in one
of the underground quarries from which the
so-called Black Marble of Taibon was quarried
(photo DG).

maximum expansion; it was located at
an altitude of approx. 1200 metres, preventing the regular water flow from the
Bordina valley. The local glacier is less
fed and more prone to ablation because if its southern orientation. In this
place it had detached from the main
glacier and retreated into Val Reiane
and Val Gardés.

can opt to either continue on the
military road or to proceed on the
CAI path Nr. 761 which takes a right
turn here. The two itineraries converge in Pont de la Pita (1326 metres above sea level). Here a track
of the path can take us to the Grotta
di San Lucano in less than an hour,
and another leads to Casera Pian
della Stua (1373) after a several
minutes walk. CAI pathNr. 761 will
take us to Pian di Reiane (1360 metres above sea level), from where we
can still arrive at the Casera, or to
Casera Campigat without having to
cross Pian della Stua.

The hamlet of Pont was damaged by
the storm Vaia as the stream Bordina
overflew from its riverbed, destroying
a part of the military road and revealing layers of Morbiac Limestones in its
wake. Take the military road back up
to the hairpin bend; here we can see
a fine example of concentric folds developed in the laminites of the Moena
Formation.
After the hairpin bend with the waterfall in the Moena Formation, one

The road climbs steadily past
grassy and wooded slopes with
compact volcanic rocks (andesites),
reshaped pillow lava (pillow breccia)
and thin layers of the Livinnallongo
Formation. The visitor can observe
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two intriguing outcrops right before
the road rejoins the track coming
from Pian della Stua (1650 metres
above sea level).
The first outcrop is located along
a valley deeply carved in volcanic
rock; its left side is cut into “pillow
breccia”, whereas the right is found
in yellowish andesitic rock (also referred to as augite porphyrites by
the authors) because of its surface
weathering. A recent fracture has
dark green colour - a vein of an andesite layer whose lower part comes
into contact with the Livinallongo
Formation. The vein is replaced by
a transcurrent fault along which the
valley has been eroded.
A hundred metres further is the
second outcrop, consisting of a
compact breccia ledge composed of
clasts which, for the most part belong to the Livinallongo Formation;

Hypothetical reconstruction of the ice-contact
lake in Pont which originated thanks to the
obstruction of Val Reiane by the main glacier of
San Lucano (ill. DG).

Layers of Morbiac Limestones uncovered by
the erosion due to the storm Vaia; the unfinished
“black marble” block is visible (photo DG).
Slithering clouds through the San Lucano Valley
help us imagine the glaciers’ origin when the
ice-contact lake in Pont was formed (photo
Corrado Cattadori).

The contact between the Livinallongo Formation
- light-coloured and thickly layered at the
bottom with the dark green and brownish
andesite vein (photo DG).

Folds in the Moena Formation. The folds are
formed due to compressional tectonics; in the
concentric folds the surface that divides one
layer from another is an area for movement,
along which the layers glide on top of each
other. For this reason the external layers are
less curved than the internal ones; the fold
terminates with unfolded horizontal layers.
Concentric folds are formed at relatively shallow
depths and are typical for sedimentary rocks in
decimetre layers, especially in rocks with high
clay composition (photo DG).

Breccia composed of fragments of the
Livinallongo Formation (rectangular grey clasts)
and of vulcanites (darker irregular clasts) (photo
DG).

Pont: silty-sandy layers deposited in an icecontact lake (photo DG).

a fair proportion is made up of volcanites. Most probably, the outcrop
is the result of sedimentation due to
underwater debris flow.
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13. PIAN DELLA STUA
(1373 m a.s.l.)

the transition from cliff
to basin
(approximately three quarters of an hour
from pont)
Pian della Stua’s ravaged landscape
suggests that we stand on the debris
of an ancient landslide, now completely covered by vegetation. The plants
thrived thanks to the abundant volcanic material which are more fertile
than the dolomite.
Val di Reiane is the northern slope
composed of igneous rocks (andesite
and reshaped pillow lava). It is streaked
with gorges trending along ancient Triassic faults. The valley floor was carved
in the predominantly thinly-layered
limestones of the Livinallongo Forma-

tion, which are partly covered by scree
and landslide particles; the alternation
of layers of different erodibility has led
to the creation of several waterfalls.
The valley’s southern flank is entirely carved from Schlern Dolomite and
corresponds to the reef escarpment of
Pale del Balcon.

This lithological unit has been traditionally divided in three members: plattenkalk (dark, bituminous limestones
with horizontal lamination; they were
formed in anoxic environment, with
rare layering of green volcanic rocks;
Knollenkalke (nodular flint limestones
Contact between a slab of the Schlern Formation
set on the thin layers of the Livinallongo
Formation (photo DG).

Val di Reiane and Pian della Stua; the left slope
is modelled in volcanic rocks (reshaped pillow
lava), whereas the right one is carved into the
cliff’s escarpment. The hut with the looming wall
and fault (photo DG).

A vertical rocky wall, recently subject to
minor slides is to the south of Pian della
Stua - a steep step interrupts the cliff
slope. This is the result of selective erosion facilitated by the wall’s positioned
along a strip of cataclasites connected
to a vertical transcurrent fault, trending
East-West.

Casera Pian della Stua, in the background the
cliff escarpment of the Pala-Group, with Sass
Negher (photo DG).

see environment. Another outcrop of
this formation is found at the base of
the first waterfall, at the base of which
the trail passes.

Not far from the path past the hut, it is
clearly visible where the cliff escarpment converges with a large slab of
dolomite which ends in the vicinity of a
thin-layered structure. This part of the
Lvinallongo Formation represents deep

with thin volcanic layers, and Banderkalke (created by turbidite, layered by
laminated marl as well as thin strata of
pelagic limestones. The occurrence of
the “green stones” is indicative of their
volcanic origin from an area from the
south of the Dolomites with active, explosive volcanic activity involving rhyolitic acid magma.
Past the waterfall, the path continues
through the woods until it rejoins the
military road and CAI path nNr. 761 at
an altitude of about 1650 metres above
sea level. The path continues on the
road dug into the reshaped cushion
lavas up to Casera Campigat. Looking from the second bend towards the
stream below, a concentration of pyrite
can be identified in the pillow breccia,
thanks to their rust-coloured patch.

Sulphide mineralisation in pillow breccia along the
stream below Casera Campigat (photo DG).
Massive ledge of the Schlern Formation
intertwined with the layers of the Livinallongo
Formation (photo DG).
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14. CASERA
CAMPIGAT
(1801 m a.s.l.)

the cliff escarpment
(approximately

an hour and a half from

pian della stua)

Despite its rudimentary equipment, the
hut (1801 metres above sea level) can
provide the visitor with sufficient shelter in case of need. In the surroundings of Casera Campigat (Sass Negher,
Campo Boaro, Val delle Camorze, Cos-

ton della Vena) there emerge igneous
rocks (pillow lava) allowing us to observe directly their coming into contact
with dolomite rocks. This is an area that
abounds in various minerals quartz,
analcime, heulandite, chalcedony and
even native copper.
The Marmolada-Monzoni area was affected by steady and significant important and persistent magma outpouring
during the Late Ladinian. These lava
spills led to the creation of a volcano, similar in size to that in Stromboli.
Large amount of lava spilled over the
seabed which, due of the high temper-

View from Casera Campigat: the cliff escarpment of Pale di San Lucano covered by volcanic and
vulcaniclastic rocks of the Cima Pape subgroup, Val di Gardés trends the “lava-dolomite” contact
(photo DG).

ature amplitude between the water and
the lava, solidified taking on the shape
of a pillow (pillow lava). As soon as
the lava poured from the underwater
slopes, the pillows rolled and reconsolidated further down, thus forming pillow-breccia.

The Pass Cesurette and Casera Campigat, beyond the ridge the village of Garès appears; the twisting
military road can be seen cresting towards the dairy; the path proceeds following the ridge to the
right. In the foreground to the left can be identified the tectonic contact of the right transcurrent fault
between the light-coloured rocks of the cliff escarpment and the dark-coloured reshaped pillow lava
(photo Lucio D’Alberto).

From the Casera one has a splendid
view over the cliff escarpment of the
Pale di San Lucano Group, covered
by igneous rocks from Cima Pape.
The development of the landscape
was determined mainly by the lithology. The Gardès Valley (Val di Gardès)
is the dividing point of two completely
different kinds of environment. To the

south are the carbonate rocks of the
escarpment cliff of the Pala Group, with
its layers inclined at approx. 40° (clinostratifications); they are covered by
scarce vegetation composed mainly of
dwarf mountain pine. To the north are
the profiles of the volcanic clastic rocks
(Fernazza, the Marmolada Conglomerate) and igneous rocks further down
(basalts and monsonites). The latter
are transformed in fertile soil which allows the cultivation of rich pastures and
high-tree woodland. The environment
of Pale di San Lucano-Cima Pape has
inspired the great Austrian geologist
E. von Mojsisovics to coin the notion of
“facies eteropy.”
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Geological sketch of the
contact between the volcanic
and volcanic-clastic rocks of
Cima Pape and the cliff of
Pale di San Lucano.

Pat Casera Campigat, the CAI path Nr.
759 continues uphill through volcanic
rocks (reshaped pillow lavas) until it
reaches the Valghere-Palalada ridge.
While on the ridge, we are averted to
the presence of the waterfall Cascata
delle Comelle by the noise of the water gushing from the ravine bearing the
same name; past several skips, the water flows through the ledge of the hanging glacier valley, carved in the Contrin
Formation, and end up in the underlying Val Garés.
The village of Garés is located on an
alluvial fan; to the north it is cordoned
by the volcanic rocks of Cimon della
Stia, followed abruptly by dolomite of
the Focobon-Group characterised by
jagged peaks, its slender rocky towers,
and glacial cirques cupped in deep valleys dominated by vertical walls. The
landscape is the result of selective erosion affecting fractured and tilted dolomite rocks crossed by magmatic veins.
The dark mass that is Sass Negher with its odd summit tip appears
nearby; further away the volcanic

rocks of Campo Boaro that covering
the escarpment of Pale del Balcon.
Further north looms Marmolada’s
vast south wall; Cime d’Auta and
even nearer is located the enormous
“callanco”, or “gully” of Marmolada
- an extensive erosive phenomenon
involving subtly stratified Permian rocks (Val Gardena Sandstones
and Bellerophon Formation) and the
Lower Triassic (Werfen Formation).

Sass Negher’s volcanic rocks perched directly
on the cliff escarpment of Pala-Group - the
landscapes may be close to each other,
nevertheless entirely different. A visible track
of the military road climbing towards Campo
Boaro (photo DG).

Cimon della Stia and Val Garès. The upper part
of Cimon della Stia is composed of volcanic
rocks (pillow lavas) and volcanoclastic rocks.
Malga Stia, visible on the left, is located on an
ice-contact terrace (photo DG).

Panoramic view towards the Focobon-Group;
from left to bottom: Bureloni and Cima di
Valgrande, followed by the elaborate Cima
di Focobon - the most compact summit of
Campido, Torri della 64a Compagnia (barely
visible), Cima Zopel and Cima Lastei. Further
on the left: Sasso Tedesco separated from Val di
Col by the isolated ridge of Drioparei (Cima delle
Scalette). There are three overlapping hanging
glacier cirques in Val di Col.
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The Comelle waterfall skips over the hanging glacier
valley step from the Contrin Formation, partly
engraved by the narrow and deep gorge of the
Orrido delle Comelle (Comelle ravine). The fissure is
to the right of the waterfall and runs along a vertical
andesite vein which was more prone to erosion than
the surrounding dolomite. (photo DG).

The Pape subgroup stands out not only
with its typical colour, but also because
of the forms inherent of selective erosion, such as the step-like slopes with
alternating ledges of soft rock and
rocky walls of hard rock. The monocline
relief, or cuesta, of Lastei di Pape features a surface carved in the hard layers of the Marmolada Conglomerate.

The path continues going up and down
over volcanic rocks, where the visitor
can come across minerals, such as
heulandite; with its red-orange colouring, the mineral stands out from the
incasing greenish rock. Ice-contact
terraces, also known as Kame, can be
found at an altitude of approx. 1800
metres; other sub-horizontal features
form due to structural surfaces at various altitudes. Path Nr. 759 proceeds
with gentle ups and downs and reaches
the saddle pass Caoz at 1944 metres
above sea level; it then descends to
the recently renovated Casera ai Doff
(1878 metres above sea level), which is
an excellent spot for refreshment.

A view towards the Cima Pape-Group with the monocline - cuesta relief of Lastei di Pape; this typical landform goes back to the process
of morphological selection, whereby the substantial pack of layers of
the Marmolada Conglomerate shields the most erodible underlying
rocks like the Monte Fernazza Formation (photo DG).
The south wall of Marmolada, also known as the “silver wall”, with Monte La Banca, Monte Fop
and Cime dell’Auta in the foreground from left to right. Marmolada, the Queen of the Dolomites,
differs from the rest of the Dolomites in its limestone composition. The lack of dolomitisation of
the Marmolada platform as well as the adjacent Costabella-Cime dell’Auta, can be put down to
the absence of contact with sea water, as Marmolada was submerged in its entirety in watertight
volcanic rocks throughout the Late Ladinian. Marmolada Limestone (now Schlern Formation) has
weathered with time; the massive areas alternate with vertical fractures that create jagged peaks at
the top. The thus created landscape is similar in some ways to the granite of Val Masino-Bregaglia
and on Mont Blanc.

The southern slope of Monte Palalada is interrupted by a sloping
terrace; it is believed that this structural surface was caused by the
presence of currently eroded soft rocks, which covered a layer of hard
rocks (photo DG).

The huge gully of Marmolada represents the largest erosion area of the Dolomites; it is carved into
the layers of Arenaria di Val Gardena, Bellerophon Formation and Werfen Formation.
These “gully-like” forms are produced in a process comprising several steps. In the beginning heavy
rainfall and hail washed away more erodible material, such as silt and clay, while at the same time
rain caused granules to be swept down the slope more effectively by creating a strong runoff. Water’s
erosive capacity grows when it accumulates in rivulets, ballast and debris. Larger and deeper furrows
are formed by the rivulets, thus accelerating the erosive power, which in turn leads to the creation of
even deeper valleys. This process results in the increase of the debris flow in terms of stream capacity
of the river Gavon Torrent (photo DG).
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15. CASERA AI DOFF
(1878 m a.s.l.)

the marmolada
conglomerate
(approx. 2 hours from casera campigat)
The visitor is offered a spectacular view
over the Agnèr chain and the enormous glacier cirque of Val d’Angheràz
from the mountain pass Caoz (1944).
The tectonic impact in the shaping of
the local landscape is obvious - the
ravines etched into the transcurrent
faults with their vertical fault planes
along the ridge from Spiz d’Agnèr to
Croda Granda.

Even at a glance it is quite evident that
in this area, we are no longer accompanied by the pillow lava outcrops. Reason for this is the straight paleo-fault
dating from the Ladinian and trending
Forcella Caoz-Pont which caused the
sinking of the eastern area (Malgonera)
as opposed to that in the west (Campigat). The most apparent consequence
of this fault’s impact is the transformation of the rocky substrate, which in the
area of Casera ai Doff is composed of
the Marmolada Conglomerate, usually
overlapping with layers of lava.
As we have already seen, two volcanic
systems - those of Predazzo and Monzoni - developed in the Dolomites during the ate Ladinian. The continued

A view from the path towards mountain pass Caoz and onte. Caoz (Monte Fernazza Formation),
Lastei di Pape and Casera ai Doff (photo DG).

Val d’Angheràz seen from the surroundings of
the Caoz mountain pass and Spiz d’Agnèr north
(2544) and south (2615), Spiz d’Agnèr, Monte
Agnèr (2873), Torre Armena (2652), Lastei
d’Agner (2844), Sass de le Caore (2762), Sass
de le Snare (2668), Cima della Beta (2723),
Croda Granda (2849), and Cime del Marmor
with its small snowfield. The entire chain, or at
least the upper parts thereof, was developed
in the Schlern Formation; ravines carve and
fragment the chain along the fractured rocky
layers with the help of transcurrent vertical
planes (photo DG).

Agnèr’s gigantic north edge seen from the
mountain pass Caoz (photo DG).
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Marmolada conglomerate near the mountain
pass Caoz (photo DG).

volcanic activity radically changed the
ancient dolomitic landscape; the 700800 metre-deep sea which divided the
carbonate islands began to fill up with
various materials. Landslides and debris flows were typical for the western
Dolomites, whereas ashes and volcanic
sand coming from the Monte Fernazza
Formation through underwater landslides and turbidity currents reached
also the eastern Dolomites.
Once the magma chamber of the volcano Predazzo had emptied, the volcano collapsed inside its caldera. Just
like Stromboli, volcano Monzoni was

prone to collapses along its slopes and
was subject to erosion by external factors.
The Marmolada Conglomerate represents the most robust product of the
dismantling of the volcanic structure
in the Marmolada-Monzoni area; its
thickness reaches its peak of 1300 meters in the Cima Pape-Group.
This is a conglomerate with a rich sandy
matrix, composed of mainly andesite
pebbles varying in size from a walnut
to several-metre large blocks; the pebbles are rounded and sub-spherical
- a legacy of the river flow and the reshaping by the wave motion along the
coast. The final seabed sedimentation
was the result of landslides and debris
transport which formed underwater alluvial fans (fan delta). The conglomerate is distributed around the Marmolada-Group, however the more we move
away from the volcanoes, the less in
size the grains become; at the same
time, the fine portion increases and is
laterally replaced by fine, tufaceous,
greenish-grey sandstones, alternating
with finely stratified dark clays of the

Reproduction of the
Dolomitic paleogeography
during the Late Ladinian
with the Predazzo and
Monzoni volcanoes between
the carbonate platforms
(ill. DG).

The destruction caused by the storm Vaia in the Malgonera state-owned forest (photo DG).
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Wengen Formation. The conglomerate
is a product of the re-sedimentation by
turbidity currents of the finest materials coming from the submerged slopes
of the volcanic reliefs.
Leaving the casera ai Doffs, proceed
downhill on the CAI path Nr. 762 towards Malgonera; past a small valley
with the outcropping of the Livinallongo Formation, with layers featuring the
typical selective erosion phenomena.

Livinallongo Formation (photo DG).

16. MALGONERA
(1700 ca m a.s.l.)
pillow lavas
(20 minutes from casera ai doff)
A stunning outcrop is visible from
Malgonera along the CAI path Nr. 762,
at an altitude of approx. 1700 metres
above sea-level - a block of calcareous,
thinly-layered strata of the Livinallongo Formation, covered by a stunning
sequence of pillow lava, several hundred metres high. The outcrop highlights the relationship between volcanic activity and sedimentation.
Pillow lava is typical of magma pouring into underwater environments.
Because of the high temperature
Pillow lava, typical of magmatic effusions in an
underwater environment, cover the calcareous
layers of the Livinallongo Formation, inside
which there are layers of basalt-like with their
typical columnar fracturing (photo DG).

amplitude between the water and the
lava, the latter solidifies in a very short
timespan, resulting in the formation
of a thin glassy crust. Fresh lava continues to accumulate behind the crust
and, as the pressure increases, causes
a rupture in the crust with more magma outpouring into the water, solidifying rapidly and thus perpetuating the
process. The magma flow causes the
continuous overlapping of rounded
blocks whose core remains soft; they
continue to deform and solidify until
they grow completely cold. Malgonera’s pillow lava is the result of tireless
magmatic underwater activity and its
sequence is the strongest in the Dolomites.
There is an outcrop of a large vein
within the Livinallongo Formation, at
the foot of the mountain wall; it is composed of basic rocks (andesite-basaltic) and is characterised by a visible
columnar jointing.
Such lavas are the result of their thermal contraction during the cooling
process,
especially when such
cooling happens
under weak rocky
covering.
The area also offers the opportunity to discover
various minerals:
calcite, chalcedony, analcime and
quartz.
Continuing along

Malga Malgonera with the cushion lava wall in
the background. Above Monte Caoz carved in
the Monte Fernazza Formation (photo DG).

Geological sketch referring to the previous
image (ill. DG).

the path after a few hundred meters
we reach Malga Malgonera (1581 metres above sea level), renovated by CAI
Chapter of Ponte di Piave-Salgareda.
This spot reveals a stunning view towards Pale di San Martino with the
escarpment of Pale del Balcon, covered by the volcanic rocks from Sass
Negher and Campo Boaro. Looking
out towards north from Malga, we can
see the outcrop
of pillow lavas in
its entirety; at the
top we can see
the Monte Fernazza Formation
with its grassy
ledge; at the very
top is located the
Marmolada Conglomerate
with
its sturdy rocky
frame.

A view from Casera Gardès to Val di Reiane - a
hanging glacial valley located right along the
contact between the cliff escarpment of Pale
del Balcon (left) in the Schlern Formation, and
the volcanic and volcano-clastic rocks of Sass
Negher with the crest of Cesurette-PalaladaCaoz; the Livinallongo Formation outcropping
along the valley floor. After the retreat of
the glaciers, landslides and streams created
escarpments, ledges, waterfalls, gullies and
small ravines, by operating in a mixed and
complex rocky substrate. In the background
the northern chain of the Pala-Group with Cima
Vezzana, Cima dei Bureloni, Focobon, Cima di
Campido and Monte Mulaz (photo DG).
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17. VAL GRANDE
(1340 m a.s.l.)

malgonera’s laccolith
rocks
(30

minutes from malgonera and one

hour to reach col di prà)

The CAI path Nr. 762 descends from
Malgonera towards Pont crossing what
used to be the state-owned forest of
Malgonera prior to the storm Vaia, and
cuts through Val Grande. Val Grande
offers the possibility to discover quite
rare intrusive igneous rocks, such as

pyroxenite, gabbro, monzonite and
syenite. Pyroxenite is a dark-coloured
rock that is very poor in silica (ultrabasic rocks), and is mainly composed
of black prismatic augite pyroxenite
(black prismatic) and tiny green olivine
crystals. Gabbro composed in similar
quantities of prismatic augite pyroxenite (black prismatic) and plagioclase
with light grey in colour and glassy appearance.
Monzonite was studied for the very
first time in the Dolomites, strictly
speaking, in the Monzoni Mountains,
after which it was named. Even though
the Monzoni Mountains are an unassuming mountain group which goes
largely unnoticed in the Dolomites,

Val Grande, outcrop of pyroxenites, dark-colored ultra-basic intrusive rocks (photo DG).

they too have left their mark the world
of geology, thanks to the renowned
French geologist ALBERT DE Lapparent. DE Lapparent devoted his studies
to the geology of the Monzoni Mountains, which was published in the Annales des Mines of 1864. He coined
the term “monzonite” to define the
most abundant rock on this mountain;
an intrusive rock of granular structure, composed of crystals with similar dimensions. In defending order,
it is composed of potassium feldspar
and plagioclase (light-coloured minerals, making up more than 70% of the
rock), hornblende, augite and biotite
(dark minerals, with a proportion of
20%), and quartz (less than 5%). All
intrusive rocks with this composition
have been defined as monzonites from
then on.
Syenite is usually dark rosa; given the
substantial prevalence of potassium
feldspar (orthoclase), it may contain
black-greenish hornblende crystals.
It is a small miracle that such a great
lithological variety can be concentrated on an area this small. These
outcropping rocks belong to a small
lens-shaped igneous intrusion also
known as laccolith, which has intruded
the shallow rocks. The andesitic and
basaltic magma came from the same
reservoir that gave rise to the Marmolada-Monzoni volcano. The magmatic melt underwent a differentiation
process due to the combined action
of cooling and gravity. Unlike the solidification process of minerals which

takes place at a certain temperature,
magma solidifies over the range of
several hundred degrees. The first to
crystallise are minerals characterised
by high melting temperatures and
then, step by step, all the rest as the
temperature lowers. Olivine and pyroxene, also called mafic minerals because they are rich in iron and magnesium but poor in silica, are the first to
crystallise. Since they are heavier than
the magma from which they originate,
they tend to seep through the fluid,
and accumulate at the base of the
magma chamber after which pyroxenites are formed. The remaining magma becomes relatively richer in silica
than in its original state - as a matter
of fact, the crystallisation of olivine and
pyroxene would diminish the high iron
and magnesium proportion and leave
a tiny part of silica. As the temperature
continues to drop, plagioclase begins
to solidify alongside the mafic minerals (this is how gabbro is created), then
hornblende with the solidification of
the monzonites. The crystallisation of
light-coloured rocks, such as syenite
occurs right at the end, when mafic
minerals are almost absent. Syenite
has a high composition of minerals
rich in silica, such as potassium feldspar, plagioclase, quartz and with few
mafic minerals (hornblende and biotite).
After a very steep stretch of the path,
we return to Pont, from where we descend along the CAI path Nr. 761 and
arrive at Col di Prà.
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THE CIVETTA TRAIL (STOPS 18-25)
18. LISTOLADE AND
VAL CORPASSA
“It would be impossible to pass
Listolade unless we pause for a moment
and glimpse Valle della Corpassa, which
unfurls to the left of the river Cordevole.
The horizon seems to be sealed off by a
mountain colossus, a canvas of barren
rocks. Is there ever to be found a more
fascinating and awesome mountain?
This is Civita, also known as Corpassa,
seen at noonday and resembling an
enormous derelict wall, rather than a
mountain.”

THE CIVETTA-GROUP
The Dolomites are the epitome of a
special type of landscape referred to
as the “dolomitic landscape”, which can
be found elsewhere, too; these places,
however, can not reach the splendour,
majesty and might of our mountains.
The Dolomites are a multilayered asset,
composed of various mountain systems
each of which both bearing similar traits
and differing in specific details. A system
comprises one or more mountain groups;
with the exception of the Civetta Group, it
would be impossible to find all peculiarities in one single mountain, which render
the Dolomites World Heritage.

A. Stoppani, Il Bel Paese

The Civetta-Group seen through Val Corpassa (photo DG).

Mount Civetta’s North Wall seen from Ronch di Laste: “the most magnificent wall of the Dolomites
with an organ-like profile due to its vertiginous grooves.”
(Dino Buzzati, The man and the wall, October 6, 1932).
The gigantic rocky structure of Monte Civetta can be divided into two units; the lower one (from
the bottom of the valley reaching to Col Rean, in the center of the photo), is formed by the Schlern
Formation and represents the eastern offshoot of the great Pale di San Martino; the upper unit, on
the other hand, is carved in Main Dolomite and Grey Limestones. The wide ledge between the two
units is located along the Travenanzes saddle pass; here the outcrop is barely visible because of its
intermittent covering with debris flow (photo DG).

All the special features of the Western
and the Eastern Dolomites coexist in the
Civetta Group; the former are characterised by compact cliff dolomite rocks.
The latter, on the other hand, are represented by layered dolomites from tidal
plains, as well as Jurassic limestones.
This is a highly complex geology which
came about as a result of elaborate
Ladinian-Carnian paleogeography and
multiphase Alpine tectonics.
The Civetta is an outstanding and majestic mountain, where the vastness of
its northwestern wall, known in the German-speaking world as “die Wand aller

Wände, or “the wall of all walls” (7 km
long and 1200 metres high), brings out
the multitude of towers that embroider
its ridges. This is a place where the apparent simplicity of the landscape conceals a series of ridges that surround
some of the glistening pearls, such as
the lesser known Giazèr, a tiny glacier
nestled between the highest peaks of
the group, in Val Dei Cantoni.
The scenery’s framework and the verticality of the walls, the richness of its
shapes and colours, render the Civetta
Group “the natural monument to the
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sublime”, which is
the essence of the
Dolomites.
The Civetta-Moiazza massif is
divided into two
parts; the lower
building is carved
in cliff dolomites
and is separated
from the upper
one by the Travenanzes Formation, almost completely covered with
groundwater debris. The upper section
is composed of Main Dolomite and
Grey Limestones.
The distinctly “dolomitic” appearance
of the upper structure is predominantly
due to its different altitude; Main Dolomite and Grey Limestones are found
at an altitude suitable for freeze-snow

Civetta and Moiazza from the Prima Pala di San
Lucano, Main Dolomite and the light-coloured
Grey Limestones stand out at the underlying
Schlern Formation that makes up the peaks of
Monte Pelsa (left) and Framont (right) (photo
Lucio D’Alberto).

phenomena. The layers of dolomite belonging to the Contrin and Schlern Formations, on the other hand, are located
in climatic zones where chemical and
biological agents can thrive causing
the rocks’ darker weathering compared
to those at higher altitude.
If travelling from Listolade (approx. 680
metres above sea level), it is advisable
to continue by car to Capanna Trieste
(1105 metres above sea level), as the
route might become quite challenging because of the difference in height
(roughly 1200 meters); in any case,
there are no important geological features here.
Allow for roughly 5 hours to complete a
roundtrip from Capanna Trieste.

Stereogram of the Civetta Group showing its vertical subdivision with the lower structures of the Schlern
and Contrin Formations and the upper part of the Main Dolomite and Grey Limestones (ill. DG).

Val Corpassa is a deeply encased furrow
in the lower part of the Civetta Mountain; the Werfen Formation outcrops for
a few metres at the mouth of the valley.
Several layers belonging the Agordo
Formation are located at the foot of the
intake structure, half a kilometre away
from Listolade. Past the first bridge
(Ponte di Rabul 814 metres above sea
level), the road crosses groundwater
debris and landslides. Even though the
valley is characterised by a lively layout of slopes, one can sill recognise the
typical for the glacial valleys “U” shape
in some of its sections; the Corpassa
creek flows through a rather unstable
riverbed of rocks and boulders.
The lower part of the surrounding walls
are composed of the Contrin Formation, whereas the upper one is Schlern
Formation. Their aspect does not strike
as particularly “dolomitic” due to the
extensive organic weathering at low altitude with dark rocks.
There is a large parking lot available at
Capanna Trieste.
A glimpse at Cantons of Framont with Campanile
di Camp and the Tridente (photo DG).

Val Corpassa seen from the edge of Van
delle Sasse; the fluvial processes have almost
completely destroyed the original “U” profile of
the valley (photo DG).
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19. CAPANNA
TRIESTE
(1105 m a.s.l.)

Capanna Trieste is located over the
wide rocky riverbed, inside an active
debris gorge. The surrounding rocks
belong to the Schlern Formation, its
appearance visibly changed by vegetation: at the top looms the slanting sil-

houette of Torre Trieste (2458m) with
its 800-metre high vertical wall; Cima
della Busazza (2894m) is to the left
with a wall of 1100 metres and to the
right is the edge of Van delle Sasse as
well as Cima delle Sasse.
Half of Torre Trieste is carved of Main
Dolomite, the lower part of Busazza is
composed of dolomite, the top part of
Grey Limestones.

Geological sketch of Torre Trieste and Cima della
Busazza (illustration by DG).
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Torre Trieste and Van delle Sasse from Capanna Trieste (photo DG).

Il Van delle Sasse dalla Ferrata A. Tissi.

Van delle Sasse from Ferrata A. Tissi. Van delle
Sasse is a typical example of a flat-bottomed
glacier cirque surrounded by vertical walls; its
dimensions are staggering - more than 1 km
wide and almost 2 km long. The illustration
clearly shows the edge from which the
glacier slid down by means of a serac to the
underlying Val Corpassa. The bottom of Van
delle Sasse helps us discover glacial deposits
made of erratic grassy boulders and debris;
glacial landform remains, such as morainic

banks whose origin is attributed to the last late
glacial stage; there are also roche moutonnée
(sheepbacks) which are recognisable on the
photo as smooth hills right in the center; steplike stratification and glacially shaped ledges.
Because of the calcareous nature of the rocks
(Grey Limestones), the retreat of the glacier
has led to the expansion of karst (rocky and
debris sinkholes, swallow holes and crevasses);
Van delle Sasse can be defined nowadays as a
“glacial-karst basin”. Phenomena related to the

periglacial environment are widespread as well;
this can be seen by the frequent occurrence of
detrital cones - a nival bank can be seen on the
left of the photo; landslide rubble is abundant
as well - concentrated heals of large boulders.
At the top left is visible a sign of Cima delle
Sasse’s thrust fault: the wall’s layers mismatch
the position of those at the bottom of the cirque
(photo DG).

At the time when the Würmian glaciation was at its peak, approximately
20000 years ago, the main Cordevole glacier was roughly 1600 metres high in this area and the minor
glaciers converged laterally over it.
A glacier tongue fed by local glacier
cirques reached as far as Val Corpassa. The largest of these hanging
cirques is in Van delle Sasse (reachable in roughly 3 hours on foot via
CAI trail). Even though nowadays it
does not contain any glacial structure from the last late glacial stages, it still retains evident signs of the
last late glacial stages.
Val dei Cantoni still hosts a small
glace-snow (el Giazer, or Ghiacciaio
de Gasperi); another glace-snow,
a large part of it being covered by
debris, is located over Van delle Nevere, at the base of Moiazza.
From here take CAI path Nr. 555
along the Mussaia private road; this
is the legendary “Transcivetta” trail
- an annual mountain running challenge in pairs which has been held
since the eighties and takes place in
he month of July.
Past a small bridge, the road crests
a wooded rocky precipice and
crosses a large active debris flow
coming from Giaroi del Palanzin.
A quaint waterfall is visible on the
other side to the north; the bridge
will take us to an area abundant in
water.
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20. WATERFALLS
AND KARST
SPRINGS
(1390 m a.s.l.)

(a twenty-minute walk)
Karst springs are a frequent feature
in this area. Civetta’s upper structure
is made of Main Dolomite and Grey
Limestones, which as all limestones,
are prone to karsting. Rainwater seeps
through the cracks in the rocks that
are further enlarged by the activity of
karst corrosion; the water penetrates
deeply until it reaches the layers of

the Travenanzes Formation. This formation is characterised by impermeable marly layers featuring a high
clay amount (aquiclude). The water
that had leaked through the fissures,
resurfaces as soon as the marly-dolomite strata are reached - thus creating
water springs.
WATERFALLS AND POTHOLES
Surely waterfalls are some of the most
attractive morphological features in
mountain landscapes; they occur with
predictable frequency either in the
waterways’ upper parts in correspondence to the cascades that were formed
in the toughest rocks (selective mor-
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Water coming from the gushing karst springs originating from the contact between the Schlern and
the Travenanzes Formations (photo DG).

The last of the Mussaia waterfalls (photo DG).

phology), or in the final stretches of
the side valleys, near the rocky edges
of the glacial valleys. A frequent feature at the base of a waterfall, especially where rocky, sub-horizontal layers are present, are formations called
potholes, locally known as vasche
(tubs), cadini or boioni. These pits
are characterised by an almost semicircular shape with recessed edge in
relation to the underlying whole; they
were dug by whirling water and debris
brought by the water itself. Another
significant factor in the formation of
the pits in carbonate rocks was kasrtic
erosion.
DEBRIS FLOWS
At the foot of the Moiazza walls on the
left side of Val Corpassa, there is a vast
unstable scree - this is the perfect example of an active debris flow.
Debris flows are extremely mobile sediment blends, ranging in size from clay
to blocks and boulders. Solid mass
can make up to 90% of the weight of
the moving debris.
In the event of intense precipitation
or strong water flows, debris flow can
be generated due to a powerful surface runoff concentrated in the gullies, whose force can shift the debris
towards the base of the rocky wall.
The debris flows begin with small
landslides that increase in porosity as
they move (a phenomenon known as
dilatancy) and become more fluid. The
incorporation of large quantities of debris in the surface runoff leads to the

formation of a solid-liquid currents.
This is a hybrid phenomenon between
a landslide and a flood. The former is
characterised by the flow of material over a buried surface which stops
when the friction between the moving
mass and the surface on which it flows
exceeds the active component of gravity; the latter involves a liquid current
which erodes and moves sands and
silts at the top and gravels and pebbles at the bottom.
The main element in the landslides the
solid material clearly prevails, whereas floods are mostly liquid; the ration
between solids and liquids in detrital
flows is almost the same.
The debris flows are characterised by
steep frontal waves with a concentration of larger materials like boulders
and blocks, followed by a more liquid
tail. The waves that follow may result
from a temporary obstruction of the
channel of flow and subsequent rupture of the debris dam. They involve
permanent channels or open slopes
with high inclination between 15-30°.
Their density varies from 1.8 to 2.5 t
/ m3 during the flow itself, with speed
from 0.5 to over 20 m / s; the debris
flows slide down on even less inclined
slopes in the presence of clay up to
5°. The flow occurs at the bed-debris
contact, where a rigid block of debris
(plug) is created; a peculiar fact is that
the largest boulders tend to float.
Here also we can identify the morphological elements that render certain
areas prone to debris flows: we can

see the steep trigger zone with scarce
vegetation containing loose debris,
the transport zone consisting of the
channel that deepens due to erosion
at the debris passage, and the deposit
area, formed by the torrential fan. In
this particular case part of the slidden
material was eroded by the Corpassa
stream.

An illustration of how potholes are formed (ill.
DG).

As we continue our journey along the
Mussaia road and climb further, the
panorama becomes wider and wider.
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The debris flow surrounding the foot of the west side of Moiazza; it slides towards Val Corpassa. The
transit channel of the eroded debris flow is clearly visible on the left, the fan formed by the deposit, on
the right.

21. VAL CORPASSA,
AGNÉR AND
CANTONI DI PELSA

Lucano (Schlern Formation). The Cimonega Group with Cime del Piz de
Mez, Sass de Mura and Piz de Sagron
can be seen further left. To the north
lies Torre Trieste with its vertical wall.

From Mussaia one could glimpse at the
U-shaped glacier profile of Val Corpassa; the left slope at the foot of Moiazza
is covered by an enormous detrital fold
affected by spectacular debris flows.
The southern horizon is dominated
by Mount Agnèr (2878m); the tilt of
its layers is not the result of tectonic
movements but was rather chiseled out
of the clinostratifications of the cliff escarpment of Pale di San Martino-San

Continuing the path we reach Pian
delle Taie (about 1600 above sea level); from here one can’t help but notice the elaborate skyline of Cantoni di
Pelsa - a tangle of towers, spires and
pinnacles that comes to a halt at Torre
Venezia to the west.
This type of landscape is brought
about by a process known as selective
erosion which affects weaker surfaces
(faults and fractures of mainly vertical

growth criss-crossing the mountain),
and spares the areas of compact
rock, where towers and pinnacles are
formed.
Past the stream coming from Val dei

Cantoni, we continue towards the Vazzoler Shelter (1713 metres above sea
level, roughly an hour and a half from
Capanna Trieste).

The elaborate skyline of Cantoni di Pelsa, sculpted in the fractured layers of Main Dolomite (photo DG).
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Panoramic view southwards from Mussaia: recognisable on the left is the Cimonega Group (Feltrine
Alps), on the right the awe-inspiring Agnèr (Schlern Formation) with its clear clinostratifications
(photo DG).

Geological sketch of Cantoni
di Pelsa (ill. DG).

22. RIFUGIO
VAZZOLER
(1713 m a.s.l.)

thrust faults on cima
delle sasse
The Vazzoler Shelter is owned by the
Conegliano Chapter of CAI and is
perched over Col Negro di Pelsa (1720
metres above sea level), at the edge of
a coniferous forest over which Torre
Venezia looms.
A botanic garden is located right next
to the shelter; it was opened in 1968
and was dedicated to Antonio Segni

who was Italy’s President tween 1962
and 1964. The garden covers an area
of roughly 5000 square meters. More
than 180 plant species grow in the garden - all of them are typically found in
mountain areas. It is divided into two
sections: one part is left to the natural
course of evolution, whereas the second one offers an overview of the main
Alpine and Dolomitic environments.
The sweeping vista from Rrifugio Vazzoler allows the viewer to take in the
horizon between Cantoni di Pelsa separated from Valle dei Cantoni by Cima
della Busazza. The famous eastern
wall of Torre Trieste is in full view form
here, Cima delle Sasse juts further
right together with all other peaks of

the Moiazza Group, right up to Cima
delle Nevère. Another odd detail of the
Civetta Group is clearly visible on Cima
delle Sasse.
When Pangaea began to fragment
during the Triassic, the process
brought conditions of distension tectonics throughout the Dolomitic region.
The Trentino Platform, together with
the Belluno Basin were outlined at first,
after which the slow sinking during the
Jurassic and early Cretaceous allowed
a substantial deposition of sediments.
The late Cretaceous saw a radical
change in the plates’ movement - the
African plate commenced its journey
towards Europe, providing the com-

pressive conditions that caused the
Alpine Orogeny, which is still at work
in the Alps and the Alpine foothills of
Belluno.
The first stage of Alpine Orogeny (Eoalpine) did not affect our region directly.
Studies conducted in the neighbouring areas have shown that subduction together with the total merger of
a small part of the Tethys Ocean (the
Piedmont-Liguria Ocean) occurred
during this initial stage. This led to the
formation of a volcanic arc and the creation of geological conditions similar to
those in the Andes, albeit on a much
smaller scale.
During the Eocene and the early Oligocene, the part of the Dolomites that had
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Col Negro with Rifugio Vazzoler seen from Valle dei Cantoni (photo DG).

Torre Venezia from the courtyard of the Vazzoler shelter (photo DG).

Cima delle Sasse from the shelter Vazzoler.

not been affected by Alpine Orogeny
and was still underwater, was now subject to a compression trending EastWest (Mesoalpine, or Dinaric stage),

which led to the formation of folds and
vast thrust faults. Such formations encompassed the sedimentary cover only
and did not affect the Basement itself.

Geological section made by Bruno Castiglioni of the Civetta Group.

An illustration of the formation mechanism of peak thrust faults. The first figure shows the situation
prior to the tectonic phase. Enormous thrust faults trending East-Northeast-West-Southwest were
formed during the Mesoalpine, or Dinaric, phase of the Alpine Orogeny. They were formed at a low
angle when the fault crossed the soft rocks of the Bellerophon, Werfen and Livinallongo Formations,
only to become sharper whenever it encountered compact, hard rocks such as cliff dolomites.
Erosion, triggered by the uplift of the Alpine chain, has obliterated most of the geological structures
leaving only small isolated strips. The illustration matches the situation on Cima delle Sasse (by
Doglioni 1991, repainted).

The remains of these structures, also
called covering strips, are dispersed
in several Dolomitic groups. The presence of unusually layered, anomalous
masses on the mountaintops led to the
minting of the curious term “peak fault
thrust” in the past. Now we know that
these anomalous masses, formed by
twisted layers at odds with the underlying ones, are simply the remains of the
great sedimentation boulders that are
now almost completely dismantled by
erosion.

One of the areas in the Dolomites
where it is possible to study such thrust
faults is Civetta-Moiazza. The most
representative surroundings include
Cima delle Sasse which are characterised by twisted stratifications of Grey
Limestones set over the undisturbed
layers of the same formation by tectonic contact.
CAI path Nr. 560 leaves a woodland
area and, from the Vazzoler mountain
shelter, arrives at the debris of a landslide consisting of large boulders.
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23. BOULDERS WITH
MEGALODONS
travenanzes and main
dolomite formations, the
landslide of torre venezia
There is an outcrop at the mountain
pass between the Travenanzes Formation (Late Carnian) and the Main
Dolomite (Norico) at the foot of Torre
Venezia; these rocks provide the building blocks for the multitudes of fossils
along the path. The vast heap of debris
and large boulders were formed as a

result of the massive collapse which affected the western side of Torre Venezia
in 1917. This is the where the transition
between the two formations occurs:
reddish marly-arenaceous layers lie at
the bottom; their thickness and occurrence decrease, to be replaced by yellowish carbonate lithotypes featuring
thinly-layered stromatolythic laminations; the Main Dolomite begins at the
first massive ledge of intertidal stromatolythic dolomites. Sporadic outcrops
of the Travenanzes Formation can be
seen all around the foot of the Civetta-Moiazza-Group; it is covered by a
wide debris layer, produced by freezing
of the overlying dolomites.

A Megalodon (bivalve) shell imprint on the layer surface Main Dolomite; in all likelihood the large
concentration of such shells points out to hurricane waves (photo DG).

The Travenanzes Formation (Raibl Formation according to the AUTHORS) is
a recently established formation and
there is still no cross-section that illustrates it properly. The formation is
quite diverse as far as its lithological
composition and thickness are concerned. What is known for sure is that
it is a series of strata in which the transition between a surfacing area south
of the Dolomites and the northern area
of a deeper marine environment is recorded.
Rocks from continental environment
are located in the southern areas of the
Dolomites, near the Valsugana Line,
which, in all likelihood, served as the
geographical border at that time.
Typical for the Travenanzes Formation
located in the Civetta-Moiazza Group
is the prevalence of dark red argillite,
but the colour may sometimes vary
as either greenish or grey; the argillite
rocks are interspersed with paler arenaceous layers as well as colourful (red,
black and white) siliceous pebbles; carbonate lithotypes with limestones and
stromatolythic dolomites prevail at the
top. The siliceous pebbles are round
and smooth and originate from eroded
porphyry and Basement rocks. Silica
demonstrates hardness of 7 on the
Mohs’ scale, meaining that, in order to
be so smooth, it must have travelled a
long way before it was deposited on the
seabed.
From morphogenetic point of view,
the “Raibl layers” have a great significance as they represent the soft foun-

dation that undermines the overlying
walls of the Main Dolomite, thus triggering landslides which in turn cause
the walls to retreat while maintaining
their verticality.
During the Late Triassic, our region was
part of a vast mudflat where the deposited carbonate muds later became the
building elements of the Main Dolomite. Because of its homogeneity, the
sedimentation environment managed
to disguise the effects of synsedimentary tectonics; following the analyses
conducted on the thickness and facies
distribution of the Main Dolomite, it can
be concluded, however, that the region
experienced instability during the Triassic. There was moderate subsidence
in the Civetta-Pelmo -area and roughly
300-400 metres of dolomite were deposited on Mount Antelao and more
than 600 metres on the Tofane Group.
The Main Dolomite can be divided
into two members. The lower, peritidal
member is the conventional part of the
formation, with layers of one to two metres thick; it is confined by eroded surfaces that were brought about by being
submerged and reprocessed by waves
and tides of previously deposited sediments. A bigger portion of the layers
was formed in intertidal conditions (between high and low tide) and is characterised by dense horizontal lamination.
These are stromatolythic laminations,
formed by blue algae which used to
cover the seabeds just like real carpets
during high tides; they thus captured
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The picture reveals the internal model of a megalodon (Neomegalodon lunatus) being separated by
the empty space which once was occupied by its shell, from the rock that contains it. The external
imprint of the shell remains preserved in the enclosing rock, from the dimensions of the empty
space one can deduce the thickness of the shell, which is thin along the lateral parts of the valve
and particularly thick near the umboes. The original shell disintegrated completely during the
dolomitisation process and the surface of the fossil is sprinkled with rhombohedral dolomite crystals
(photo DG).

occurred between the marine transgression (sea-level rise) and regression
(lowering). The cycle is repeated hundreds of times during the evolution of
the formation and is known as cyclothem.

Side view of the same block with sedimentary
structures (birds eye and stromatolythic
laminates) which are typical for intertidal
environments; top: massive dolomites inherent
of subtidal environments (photo DG).

and kept the fine carbonate mud which
the waves deposited whenever hurricanes struck. During low tides, the
seabed was exposed to the hot tropical
sun and dried up resulting desiccated
mud cracks - their polygonal shape is
still recognisable on the surface of the
layers. As a matter of fact, it would be
impossible to distinguish the diurnal
phases of the tidal cycle by studying
the rocks; the term “intertidal” refers to
the short-term fluctuations (a span of
several years) which were the result of
astronomical or meteorological factors.
The lower-medium portion usually consists of compact and vacuolar dolomite
deposited in subtidal conditions; its interior contains fossils of snails (Worthenia) and bivalves (Megalodon) in the

shape of internal templates. Generally
speaking, this fossilisation type leaves
badly preserved fossils from paleontological point of view, at the same time
quite beautiful because of their covering of glistening rhombohedral dolomite crystals. The megalodons were
a species of molluscs, which, in order
to survive in the inhospitable mudflat environment, frequently swept by
raid currents, had developed a thick
and heavy shell with either hooked, or
helix-shaped umboes, which they attached themselves to the muddy seabed. The high concentration of shells
on the blocks’ surfaces could be associated with the effect of the waves
generated by hurricanes. Each layer
is the product of sedimentation which

THE LEGEND OF THE ANGUANAS
According to the legend of the Ladin
people, the Anguanas are mythological guardians of the water and water
springs; they have the appearance of
beautiful women, but instead of human
feet, theirs are the legs of goats. It could
be that such legends have their roots
in observing dolomite layers (Main
and Cassian Dolomite) as well as Grey
Limestones, with the imprints of megalodons that look like the petrified footprints left by ungulates such as goats,
deer and chamois.
The “tepee”-shaped upper member is
formed by poorly stratified saccha-

roidal dolomites filled with pisolite
pedogenetic levels (granules formed
by concentric shells of calcium carbonate); towards the top: grey bituminous dolomites with carbonaceous
frustules (small plant fragments). The
“teepees” can be identified in the layers as arched laminae which form a
kind of a tepee-tent a few dozen centimetres high; the muddy deposits on
the shallow seabed are affected by
premature cementation due to the precipitation of carbonates. The cement
crystallisation caused swelling of the
mud by arching and fracturing of the
already solidified mud; the fractures
are immediately filled by the still soft
mud and subsequently undergo a final
cementation.
Due to the presence of these particular sedimentary structures, the upper
member has been interpreted as a subaerial modification of sediments deposited in the subtidal environment, which
emerged due to eustatic fluctuations in
the sea level.
The Main Dolomite ends with a series
of more erodible layers over interrupted tilted ledges - a characteristic which,
together with colour variations, helps
distinguish it from the overlying Grey
Limestones.
Our journey continues steeply through
the dolomite boulders to an altitude of
approx. 1800, in full view of Torre Venezia; we leave CAI path Nr. 560 at the
hairpin bend leading to Malga Pelsa,
past Col del Camp.
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24. COL DEL CAMP
(1843 m a.s.l.)

cassian dolomite
From the hairpin bend where the road
leading to Case Favretti branches off,
we come within sight of Col del Camp
(privately owned like the rest of the
surrounding area) and Torre Venezia,
with the landslide detachment niche
from November 1917.
The landscape on the Civetta-Moiazza Group is quite intriguing, especially in the area around Cantoni del
Framont, as it allows us to distinguish
the terrace which separates the upper
structure (Main Dolomite and Grey
Limestones), from the lower one (reef
dolomite). Framont is composed almost exclusively of the Schlern Formation and only on its left side as well
Torre Venezia and the landslide detachment
niche from the collapse in 1917, Col del Camp
front right (photo DG).

as the Corno del Framont there is an
outcrop of Cassian Dolomite. The
Travenanzes Formation, being the
sole culprit for the gap in the slope because of its erodibility, is almost completely buried under the scree.
There are layers of light grey and pinkish calcareous outcrops that emerge
in this area; these are made of slightly nodular consistency and abound in
fossils. If we carefully study the layers’
surfaces, we could easily identify the
typical spiral-shaped portions of the
gastropod molluscs, shells from bivalves, calcite crystals deriving from
the disintegration of sea lilies, and
every once in a while, some coral tufts.
These layers are deposited in an internal lagoon inside a Cassian reef; unlike Ladinian platforms, their Cassian
counterparts are characterised by a
weak upward growth (aggradation)
because of the low subsidence in the
Dolomite region in the course of its
sedimentation.
The path continues towards Malga Pelsa and the careful
observer will notice the change
in the geological
substrate almost
at once - the
pink limestones
are replaced by
fine-layered bituminous limestones.

Illustrative sketch of
Cantoni del Framont’s
geological situation.

The Moiazza Group with Van delle Nevere which
still hosts a snowfield, clearly identifiable are the
morainic banks dating back to the later Ice Age
(photo DG).

Karst corrosion (more effective on impure
limestone than pure calcite) highlights the small
gastropod shells present in the rock.
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Panorama towards
Cantoni del Framont,
Col del Camp in the
foreground (photo DG).

25. MALGA PELSA
(1829 m a.s.l.)

the pelsa lagoon, a
tropical paradise during
the middle triassic
Malga Pelsa, or Casera di Pelsa (1829 m
asl) is reachable in just over half an hour
from the Vazzoler mountain shelter. Its
location matches the slope disruption
between the underlying dolomitic rocks
of the Schlern Formation and the fractured layers of the Cassian Dolomite of
Monte Alto di Pelsa.
THE PELSA LAGOON
Due to the rise in the sea levels during
the Carnian (236 million years ago), the
Dolomitic region experienced conditions suitable for the growth of organogenic cliffs. New populations of corals
with sponges and algae were thriving in
various areas of the Dolomites. These

Malga Pelsa at the foot of Monte Alto di Pelsa
(photo DG).

cliffs from which the Cassian Dolomite
were formed, evolved from different tectonic conditions that had characterised
the previous periods, with a much lower
subsidence rate than that of the Ladinian. The reefs grew laterally (progradation) rather than upwards (aggradation)
and began to resemble more a coral
reef by advancing on the surrounding
basins and filling them up.
The not very thick Cassian Dolomite
lies directly over the Schlern Formation
in the Civetta area, which includes Col
Rean, Coldai and Corno del Framont.
The contact between the two formations
in a tiny area on Monte Pelsa occurs
through a pack of thinly stratified dark
grey bituminous limestone layers that
are difficult to hammer. These irregularly distributed strata were described
by the geologist BRUNO CASTIGLIONI immediately after the war who at
that time explored every corner of the
Agordo Dolomites and studied the stratigraphy, tectonics and geomorphology
of Pale di San Martino and the Civetta-Moiazza Groups.
These layers which have sedimented
simultaneously with the ongoing volcanic activity at the end of the Ladinian, are unique to the Dolomites. This
occurred in a tiny lagoon with poor
water circulation tucked in the internal
platform, thus leading to the formation
of anoxic layers.
The layers’ anoxic character in the Pelsa area makes them a potential parent
rock for oil - a fact that prompted Pro-

fessor MAURIZIO GAETANI, a paleontologist at the University of Milan, to
explore the area; he was accompanied
by his graduate student ANDREA TINTORI who was entrusted with the task of
studying the fish fossils. Several fish remains and one insect were found in the
course of the research; the scientists
discovered furthermore that there were
two anoxic basins - one to the east of
Col delle Capre, near Malga Pelsa, and
another one beyond Barancion, to the
west.
As time passed and with no petroleum
Illustration taken from the field notes of
Professor Maurizio Gaetani depicting the
ancient Ladinian environment with its two basins
separated by Colle delle Capre.

in sight, ANDREA TINTORI became a
paleontology professor and an expert on
Triassic fish fossils. He concentrated his
academic endeavours initially in Lombardy (the Bergamasque Prealps and
Monte San Giorgio) as well as in Carnia,
and much later in Southern China.
The remains of the oldest flying fish in
the world, Thoracopterus wushaensis,
surprisingly came to light in China dur-

ing routine excavations on a vast surface
of a fossiliferous layer from the Ladinian
period which was specifically prepared
by the local authorities for the extraction
of fish and reptile fossils.
The new species, identified and analysed
by PROFESSOR Tintori (2012), features
a relatively wide area of tiny squareshaped scales right behind the skull, and
another area upholding the ventral lobe
of the caudal. The scales on the area of
the back have thin and short stripes.
A great deal of other fish species (some
of them hitherto unknown), reptiles and a
number of other fossils, including some
ammonites, have been found in the Chinese deposit which has already become
a tourist destination with an adjacent
paleontological museum.
Professor Tintori is already approaching
retirement but in the light of the Chinese
discoveries is reexamining the materials
he had collected as a young palaeontologist on Monte Pelsa; he has decided to
resume his research in the countryside
since, based on their stratigraphic position, his finds are supposedly contemporary with the ones in China. Surprising
results have come in already after the
first digs: Prof. Tintori was able to identify
the remains of Thoracopterus wushaensis in rocks scattered on the surface after
some minor repair works on the casera.
This discovery alone would be enough to
declare victory, but the story doesn’t end
here - on the very same day at least 6
other fish species were found, together
with intact plant remains, bivalves, gastropods, cephalopods and corals.
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Corals extracted from the bituminous rock with
acid (photo Andrea Tintori).

ly because of the occurrence of the same
fish species, which, doubtlessly, were
able to cross the ancient Tethys Ocean
faster than the ammonites.

Thoracopterus wushaensis on Monte Pelsa,
visible are the wide lateral fins (photo DG).

Remains of Marcopoloichthys, roughly 6 cm
long (photo DG).

A great number of petrified fossils were
obtained by extraction from carbonate
blocks through acetic acid. This was
another important discovery as the first
case of petrified fauna in the entire Triassic Alps, as well as one of the very few
in the world referring to this particular
time period. It was perhaps the last mass
petrification of carbonate fossils in the
Earth’s history. Such petrification may be
the result of the volcanic activity during
the Late Ladinian which brought great
quantities of silica into the sea water.

Italy and Switzerland, another UNESCO
World Heritage Site.

After several other random “samples” reaffirming the significance of the excavaPetrified bivalves and gastropods extracted from
the layers of the Pelsa with the use of acetic acid
(the scale subdivisions are in mm (photo Andrea
Tintori).

tion site, a more systematic exploration
commenced at the end of 2017 with the
permission by the Superintendency of
the Veneto Region; the research was resumed in September 2018 and included
the “U. Follador” Geotechnical Mining Institute of Agordo as well.
The excavations brought to light over
100 fish fossils belonging to various species; there were numerous specimens
of Marcopoloichthys and Habroichthys,
here represented by a new species, the
most recent of the genus. Other significant finds were a Placopleurus specimen
- a fish believed to have lived only in the
Early Ladinian, the remains of Saurichthys - a predatory fish similar to the
modern-day barracudas, and a very rare
shark fin. Of the latter species, only one
other specimen was found in the entire
Alps, namely the famous deposit of Monte San Giorgio, at the border between

Apart from a Coelacanth specimen there
were also ammonites of the Protrachyceras archelaus species which, as index
fossils, facilitated the age determination
and placed it at the Late Ladinian. This
extraordinary discovery will help us connect the completely different Chinese
fauna and ammonites to their Alpine
counterparts of the same period precise-
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Protrachyceras archelaus, an ammonite index
fossil from the Late Ladinian, approx. 8 cm in
diameter (photo DG).

Bituminous limestone layers on Monte Pelsa
from the Late Ladinian with the discovered
Coelacanth and an ammonite of the
Protrachyceras archelaus species; a rounded
stone next to number 3 (photo DG).

Skeletal remains of fish of the Coelacanthidae
family (approx. 15 cm long, photo DG).

Conifer (Voltizia) vegetable remains, (photo A.
Tintori).

With its unparalleled vistas towards the
Civetta-Moiazza Group, the surroundings of Malga Pelsa are remarkable for
their touristic value as well. When hiking
along the ridge of Monte Alto di Pelsa,
the traveller literally walks over the coral
tufts that built the Cassian cliff.

Geological sketch of the Civetta Group from Malga Pelsa (ill. DG).

A coral tuft in Cassian Dolomite on Monte Alto di
Pelsa (photo DG).
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Torre Trieste, Cima delle Sasse and Moiazza seen from Malga Pelsa (photo DG).

Casera Pelsa with a vista towards the Civetta; from left: Torre Venezia, Piccola Civetta, Cima della
Busazza and Torre Trieste (photo DG).

THE VALLEY
OF THE VERTICAL DOLOMITE

7

The Valley of San Lucano.

The Valley of San Lucano received its
mountaineering christening in 1921
when Francesco Iori, Arturo Andreoletti and Alberto Zanutti ventured out
and conquered the great wall of Agner
following the most logical path through
a long series of deep trails to the left of
the edge that perfectly cuts in half the
immense northern wall. No human being had ever dared tackle a wall of such
vastness and complexity - the 1500
metres long itinerary took two days to
cover.
Attilio Tissi and Giovanni Andrich from
Agordo turned their attention to the exactly opposite side of the valley when,
in 1930, they decided to reach for the
The northern walls of the Agner.

(Stefano Santomaso CAAI)
The Valley of San Lucano extends in
an east-west direction and is bounded
to the south by the mountain group of
Agner and the rocks of Pale di San Lucano to the north.
The San Lucano Valley is one of the
most majestic mountain areas not
only in the Dolomites but in the whole
of Europe. Grandeur of similar proportions, albeit on a smaller scale, could
be found on the summits of Troll Wall
in the Valley of Romsdal in Norway, in
some parts of the Mont Blanc as well as
in certain summits of the Jungfrau, in
the Swiss Alps. Even the rocky walls of
the famous Californian Yosemite Valley

can only be remotely associated with
the majesty of the San Lucano Valley.
It is easy to imagine that the imposing
mountain walls would have discouraged the first pioneers who ventured
to climb these rocks - the usual way to
tackle the summits was to reach them
from the slopes on the other side of the
Valley of San Lucano. Cesare Tomè,
Tomaso Dal Col and Martino Gnech,
opted indeed for the southern slope of
Mount Agner to find their way to the
summit in 1875. The Pale di San Lucano were in all probability first visited by
chamois hunters who reached the area
by climbing the pastures on the northern slopes.

first time the summit of the only large
pillar of the Pale di San Lucano whose
access from the north was a tricky one.
They then climbed to the summit of the
third Pala di San Lucano via a rough
route over the south-east corner which
is clearly visible from the Agordo basin.
Only some ten years later, in 1932, the
long northern edge of Mount Agner
was conquered as well; Celso Gilberti and Oscar Soravito concluded their
epic sixth grade ascension in just one
day, demonstrating their great ability and intuition while climbing a route
feared even today for its extraordinary
length but also coveted because of its
outstanding beauty.
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THE FOURTH AND THE THIRD PALA DI SAN LUCANO
1 Way R. Casarotto e P. Radin 1974
2 Way of Finanzieri (L. De Nardin, D. Ruggero,
A. De Pellegrini and P. Perrod 1977)
3 Way Sperone Sud (A. Gogna, G. Favetti
and F. Ghio 1974)

4 Way R. Casarotto and P. Radin 1974
5 Way “Paolo Armando” (A. Gogna,
A. Anghileri,G. Lanfranchi and P. Ravà 1972)
6 Way A.Tissi and G. Andrich 1930

The only part of the colossal rock of
Agner which remained unconquered
was the wall to the right, on the northern edge. It was here that in 1939 Alfonso Vinci and Gianelia Bernasconi
decided to first climb up the bleak
ravine below the rocks and then took
on the north-western summit wall via a
sixth-grade ascension which is dreaded and rarely done even nowadays.

The endeavour of Vinci and Bernasconi concluded the heroic era of the conquest of the great walls of Agner. Thus
mountaineering changed its purpose
and became the means of exploration
and discovery of mountain walls and
summits of smaller proportions long
before the feat on Pale di San Lucano
was accomplished.

THE NORTHERN WALLS OF AGNER AND SPIZ
1

Way “Fausto Susatti” (A. Aste, J. Aiazzi and
F. Solina 1960)
2 Way E. Cozzolino and L. Corsi 1970
3 Agner edge (C. Gilberti and O. Soravito 1932)

4 Way A. Vinci and G. Bernasconi 1939
5 Bee pillar (R. Bee 1982)
6 Way A. Tissi, G. Andrich and F. Zanetti 1931

PILLARS OF DOLOMITE

8

(Stefano Santomaso CAAI)
In the Agordina valley, just a little bit
to the north of the magnificent Valley
of San Lucano, located on the other
side of the river basin, one can visit the
Corpassa Valley, named after the turbulent creek that flows bellow.
This valley is not only slightly hidden
compared to its “bigger sister”, but also
of much smaller proportions. As soon
as we reach the beguiling shelter Capanna Trieste, the gigantic rock obelisks begin to loom over us.
A yellowish wall rises right in front of
the shelter as a magnificent pillar of
stone almost one kilometre high. This
is “Torre Trieste”, or the Trieste Tower,
also known as the “Tower of Towers”,
referring to its dimensions.
Walking along the comfortable and yet
arduous mule track that winds steeply
The vertical wall of Torre Trieste.

around the wall, one remains agog at
the presence of such majesty.
The vertical rocks deterred generations of mountaineers from climbing
them, until in 1910, Napoleone Cozzi
and Alberto Zanutti from Trieste employed a smart trick to conquer the
summit. Their ascent did not begin as
usually from below - the two daring and
brave climbers descended the rocks of
Busazza located behind the rocky tower and conquered the summit by way
of a deep cleft.
More than twenty years passed before
someone dared to take on the southern
wall by a direct route.
In 1931 Attilio Tissi, Giovanni Andrich
and Domenico Rudatis persevered
along the Tower’s left (west) edge; They
accomplished a classic sixteenths grade
ascent still very much admired nowadays. Tissi’s route could not, however,
solve the complex issue of overcoming
the almost entirely overhanging southern wall, without any weak spots.
Raffaele Carlesso and Bortolo Sandri
succeeded, after several attempts,
in opening a breathtaking itinerary
ITINERARIES OF TORRE TRIESTE SOUTHERN
WALL
1
2
3
4
5

West edge (A. Tissi, G. Andrich and
D. Rudatis 1931)
Way M. Dell’Oro, G. Giudici and
A. Longoni 1935
“Direttissima” way (I. Piussi and
G. Redaelli 1959)
“Donnafugata” way (C. Heinz and
R. Schali 2004)
Way R. Carlesso and B. Sandri 1934
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through the colourful overhanging
cliffs and the smooth slabs of the south
wall in 1934. This route is still used
nowadays and is deemed an ascent
of staggering beauty with exceptional
sequence.
In the following year two ascents were
traced on the great wall of the Tower:
Riccardo Cassin and Vittorio Ratti conquered the beautiful south-east edge
while, on the opposite side of the wall,
Mario Dell’Oro with Giovanni Giudici
and Angelo Longoni opened a route of
equal difficulty. It is a curious fact that
the two ascents ended at the top on the
same day and both rope teams arrived
from Lecco.
Needless to say, all these climbs represented the highest level achieved in
mountaineering during that historical
period. The thirties were characterized by mountaineering based on free
climbing as a form of expression; it is
therefore easy to imagine that on the
southern wall of Torre Trieste, after the
opening of these last climbs, there was
no other possibility to make alternative routes.
It wasn’t before 1959 that pioneering
alpinism returned to Torre Trieste,
when Ignazio Piussi and Giorgio Redaelli, with extensive use of artificial
techniques, were able to open a direct route to the summit. This ascent
was defined as “the most difficult and
magnificent artificial route in the Alps”
and still today instills dread in potential
participants and is therefore rarely repeated. It is important to underline why

the route of Piussi-Redaelli not only
represents a difficult artificial ascent,
but also a very demanding free climb.
In 1972, to the right of the direct route,
a Polish team led by Jerzy Kukuczka
traced another itinerary which, due to
its and style of opening, is very similar to the ascent of Piussi and Redaelli:
to date this audacious climb has been
replicated only a couple of times.
The new millennium also marked the
beginning of modern mountain climbing on Torre Trieste: in 2003 Mauro
Bole from Trieste together with several
of his companions, was able to open
after a number of attempts, a difficult route which he dedicated to the
great French climber Patrick Berhault.
Christoph Hainz and Roger Schali,
on the other hand, created a new and
very much liked nowadays route called
“Donnafugata”.
The two routes most certainly can
not be defined as sport routes, but
their realisation without question was
only possible through the use of nails
fastened with drills. Christoph Hainz
himself acknowledged in all fairness
that “such climb would not have been
possible without bolts.” But perhaps it
should be remembered that mountaineering has always been able to overcome the limits imposed by previous
generations: a future generation will
be the judge of whether these achievements were “selfishly premature.”
Modern climbing, attracted mainly by
the steepest walls, has so far spared the
rocks of nearby Busazza. Conventional
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BUSAZZA
1 Way A. Aste and J. Aiazzi 1968
2 Way E. Cozzolino and A. Casale 1971
3 Way R. Casarotto, G. Albiero and
G. Cogato 1976

4 Way Ricordi Nebbiosi (A. Walpoth, T. Prinoth,
M. Dejori and G. Travaglia 2017)
5 Way C. Gilberti and E. Castiglioni 1931
6 South edge (R. Videsott, L. Rittler and
D. Rudatis 1929)
7 Way R. Videsott and D. Rudatis 1930

mountain climbing has preserved its
natural vitality on this colossal mountain. Its many ascents are all a bit alike:
the routes on the south wall are more
gentle and delicate, while the climbs
on the west wall tend to be harsher and
more strenuous.
Both walls are divided by a beguiling
edge conquered by Renzo Videsott,
Leo Rittler and Domenico Rudatis in
1929; this edge is inferior to that of Agner only in length and definitely not in
its beauty.
The following year saw Videsott and
Rudatis together again on a climb
on Busazza that would conquer the
south wall.
The west wall was conquered in 1931:
Celso Gilberti and Ettore Castiglioni
climbed a direct route along a linear
deep crevice in the middle of the wall.
The result was a classic route which
never became very popular due to the
difficulty it presented in climbing.
Some of the strongest mountain climbers of their generation ventured on the
west wall of Busazza in the following
years and opened some of the most
difficult routes in the Dolomites.
Armando Aste and Josve Aiazzi tackled the northern smaller peak in 1968,
following a route that was as difficult
as it was risky. In 1971, Enzo Cozzolino
and Adelchi Casale, with the help of
just eight nails, were able to outline a
majestic climb which due to its morphology, remained unprotected for
long stretches.
Next to it, the great Renato Casarotto,

accompanied by Giacomo Albiero and
Giuseppe Cogato, climbed a different
route in 1976 and declared it for the first
time a seventh-grade route. In more
recent times the alpinists from Val
Gardena - Alex Walpoth, Titus Prinoth,
Martin Dejori and Giorgio Travaglia
succeeded in conquering the great
yellow shield near via Casarotto, which
was the dream of many generations of
mountaineers. The pure climbing style
they employed and the difficulties they
were able to overcome - close to ninthgrade - are still impressive today!
In front of Busazza there is a marked
maze of yellowish walls divided by
deep gullies: towers and pillars of more
colourful colours ranging from black to
grey, from yellow to orange which are
more reminiscent of a chaotic rocky
maze than a mountain.
This extreme southern branch of the
Civetta massiv is called Cantoni di
Pelsa.
Here a typical sight is the enormous
pillar leaning against Very characteristic it turns out to be a large pillar of
rock leaning against a bold yellowish
precipice from the top of the Bancon.
Its striking resemblance to a pachyderm equipped with ears and a trunk
has rightfully earned the name Cima
dell’Elefante. (Elephant Peak).
The southernmost peak of the Cantoni di Pelsa is also the most prominent
peak of this subgroup: Torre Venezia.
It is a tower of smaller proportions
than the nearby Torre Trieste, which
become quite popular with the moun-
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SOUTH WALL OF CIVETTA WITH CANTONI DI PELSA
1 Torre Venezia
2 Cima delle Mede
3 Cima della Busazza

4 Torre Trieste
5 Van delle Sasse

taineers because of its many classic
climbing routes, its medium-difficulty
ascents and its convenient access.
The first ascent of the Torre Venezia
was made possible in 1909 via the
northern wall by Napoleone Cozzi,
Alberto Zanutti, Antonio Carniel and
Tullio Cepic. They formed a human
pyramid in order to overcome the most
difficult stretch of the route, now graded as upper fourth grade. Currently
this climb has been somewhat forgotten in favour of the picturesque ascents on the southern walls.

The route of Ettore Castiglioni and
Giorgio Kahn of 1929 on the west wall
seems like a classic chimney ascent
which is disused nowadays. A much
more difficult and audacious itinerary
is the one opened by Attilio Tissi, Giovanni Andrich and Attilio Bertoldi in
1930, which conquers in a straight line
the vertical southern wall by free climbing which proved to be extremely difficult for that time. The other two classic
routes on Torre Venezia are along the
stretch of wall to the left of Tissi’s route
and company. Alvise Andrich and Er-

nani Faè, climbed near the less protruding south-west edge in 1934, while
Vittorio Ratti and Vittorio Panzeri from
Lecco accomplished an ascent just off
to the right of via Andrich in 1936. The
latter is characterised by a series of
long crossings aiming to overcome the
stretches of overhanging rocks. Finally, in 1957, Georges and Sonia Livanos
concluded the last of the numerous
classic routes of the Tower.
It is not easy to determine which of
the routes is more intriguing as all of
them bring satisfaction to the climbers, manifesting different characteristics. Their uniting factor is the imprint
of the climbers’ character which still
lingers on the rocks. The mountain
wall which resembles a mirror, envelops and reflects even today the adventurous spirit that spurred on the
first climbers in the thirties and, while
climbing, one can sometimes fell the
spirit of that age.
Along the southern wall of the Tower,
one could trace other routes, including the direct route opened by Mirko
Minuzzo and Enrico Mauro in 1968.
The route stands out for its unquestionably unusual style which is unique
throughout the Civetta group. More
than three hundred nails were fixed on
the predominantly artificial course, one
for nearly every metre. The ascent of
course is the product of its own time:
mountaineering during the fifties and
sixties exploited artificial technique in
disproportionate manner. Which was in
contras to the audacious free climbs of

The petrified elephant of Civetta

the pioneers.
A closer look reveals that the direct
route of Torre Venezia looks very much
alike some recent achievements where
disproportionate technicality bordering exhibitionism exceed the sense of
idealism which was left us by the pioneers.
As an afterthought we should mention
the large landslide that happened recently and affected Via Tissi on Torre
Venezia disrupting its passage. The
Busazza rocks behind Torre Trieste
collapsed several years ago while an
entire wall has tumbled further north,
on the Civetta summit. The “Cima Su
Alto” (the summit up there), as it was
called, is almost gone: our mountains
are wounded!

This should make us reflect on our
erroneous understanding that mountains are eternal whereas our lifestyle
and actions as insignificant human beings have no effect on them.

Unfortunately, this is not the case.
Even the mountains have their being
and we, with our big and small daily
choices, can influence it for better or
worse.
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TORRE VENEZIA
1 West edge (A. Andrich and E. Faè 1934)
2 Way V. Ratti and V. Panzeri 1936
3 Way “Diretta” (E. Mauro and
M. Minuzzo 1968)

4 Gran Diedro (G. Biasin and P. Melucci 1960)
Var. Diretta (P. Schubert, K. Werner and
A. Wojas 1974)
5 South wall (A. Tissi, G. Andrich and A. Bortoli
1933). At the center of the dolomite wall the
great landslide that compromises the path.

Already at the beginning of the 1930s,
the strong roped party created by Emilio Comici and Giorgio Brunner made
the conquest of less important peaks
possible by climbing the beautiful Torre
di Lagunaz and its eponymous Spiz on
Pale di San Lucano, the Spiz Piciol and
the great wall of the Cima della Beta
in the hidden valley of Angheraz. The
local mountaineers, on the other hand,
devoted themselves to the conquest
of the beguiling butte which is almost
identical to the north wall of the Agner. Attilio Tissi, Giovanni Andrich and
Francesco Zanetti climbed the smooth
north face of the Torre Armena with its
classic ascension in 1931.
The mid-thirties saw the rope party of
Ettore Castiglioni and Bruno Detassis
who, on the occasion of the creation of
the CAI-TCI mountaineering guide of
the Pale di San Martino, systematically
explored the rocks of the valley and accomplished several wall climbs that up
until this period had been inaccessible.
It is worth remembering the ascent of
the great dihedral on the norther Spiz
in 1934 as well as the route on the Spiz
della Lastia wall the following year.
During the pre and post-war periods,
mountaineering in the valley of San Lucano seems to have come to a standstill. The climbers, perhaps influenced
by the first rudimentary artificial techniques, moved on to other mountain
groups: Civetta, the vertical walls of Tofane and along the gigantic cliffs of the
Tre Cime di Lavaredo.
Professional alpinism returned to the

valley in 1960 when Armando Aste
climbed two routes across the splendid
north face edges of Spiz Agner Nord,
dedicating them to Andrea Oggioni
and Franco Susatti. These climbs are
as beautiful as they are long, are now
forgotten because of their difficult access.
Three exceptional mountaineers who
had already made their first significant
winter climbs of staggering difficulty on
the walls of the Agner, arrived in the valley in the sixties: Heini Holzer, Gunther
and Reinhold Messner climbed the
north-east face of the Agner in 1967,
calling the route “Via dei Sud Tirolesi.”
The following year welcomed a Polish
team which opened another route just
to the right of that created by Messner
whose itinerary is still not quite clear.
In the face of such climbs on the walls
of Spiz d’Agner, Enzo Cozzolino from
Trieste demonstrated his capability by
creating a couple of free climbing routes
which, from today’s standpoint, can be
qualified as seventh grade climbs.
During the seventies, a certain Genoese by the name of Alessandro Gogna,
realised upon his arrival in the valley
the enormous mountaineering potential of the area and turned his attention
not to the shady summits of Agner, but
to the sunny walls of Pale di San Lucano. He thus began his daring climb on
the yellowish and brittle southern wall
of the second Pala, accompanied by
Leo Cerruti in 1970. More climbs followed in the years to come on the vertiginous south face of the third Pala di

San Lucano (“Paolo Armando” route) in
1972, on the eastern wall of the second
Pala and finally on the southern spur
of the fourth Pala (both accomplished
in 1974 together with Giovanni Favetti
and Flavio Ghio). As a response to the
mountaineering feats accomplished
by foreigners, the two brothers from
Agordo, Eugenio and Renato Bien,
completed a harsh itinerary across the
large south dihedral of the second Pala.
Renato Casarotto himself had felt the
calligraphies of the walls of Pale di San
Lucano, where he accomplished numerous climbs, almost always accompanied by Piero Radin. The two created two routes on the great wall of the
fourth Pala of San Lucano and three
more on the vertical column of Spiz di
Lagunaz which were meant to become
proper landmarks in the history of Dolomitic mountaineering. In particular,
the route of the great dihedral would
become - thanks to its outstanding
beauty - one of the most attractive ascents not only in the Dolomites but also
in the entire Alps.
The Seventies were the period of frenetic alpine activity in the valley of San
Lucano. Mountaineering talent and
agility had an expression in its purest
form here, creating audacious and difficult itineraries that are rarely replicated even until this day; a case in point
is the initiated routes in 1979 on Spiz
di Lagunaz by Franco Miotto, Riccardo
Bee and Stefano Gava from Bellunoas
well as the Via dei Finanzieri created by
Luigino De Nardin and his companions

on the fourth Pala of San Lucano.
Riccardo Bee will once again demonstrate his talent (if ever there was any
need) by creating two ascensions on
the north-western Agner pillar in solitary climbing.
In the beginning of the eighties, mountaineering is conditioned by modern
trends and new equipment and technology that would facilitate the adventures on the great mountain walls.
The mountaineers Ilio and Ettore De
Biasio from Cencenighe systematically
explored the hidden smaller walls of Pale
di San Lucano, creating thus dozens of
conventional routes. They were often
accompanied by their friends Fausto
Conedera and Lorenzo Massarotto.
It was Massarotto himself who, would
promote mountaineering in the San
Lucano Valley with his rigid ethics until almost into the present day,
and firmly refused modern means of
mountaineering security.
It is now impossible to list all his endeavours and the numerous new routes that
he tackled in the course of his mountaineering career - the following is a list
of the most significant ones. 1981 was
his wonder year when, accompanied by
Roberto Zannini, he was able to trace the
route called “La figlia del Naguàl” (Nagual’s daughter) on the south wall of the
third Pala di San Lucano and later the
“Via del Cuore” (the path of the heart) in
Agner, together with Sandro Soppelsa.
Ivo Ferrari, together with other kindred
spirits began to put together Massarotto’s legacy in the 2000 and continued
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to practice extreme traditional mountaineering for over a decade on both
the walls of Agner and Pale di San Lucano, thus becoming one of the major
names as a solitary climber.
Many other famous and not so famous
climbers, such as Marco Anghileri,
Heinz Grill, Stefano Santomaso, Piero Dal Prà, Alessandro Rudatis and
Gianni Del Din, continue to follow this
conventional trend.
2004 marked an important year for
the Valley of San Lucano. The two
books published by Ettore De Biasio
and Paolo Mosca relating the mountaineering ascents on the Pale di San
Lucano and Agner respectively.
Publishing the itineraries of the San
Lucano Valley did not contribute much
to the popularity of the walls and it is
unfortunate that we are running out of
time. Modern sport climbing does not
favour the long approaches and the
rugged wildness of these walls. Only
the Casarotto-Radin dihedral at Spiz di
Lagunaz as well as the northern edge
of Agner remain some of the more frequented itineraries.
All the other climbs are still stere, waiting for the arrival of better times.
AGNER MOUNTAIN GROUP
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Spiz della Lastia
Spiz Piciol
Spiz Nord
Spiz Sud
Agner mount
Torre Armena
Lastei d’Agner
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PROVINCE OF BELLUNO
(L. Lonzi - M. Piat)

DOLOMITE AND THE DOLOMITES,
THE HISTORY OF A NAME

1

Lake of Alleghe

When the young French nobleman
and geologist Déodat Sylvain Guy
Tancrède de Gratet de Dolomieu (born
June 23, 1750 - died November 28,
1801) together with his young companion Fleuriau de Bellevue embarked on
a research trip that would take them to
Innsbruck from Venice in mid-August
1789, he could not possibly imagine
the revolutionary outcome his journey
would have on geology as a science.
Both his experience gained over numerous years of study, together with
his curiosity nurtured through various
exchanges of views with other naturalists, had convinced him of the need
to travel to the Venetian and Tyrolean
Alps to study their origin and conformation. The tipping point in his decision was almost certainly the encounter
between Dolomieu and a certain Belsazar Hacquet which took place in
1784. The latter had collected numerous samples of rocks and minerals and
had brought a written account of his
observations during his travels in the
Eastern Alps between 1781 and 1783. It
was during his stay in the Belluno area
while following the valley of the stream
Cordevole and after having described
the Alleghe lake and its recent formation, that the naturalist came across
and mentioned a new type of rock - apparently a limestone, featuring limited
effervescence upon contact with hydrochloric acid.
It was precisely this encounter that
kindled Dolomieu’s desire to study
this rock and therefore embark on his

long journey; the French scientist was
undoubtedly not the first one to mention and explore the stone that would
in the future become known as the
dolomite. Up until then, however, the
stone’s chemical composition was still
unknown, and had no specific scientific
name attributed to it - it was popular
under various common names such as
“pearled baryte”.
It was thus that the famous “Journal
de Physique” would publish an article
July 1791 that would become one of
the cornerstones of geology’s history.
The publication was entitled “Lettre du
Commandeur Déodat de Dolomieu, à
M. Picot de la Peyrouse, sur un genre de pierres calcaires très peu effervescentes avec les acides, et phosphorescentes par la collision, ([…] “on a
type of limestones featuring limited
effervescence with acids yet phosphorescent upon collision). It is based on a
letter that Dolomieu sent from Malta on
the 30th of January of that same year,
in which he shares with a friend his
conviction that these rocks which are
so similar to limestone and yet show
little effervescence, may be of interest
to science.
Twelve samples of the mineral were
delivered to none other than Nicolas-Theodore de Saussure, as requested by him, on the 31st of October; the
samples were collected mainly in the
Brenner area, Trentino and the Veneto
region.
In his accompanying letter to the de
Saussure, Dolomieu mentioned nu-
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merous locations – apart from those in
which the samples were taken - where
the same mineral type abounded. Although he initially suggested the name
tyrolensis, Dolomieu had a change of
mind as soon as he realised that the
rock was abundant not only in Tyrol but
throughout the Alpine region as well:
“Si cette pierre n’avait appatenu qu’aux
montagnes du Tyrol, vous auriez pu la
nommer tyrolensis, mais elle se trouve
dans beaucoup d’autres montagnes”,
(“If this rock were to be found in Tyrol
only, I could have called it tyrolensis;
it is, however, abundant in many other
mountains”).
Thus he came up with the name saussurite, in honour of Nicolas’ father, the mineralogist Horace Benedict de Saussure.
In the spring of 1792, again in “Journal de Physique”, Nicolas-Theodore
de Saussure forestalled the mineral’s
future name indirectly by way of his
article entitled “Analyse de la Dolomie”
(Analysis of the Dolomite). The chemist
concluded that this was a rock composed of carbonate-containing double
parts of calcium and magnesium. De
Saussure proposed to christen it dolomite (“dolomie” in French), in honour
of its discoverer. This is what he wrote
on the occasion: “Cette pierre mérite

à tous égards d’avoir un nom particulier, celui de pierre calcaire peu effervescente est indéterminé & impropre.
On ne sauroit mieux la baptiser, qu’en
dérivant son nom de celui du cèlébre
naturaliste qui nous l’a fait connoitre”,
(“This mineral deserves by all means
its name – it would be insufficient and
incorrect to describe it as limestone
with low effervescence. There is no
better way to christen it than to endow
it with the name of the naturalist who
made it known to us”).
The Irish mineralogist Richard Kirwan introduced the English version
dolomite instead of the original name
dolomie two years later. This technical
term designates today the mineral itself, whereas “dolomia” refers to a rock
of which the dolomite is the main component.
If this put a full stop to the discussion
concerning the mineral’s correct name,
another one was opened about its geographical prevalence. It would take
decades for the argument to be settled.
A sketch of the “Dolomite mountains”
accompanied by a description of most
enthusiastic tones was included in

the travel diary Murray’s Handbook
of Southern Germany published in
London by John Murray Publishers
in 1837. It was the beginning of an ever-increasing public interest in this
Alpine area.
The Englishmen Josiah Gilbert, a painter, and George Cheetham Churchill, a
naturalist, travelled extensively in the
area between 1861 and 1863. They
published a detailed account of their
travels in a book called The Dolomite
Mountains, embellished with Gilbert’s
drawings and complete with Churchill’s
advanced expertise. Detailed descriptions of the landscape, together with
accounts on the cultures and peoples
inhabiting the area, contributed to the
popularisation of the name “Dolomites”.
The new name of that mountainous
area was, however, initially rejected by
many scientists, especially by those
of German mother tongue. Amongst
the most zealous adversaries was the
Viennese geologist Rudolf Hoernes.

In an article dated from 1875, he vehemently contested the name “Dolomites”, asserting the fact that the dolomite mineral is not the only one found
in the area, but is abundant in limited
mountain areas only.
“It is the gravest of errors to extend
the name Dolomites to a geographical
concept […]. To define an entire mountain by a name that is appropriate only
for certain portions thereof is even less
correct and shouldn’t be permitted altogether.”
Gradually but surely the name asserted itself, especially after the end of the
First World War when the entire mountain range fell back within the borders
of the Kingdom of Italy.
The Dolomites became the first and
only mountain range in the world to
bear the name of a mineral.
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THE DOLOMITE STONE ACCORDING
TO THE VALUABLE EXPERIENCE
IN BELLUNO AND ITS SURROUNDINGS

2

The dolomite stone dominates the
mountains, but what is the situation in
the valleys?
The last decades have witnessed the
completion of several studies on traditional stonecraft in the mountainous areas with a particular focus on
the Province of Belluno. The surveys
which helped classify local stone masonry and catalogue the stone quarries that are still - to some extent operative - showed some intriguing results
concerning not only the preservation
of the memory of this craft but also
as a starting point for giving the trade
new future impetus.
The lithological sites that have been
quarried in the past for the extraction
of decorative stone were the object of
cataloguing and assessment before.
What was missing up until now, is an
estimate of the actual use of the dolomite conducted through field research
and cross-reference of data and documentary and bibliographical references wherever such were available.
As already highlighted by other publications, it is clear that the dolomite is
lagging compared to the intensive use
of different stone materials.
In this particular case, no petrographic or mineralogical analyses were
made but only visual inspection adhering to some clues and following a
geological mapping.
Recognising a specific stone used in a
piece of handiwork isn’t always easy.
While some characteristics provide
clear evidence of its utilisation (for ex-

ample, the presence of certain minerals or fossils), others may be common
to other types of rocks (the colour, for
instance, isn’t always indicative), or
not very distinctive.
As a general rule, simple observation, accompanied by comparing of
already known samples, descriptions,
scientific reports and local history
(an indication of old quarries and so
forth), is almost always an adequate
way of determining the material used
or at least helps exclude some of the
possibilities. These analyses could
prove to be quite tricky; however, due
to various factors - the impossibility
of inspecting the handiwork, layers of
dirt, polish or plaster, lack of reliable
sources.
Precise monitoring equipment comes
at an exorbitant price and is not
easily operated by laypeople - such
is the case with the portable spectrometer. Other devices that help
distinguish different minerals may
be user-friendly but are not always
applicable. The effervescence acid of
the dolomite stone sets it apart from
ordinary limestone - this technique
is impossible to use whenever works
of art are involved. Even less so one
could resort to “tougher means”, that
is, using the geologist’s favourite tool
- the hammer. Dolomieu himself stated clearly 1794:
“Un Géologue est essentiellement un
lithoclaste, ou rompeur de pierre, et à
peine résiste-t-il au plaisir d’ecorner
les monuments des arts pour mieux

determiner la nature des substances
dont ils sont faits”. (“A geologist is essentially a litoclast or a stone smasher,
and hardly resists the temptation to
break monuments apart to determine
better the nature of the substances
they are made of.”)
Geologically speaking, the province of
Belluno is split in two by the Valsugana Thrust, a main tectonic fault line,
caused by a fracture of the Earth’s
crust along which there was a relative
tectonic movement that separates
the Dolomites to the North from the
Bellunese Dolomites and Prealps to
the South.
There is an outcrop of metamorphic,
magmatic and sedimentary rocks in
the Northern area dating back up to
500 million years. The following formations are famous on a global scale
from a geological point of view and
include all dolomitic formations: the
Serla Formation, the Contrin Formation, the Sciliar Dolomite Formation,
the Cassian Formation, Main Dolomite
Formation, etc.
The southern sector features a much
simpler stratigraphy, with rocks of
generally more recent origin (less
than 200 million years old) which
are exclusively sedimentary (with the
exception of a basaltic vein near Pedavena). Studying the rocks in the
Province of Belluno allows the reconstruction of the evolution of the Dolomite area and the phases of the Alpine
orogenesis. With the exception of the

Main Dolomite Formation which is the
foundation of the stratigraphic stages,
the usual dolomitic formations give
way to limestones (Grey Limestone,
Limestone of Vajont, Rosso Ammonitico, Maiolica, Scaglia Rossa, etc.) and
to the more recent terrigenous rocks
(Flysch and Molassic stages) originating from the sedimentation of eroded products in the already emerged
zones.
The lack of any mention in the sources,
as well as the absence of in-situ references, could be significative.
Its limited processing potential was
the main reason for the dolomite’s limited use, which, in turn, led to its being
deemed as economically unfeasible.
Because of their higher structural
bearing capacity and resistance to the
effects of climatic factors, as well as
their capability of being quickly processed using chisel and bush-hammer, compact limestone has always
been the preferred choice of material.
Generally speaking, we were able to
observe an already working system,
for example, the use of Castellavazzo
stone, which was easy to process and
then floated long distances down river
Piave on rafts. The recent discovery of
a so far unknown quarry situated beneath a cycle path in the Dolomites,
right next to the Piave river, is an excellent example of such “cut-and-take”
activity. The quarry resurfaced as
the aftermath of Storm Adrian on the
29th of October, 2018.
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No data sheets have been created for
the purpose of this guide, but rather it
has been the conscious choice of the
authors to give a general description
of the different zones into which the
Province of Belluno could be divided
and to highlight the different characteristics of the minerals as well as
point out the architectural places of
interest.
Even though the term “Dolomites”
has already become a brand (it has
even been used to signify various
gastronomic aspects of the area, like
“Dolomeat” and a sense of territorial
belonging “Dolomiē”), its fame could
not spread out to signify artistic and
architectural masterpieces. In order
to emphasise the success of the term,
it would suffice to mention the event
called Dolomites Rock Miniatures - an
event sponsored by the Dolomites UNESCO World Heritage and dedicated
to “The Path of the Dolomites in miniature”. The works of art created for the
event which aims to replicate all nine
dolomitic systems in miniature, are exhibited along the mountain trail of San
Tomaso in Vallata Agordina.
The herewith outlined conclusions
represent but the first stepping stone
toward the research and study of the
widespread use of the dolomite in the
province of Belluno. We believe that
other further areas of research will become available as we continue to discuss and exchange information with
experts in the field, such as geologists,
local historians and artisans.

Dolomitic stone characterises the
structure of the Belluno mountains.
Notwithstanding the strong representation of wooden materials and
the lack of local building tradition
in masonry at least up until the 16th
century, the territory is marked by
widespread sculpture as a decorative
element in the town squares, as fountain ornaments and on reliefs of facades and portals in the towns. One is
obliged to note that the commissioning of private works has always been
rather insignificant, not to mention
that many finished works were subject
to restructuring and demolition. On
the other hand, more public buildings
and places of worship have remained
as witnesses of the local building traditions. The elements that dominate in
the construction style are simplicity
and functionality - this is where the
stone from Castellavazzo is the unchallenged winner.
Only a few new public buildings were
commissioned by citizens’ committees with the aim of celebrating identity values and secular political ideas.
The preferred building material on
such occasions was not the dolomite
stone but rather limestone. Such was
the case with the memorial created
by Valentino Pancera Besarel and Segusini to commemorate the uprisings
of 1848 in Pieve di Cadore, using Castellavazzo and Istrian stones.
In commemoration of the fallen during the World War nearly every village
erected a sculptural memorial - espe-

cially in a vertical position over a base
of mostly hard stone, marble sculptures and even Carrara marble - to
preserve the memory of that generation’s heroic sacrifice.
On the other hand, modern sculptures
in dolomite from the second half of the
20th century make their appearance
only by some rare and bold exception.
The nineteenth-century funeral architecture aimed to replicate the architecture of the family chapels on a
smaller scale. The material often used
was not local stone, however, as seen
on more recent gravestones of Alpine
climbers where the classic stone slab
substitute the rock, reminiscent of
the mountainous outline loved by the
climbers. Places that capture the special memory nonetheless.
Whenever the creation of sculptures
was concerned, one has to look back to
the sixteenth century to come across
references to local stonemasons, or
“tajapiera”, who worked as itinerant
craftsmen throughout the territory
and mentioned in historic documents
according to their origin. It is worth
remembering artisans from Cividal
(or the City of Belluno), from Taibon
and Cencenighe, from nearby Carnia
or Gorizia, from Tyrol, and even from
Como as is the case of the church of
San Nicolò in Comelico or Feltre and
Belluno. The carpenters were most
probably native to the respective
zones, whereas the master-builder
came from outside.
For obvious reasons, the old historic

documents did not expound on the
employed material and even less referred to terminology with which we
are familiar nowadays; usually, they
did, however, mention the name of the
respective quarry’s location. From the
second half of the fifteenth century
onwards, it became typical to distinguish either the origin of the specified
material or the stone type itself (soft
stone, or spotted stone).
Several specialised centres were established in the Province of Belluno
where quarry workers could develop
their skills - Castellavazzo, Cencenighe
in Agordo, Soccer, Col di Cugnan, Libano, to mention just a few where there
are still stone quarries.
This heritage is the subject matter of
the present study. It aims to offer a
new historical and artistic interpretation after having conducted - whenever possible - an accurate census of the
works, their authors, the iconographic
themes and even the historical and
geological events related to the context of their preservation.
It is our ambition to fill in the abysmal
gaps in the knowledge of this matter
to better grasp the multi-faceted richness of our territory.
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THE LEGENDS
OF THE DOLOMITES

3

(Manolo Piat)
More than any other mountain range
in the world, the Dolomites are in a real
sense an open-air laboratory which
can help appreciate and piece together
the geological history of our planet. It
is especially true for the period known
as the Triassic (approximately 250200 million years ago), during which
the main bulk of what we now call the
imposing walls of the Dolomites were
formed.
These specific geological and landscape features were a source of inspiration not only for scientists - in the
olden days they spurred our ancestors
into imagining many legends and accounts of real elements fantastically
transformed to offer homage to real
events and characters and render
them genuine in the mountainous surroundings.
Dozens of myths and legends were
conceived in the Dolomites - some
are decidedly better known than others and have transcended the borders
of the Dolomites. Others, even though
less famous abroad, feature various local versions that contain the same plot
in their core but differ in the details to
better reflect the local reality (for instance by changing the names of places and characters).
On some occasions, the quintessence
of the legend is invariably linked to the
physical traits of the dolomite minerals
and the scientific explanation that lies
within does nothing to diminish their
“magic”.

THE LEGEND OF KING LAURIN
AND THE ALPENGLOW
Perhaps the most famous legend cradled the Dolomites is the one of King
Laurin and the reason why the mountains are tinged with pink at sunset,
during the moment of Alpenglow.
Once upon a time, the Dolomites were
covered by a beautiful garden of red
roses. A nation of Dwarves, ruled by
their beloved King Laurin, inhabited
those lands. They thrived on mining
the bowels of the Earth in search of
gold, silver and precious stones. King
Laurin reigned over them and protected his Kingdom with the help of two
magical weapons - a belt that endowed
its bearer with the power equal to that
of twelve men, and an Invisible Cloak.
One day the ruler of a neighbouring kingdom decided to marry off his
beautiful daughter, and sure enough,
as soon as Laurin set his eyes on her,

he immediately fell in love. King Laurin
kidnapped the lovely maiden and galloped away with her. The palace guards
gave chase to try to find and rescue
their princess, and soon they reached
the Rose Garden (hence the original
name Catinaccio, or Rosengarten).
Laurin put on his magic belt and threw
himself into the battle. When, despite
this ploy, it became clear to him that
he was about to be defeated, he covered himself with the Invisible Cloak
and tried to hide among the flowers in
the garden. But the swaying motion of
the roses where he sought refuge, gave
away his hiding place. His foes seized
Laurin, cut his magic belt and threw
him in prison.
After having been held captive for
many years, the King finally managed
to escape. Laurin hurried back to his
Kingdom which, albeit, was already
taken over by another ruler. When he
reached the mountain covered with
roses, the old King cast a curse: neither
by day nor by night should anyone be
able to glimpse the lovely flowers that
had once betrayed him! But in uttering his curse, Laurin had forgotten to
mention the time that is no more day
but not yet night - the twilight. And so
it is that each evening, for several fleeting moments, the roses reappear and
set the Dolomites on fire.
explanation:

the rose tinge of the Dolomites at sunset and dawn is not
caused by a magical incantation, but
can be explained in more rational

terms. It is caused by the so-called
effect of the optical “scattering“ of the
light when it reaches the surface. In
other words, when the Sun is low on the
horizon, its rays have to travel a greater distance through the atmosphere
to reach the Earth’s surface. By doing
this, the light’s blue spectral component is “trapped” by the particles it
encounters on its way. On the other
hand, the light’s red spectral component, which happens to have a longer
wavelength, can penetrate unhindered
until it reaches the surface. This effect
can be therefore observed not only in
the Dolomites but everywhere - it is
the reason behind the so-called reddish evening glow usually associated
with upcoming fair weather. The effect
is, however, more pronounced - not to
mention more spectacular - in the Dolomites because of the lighter colour of
their minerals and the dizzying heights
of their steep walls.
THE PALE MOUNTAINS
Another well-known account reveals
the origin of the name “Monti Pallidi”,
or the “Pale Mountains”, which is another way to describe the Dolomites.
Once upon a time, the son of the King
of the Dolomites fell madly in love with
a maiden whom he had met at full
moon. She was the daughter of the
King of the Moon who promptly agreed
to marry her off, as she was so in love
with the prince herself.
But fate seemed to mock the two
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that at the first full moon, the gnomes
began to weave the rays of the Moon
into a mantle with which to cover the
whole mountains. As soon as they completed their work, everything seemed
to be covered with luminescent white,
and the princess was able to return to
Earth without feeling heartbroken and
to live happily joined with her groom.
From that day on, the Dolomites were
given the name Monti Pallidi, or the
Pale Mountains.
young lovers and doom them to a life
spent apart. The prince could not live
on the Moon for fear of being blinded by the intense light. On the other
hand, the bleak mountain colour and
the shadows of the forest caused the
princess such profound gloom, that
rendered her gravely ill, and to prevent
her from dying, she had to leave Earth
and return home.
Consumed by yearning for his lover
and incapable of finding a way to be
together with her, the prince began
to roam the mountain tops, which
brought him closer to his beloved. One
day, while still roaming the mountains
in desperation, the prince ran into the
King of the Salvani, a nation of gnomes
who were searching for a new homeland after having lost a war.
The tiny King listened carefully to the
sad story of the young prince and offered the following solution - in exchange for a place to settle with his
people, the gnomes would render the
mountains luminous. And it was thus

explanation: the Dolomites owe its pale
tinge mainly to the type of rocks that
make up its high mountain walls dolomite and limestone. Thanks to their
chemical composition, they are indeed
bright in colour - varying from white
to grey, with pink or yellow variations
in their shades. This particular feature
distinguishes the Dolomites from their
surrounding volcanic formations, for
example, which are characterised by
darker colours, or from formations of
sedimentary origin that can show not
only various but also quite vivacious
colours.

THE CRODÈRES
Some stories were created to supply
with a plausible explanation for the natural phenomena which have been man’s
constant and inevitable companion in
the mountains. Even when these events
may have different origins, the geological principles that have been shaping
the dolomite rocks give us the key a
persuasive interpretation.

The Crodères, the sons of the rocks, live
on the mountaintops. Though identical
to men in everything, these creatures
are devoid of all human emotion - they
are unable to feel neither joy nor pain,
neither love nor hate because their
heart is made of stone.
Crowned with her blue diadem, their
Queen Tanna reigns over them from
her palace of ice on the Marmole.
Unlike her faithful subjects, the Queen
allowed herself to be involved in the affairs of mortal men. She even used her
powers to help them by prohibiting the
rocks from sliding and the snow from
causing avalanches. She had forbidden the streams to overflow and had
transformed the barren rocky ground
into verdant pastures.
Such was her fellowship with humans
that she even accepted to be married
to one of them, none other than the
Count of Aquileia. For betraying her
people, she was forced to renounce the
throne and withdraw on an icy summit
together with Selvanel, the son born of
their marriage, awaiting the return of
her beloved who, in the meantime had
returned to his homeland.
Years passed, and the child grew into a
strong and vivacious young man - he
was full of desire to discover the world
and especially get to know the father
he had never met. He thus made up his
mind to set off and look for him - his father, however, failed to recognise him.
Keen on taking revenge on his father,
Selvanel forged an alliance with another nobleman, an enemy of his father

and engaged in a battle against him.
Since his heart was partly human, he
fell in love with the duke’s daughter Marcora - who lovingly took care of
him while he was recuperating from
his battle wounds. Because of their
impossible love, they decided to flee
and find refuge in the dwelling place of
his mother, high up in the mountains.
The two young lovers were given chase
by the soldiers, and soon enough they
found themselves in trouble while
trying to climb the steep slopes; Selvanel was able to save his beloved who
reached Tanna safely, but he himself
plunged into a crevice. When, years
later, the glacier finally gave back his
lifeless body, Marcora died of sorrow.
Tanna, on the other hand, put back on
her blue crown - her fate had been fulfilled, and she became the Queen of the
Croderes once again. The heartbreak
of her betrayed love and the loss of her
son had turned her heart into stone.
At once she rendered void all her orders given to the mountains in the olden days - soon they began to collapse
and crumble. From that moment on,
the mountains became places of danger and desolation for humans.
The “day of calm”- the only day of the
year when the whole mountain calms
down, and the people can take respite
without fear of the vicious elements
to travel and toil the mountains is the
day when Tanna relives her sorrow. As
the day dies, she becomes sovereign
Queen once again - cold and insensitive like her people, the Croderes.
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explanation: the origin of this myth
could perhaps be attributed to the
numerous peaks, jutting edges as well
as the unevenness in the landscape
which characterises the outlines of the
Dolomites. For all those who travel in
the mountains, it is a common enough
experience to observe a transformation of the landscape even with the
slightest change of angle or at a different light. It might have spurred our
ancestors into believing that these
weren’t mere rocks but rather living
beings that moved from one place to
another, causing calamities. Landslides and avalanches, the odd disappearing of livestock as well as other
seemingly inexplicable occurrences
contributed to the creation of myths
about callous and evil beings.
Without a doubt, geology can help us
explain the characteristic features of
the outlines. The quite hard dolomite
minerals are often based on more
pliant formations rich in clay. Such
is the case with the Main Dolomite
which rests on the Travenanzes Formation. The weight of the overlying
rock is the reason for the clay foundation’s lateral expansion. This phenomenon makes it easier for the erosion
to mould the clefts into peaks, spires
and pillars, thus shaping the unique
Dolomite skyline.
There could be, however, another explanation for our story - in the Dolomites, one can still find the hearts
made of stone of the Crodères. These
are Megalodonts, or mollusc shell fos-

sils, distant cousins of the present-day
clams which date from the Triassic
period. Their shape indeed reminds
us of stylised heart, and the fossils
themselves are plentiful in some dolomite layers.
THE LEGEND OF CORNÌA
Our last legend will take us to the creation of the “Masiere di Vedana” -an
enormous landslide located at the
mouth of the stream Cordevole in Valbelluna. The dolomitic formations which
are ubiquitous in the northern part of
the Province of Belluno are quite rare
here. Instead, there is an abundance of
partially dolomitized limestone that belongs to the so-called Grey Limestone
and Limestone of Vajont.
From the widening riverbed of Cordevole, where the narrow valley descends from Agordino, right at the foot
of Mount Martiano (nowadays known
as Mount Peron in the Municipality
of Sedico), once sprang the bountiful
Pieve di Cornia. Such was the bounty
of this place that is said that in olden
times, mothers cleaned their babies’
bottoms with the bread coming from
this area. The untold riches in the valley did not translate into a generous
spirit of its inhabitants.
It so happened that one day two
strangers travelled through the area,
begging alms from the inhabitants.
The two sojourners were, in fact, none
other than Jesus and Saint Peter. In
return, they received only insults and
even threats. The only place where

they found warm welcome was the
home of a poor widow whose children
were crying with hunger cramps.
The poor woman regretted offering
food to the strangers, but when one
of them urged her to check her pantry, she found all kinds of delicacies
there. Likewise, the wooden barrels
that lay empty and forgotten in the
cellar were now overflowing with the
exquisite wine.
They ate and drank together until
evening came ad there was still plenty
left over to feed the family for years
to come.
When everybody had finished their
meal, the Lord Jesus sought permission to take with him the widow’s
youngest son, armed with a hammer.
He warned the family not to leave their
beds during the night even if they
heard a great noise outside.
Jesus, Saint Peter, and the child set
out towards the top of the mountain,
and as soon as they reached it, the
young child was told to hit the rock
with the hammer he had brought
from home. Then there was a loud
bang. The whole mountain collapsed
with deafening noise and the houses
in Cornia were buried under an enormous pile of rocks together with all
their riches. The only house that remained intact was the house of the
poor kind woman.
explanation: the vast pile of stones that
forms the Masiere of Vedana was indeed caused by the fall of one or more
landslides. Its area of detachment is

clearly visible on the southern slope
of Mount Peron. During the rise of the
Dolomitic chain, the whole mountain
body was crisscrossed by numerous
fractures that were then impregnated
by mineralising fluids. This process led
to the dolomitization of ample portions
of the original limestone. This maze of
fissures and unevenness had weakened the rocky mass, facilitating the
occurrence of landslides.
According to the initial studies carried out in the area, the landslide
probably occurred several million
years ago, shortly after the retreat of
the glaciers and it could not have possibly damaged any residential areas.
More recent studies, however, seem
to point to a much more recent date
of the landslide, perhaps during the
2nd century AD, which coincides with
the account of Giorgio Piloni (History
of the City of Belluno) from the 12th
century, who ascribed the landslide to
an earthquake.
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AGORDO.
FROM THE GLOOM OF THE MINES
TO THE BRILLIANCE OF THE STONES:
VILLA CROTTA – DE MANZONI

4

Agordo’s history is strongly influenced
by mining and metallurgy, to which it
owed not only its booming economy
in the past but also the rise of several
affluent families as well as its relative
architectural richness. Both pillars of
the local economy contributed not only
to the inclusion of skilled German workers and the consequent introduction
of foreign terminology but also to the
establishment of the renowned Agordo
Mining Institute in 1867.
In the past, the stately homes of the
bourgeoisie stood in stark contrast with
the rest of the buildings; this phenomenon was even more evident in Agordo,
situated in the northern outskirts of the
ancient Venetian State, where buildings belonging to people of modest
means were rather unassuming. Even
though the First World War brought
some severe damage and furnishings
and collections were either displaced
or stolen, the architectural complex of
Crotta-De Manzoni still stands out in all
its splendor. With its numerous white
sculptures vying for attention with the
surrounding Dolomite summits, the
villa is the product of many extensions
and repairs between the sixteenth and
nineteenth centuries. Several structures are overlooking an expanse of
lawn accessible to the general public and rimmed by a row of trees and
hedges in front of Agordo’s Town Hall.
The building has formed one imposing
coherent whole since the seventeenth
century; due to its subsequent expansions, and especially with the addition

of stables and staterooms, it increasingly took on the semblance of a villa.
We owe the wall structures to the family
Crotta while de Manzoni, who acquired
the property in 1813, is responsible
for the construction of the lodge —
designed by the architect Giuseppe
Segusini — and the frescoes by the
painter Pietro Paoletti depicting Favonius and Flora, the rapture of Doralice
and the duel between Rodomonte and
Ruggiero in the main hall.
Even though Lombard by origin, the
Crottas acquired their wealth by exploiting the copper mines in Agordo
and soon were accepted into the Venetian nobility. The family was granted
a noble title in 1649 and continued to
promote their financial interest in the
areas around Agordo, Belluno and
Conegliano.
Alessandro Crotta (1650-1732), Podestà, of Chioggia, was the son of Giovanni Antonio and nephew of Francesco who came from Lecco and settled in
Agordo where he joined the commercial branch of the mining business.
The coat of arms constitutes three cypress trees placed on top of a cave with
a lion at its entrance. The family motto
was “UT LEO FORTIS IN ADVERTIS”.
The entire structure of Agordo is rich
in ornamental elements made of stone,
but not all of them were carved from dolomite. The statues which are damaged
from exposure to water and other polluting factors are fairly compromised
from a conservative point of view and
were created by many different au-

thors, often with little training. Some of
the authors took an example from the
Venetian mainland, for instance, Orazio
Marinali of Vicenza (1643-1720), who
worked almost exclusively with stone
brought from Costozza near the Berici
hills of Vicenza.
The elaborate mythological and allegorical sculptural cycles embellish
both the exterior and the interior and
are visible for the passersby. The statues, in the local dialect lovingly referred to as Grota’s “kids“ and “deaf”,
are positioned in the private garden of
the villa, as well as at the garden’s gate
overlooking Agordo’s main square.
Fifteen Greek deities and other mythological figures, either alone or in pairs,
flank on both sides the inner court of
the garden which was built towards the
end of the eighteenth century to connect the main building with the orthogonal body used as stateroom. This is
the exact spot where we can find one
better-preserved figure,
tucked away in a corner,
that hoists an enormous
boulder on his back. In a
way, the statue symbolises the long path of the
dolomite which this travel guide aims to follow; it
could also be an allusion
to the mining business
of the villa’s owners. The
statue stands for Sisyphus’ labours who was
condemned to forever
push a boulder uphill, and

that once reached the top of the mountain would inevitably roll down again.
There are also the figures of Vulcan,
Aristides, Flora, Apollo, Diana, Bacchus
and Ariadne, Saturn, Jupiter, Meleager,
Amphitrite, Hercules, a character in
seventeenth-century apparel, as well
as that of a shepherd.
The fifteen mascarons together with
the twenty-nine smaller masks perched
between the upper arches made of a
different, not easily recognisable material.
On the other hand, we know with certainty that the internal statues are
made of dolomite - which naturally
didn’t bear that name at the time of
their sculpting - because we know not
only the source of the material used,
but also the authors of the works. A
document dated June 16, 1692, and
preserved in the Fund Da Giau, an archive kept in the local town library, records the procurement of stones suita-
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ble for the sculpting of figures, by the
local stonemasons, namely:
“... May it be known that according to
the present public announcement, Vincenzo Mazzaruol and Semon de Biasi,
both from Cencenighe, have promised
and are liable to quarry stones from
Cencenighe suitable for the creation
of statues commissioned by Messrs.
Zuanne Tambosio and Bernerdin Probati, both acting on behalf of Alessandro Crotta, measuring four feet and
four “once” (an ancient measuring unit
in Belluno) high, circa two feet large
and one foot wide, and deliver them to
Agordo, at their own expense. This in
accordance with the meeting with the
above-mentioned Messrs. agents who
promised and obligated themselves to
give for each statue designed and finished as stipulated above, two “stara”
(an ancient measuring unit for grain in
Belluno) of Turkish Sorghum; according to the present agreement, at least
six and all four blocks shall have to
be finished in the month of November
following the aforementioned measurements. Declaring that the procured
stones are of good quality and in compliance with the statue created by Mr
Lombardo.”
This description corresponds to the
eighteen statues dominating the villa’s
inner court with measurements in compliance with the original order. They are
statues of deities, often present in old
gardens, as well as philosophers preferred by the commissioners as guardians that would banish in the past acts

of violence concerning the offspring of
Francesco Crotta concerning the fratricide of Giovanni Antonio slain by assassins hired by his brother Giuseppe.
The statues are strongly influenced by
this popular Venetian theme throughout the seventeenth century and are
characterised by their lacerated faces
and general haggard appearances.
To find other similar sculptures in more
secular settings, one has to travel further south - such were the statues along
the stairway of the Sartori mansion
in Longarone, destroyed by the flood
wave of Vajont in 1963. A handful of
surviving photographs has preserved
their memory. Another example is the
statues which encircle the vast garden
in the mansion of the Perucchi family
in Nebbiù di Cadore, who once dealt in
timber. The ornate seventeenth-century stucco which embellishes the garden
on its inner side is already falling apart.
THE MINING COMPLEX
VALLE IMPERINA
The Val Imperina is a valley which runs
sideways along the Cordevole stream
that emerged along the Valsugana fault
line, a major tectonic fault line serving
as a point of contact between the rocks
of the metamorphic basement and the
Main Dolomite. The copper mine, which
in the beginning included lead and silver, is located not far from Agordo to the
south and used to be one of the leading
mining centres in Veneto and beyond.
The first known mentioning of the deposit’s exploitation goes back to the fif-

teenth century, but almost certainly the
mine had been in use for many centuries before that. The mining industry
was managed by numerous petty entrepreneurs at the time (families like
Pietroboni, Molin, Paragatta, Barpi and
Burattini, to mention a few), who, in
the sixteenth century did not yet have
the means to reach the core of the deposit but confined themselves with the
exploitation of the topsoil. As of 1615
Francesco Crotta senormous capital
as well as the technical expertise which
served as an impetus to reach greater depths of the Earth’s surface where
there is a greater abundance of minerals. This private enterprise was later
flanked by a state company managed
by the Republic of Venice who valued
copper as a mineral of utter strategic
importance, used not only for the production of canons as part of an alloy to
form bronze but also for its coinage.
The seventeenth century saw the introduction of new manufacturing processes, which facilitated both the excavation (by using gunpowder) and the
processing of raw ore (the new extraction by wet process allowed for a higher
recovery of the metal). The production
of metallic copper in the second half
of the eighteenth century reached 120
tons per year, which amounts to approximately half the supply needs of
the Most Serene Republic. Under the
reign of the Habsburgs, copper production reached its peak, but the fate of
the mine was swiftly sealed due to the
rapid plunge of copper prices on the in-

ternational markets caused by the discovery of vast deposits in South America. By the end of the 1800s, the Italian
Kingdom decided to discontinue the
production as it was no longer deemed
feasible, economically speaking. After
the cessation of copper production, just
pyrite was extracted for the production
of sulfuric acid. After the takeover by
Montecatini in 1910, the mines were
modernised, and an electric railway
line was built to connect the tiny town
of Bribano with Agordo for the transportation of the extracted ore. In 1962,
however, all mining activities in Val Imperina were shut down permanently.
The ore mine exploited the irregular
deposit of cupriferous pyrite, pyrite
and chalcopyrite together with smaller amounts of other metal ores, like
blende and galena mixed in a quartz
gangue and carbon. The mineralization
is located in the metamorphic rocks
(phyllite), and the mining core has an
elongated lenticular shape measuring
550 meters long and 30 metres thick.
The copper content is, on average, 1.52%, with a maximum of 8.5%. Estimates show that 3 million tons of ore
have been extracted from the dawn of
time till present day out of a total of at
least 6 million tons contained in the deposit.
The dolomite had its widespread use in
the construction works in Valle Imperina. In spite of the fact that the rock had
undergone formidable tectonic thrusts
in the past and is often densely fractured, large stone blocks from the Main
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Dolomite have been used for building, for instance in the construction of
stone ovens, since the material could
be retrieved easily with a vast outcrop
stretching on the southern slopes of
the valley.
The utilisation of dolomite can be found
in the galleries of the mine, apparently
originating from the Contrin formation
(known in the past as “Serla dolomite),
from the Valley of San Lucano, in the
municipality of Taibon Agordino. As G.
Vallenzasca stated in 1840:
The limestone that bears the scientific name dolomite is processed in this
same valley. The large boulders are
scattered unevenly over the gravel
ground near the stream Tegnas, but
most of all opposite the fissure of the
Besancoga Valley. It is claimed that
since time immemorial these enormous boulders had tumbled down
from the high peaks of Mount Ambrusega situated to the right of the valley of S. Lugano, to the northwest. This
type of dolomite is a magnesia-containing limestone and is hard, compact
and highly suitable to bear consider-

able weight. For this reason, dolomite
was the material of choice when working on the underground premises in
the mine in Valle Imperina, in particular, the main ditch for the machinery
used for the construction of spacious
squares, or domes in three different
floors. It is even used to vertically cover
the entire upper trench, which is 150
meters deep.
The same type of stone was used by the
stonecutters of Taibon for the creation
of fountains (for instance, the fountains
in Agordo, Taibon, Soccol) and many
other architectural elements. It originated from Busa dei Poth, an open-air
quarry which remained in operation
until a few decades ago and positioned
on the right bank of the Tegnas stream,
just beyond the church of San Lucano.
In the vicinity of the quarries, in line with
the so-called “Peschiere”, or “fisheries”
there is an area of morainic origin full
of erratic boulders. From these massive boulders were extracted stones
used for the construction of bridges,
like the one in Pontalto and Missiaga.
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ANDRAZ CASTLE

5

The ancient castle is perched on a gigantic dolomite boulder brought to its
current location by glacial movement.
The manor rises to approximately 30
metres on its south side situated at
1,750 m above sea level. After having
been renovated and covered in iron
and glass, it became home to the Museum dedicated to the historical events
of Andraz and its surrounding territory.
The lands have always been influenced
by the presence and activities in siderite-magnesite ores in Fursil a Colle Santa Lucia owned by the Prince-Bishopric
of Brixen. The place where the castle
rises, looming over the river bearing
the same name, used to be crucial for
controlling the winding roads that connect the northern and the southern
lands. “Andraz”, the Italian name for the
location, seems to derive from the word
for “cavity” which, in turn, alludes to the
primitive tunnel which once served as a
defensive structure.
The castle is considered to be a medieval structure as some of the first
historical references go back to the
dawn of the second millennium, even
though some structural elements can
be traced back to the fourteenth and
fifteenth centuries. The castle itself has
been in use up until the beginning of
the nineteenth century, with further repairs and a recent restoration between
1986 and 2002. One of its more famous dwellers was Nicolò Cusano who
resided there in his function as Bishop
of Brixen from 1457 till 1460. The most
acclaimed craftsmen who worked at

the castle were the Comacini masters
- Jacomo, Antonio and Pedro - towards
the last quarter of the fourteenth century who were already famous for their
works throughout the Alpine region.
The castle was built on several overlapping planes exploiting the natural
shape and tilt of the rocky spur below.
It offers single access through a drawbridge and a winch for delivery of supplies. The upper level hosted a small
church, a well, cellars, prisons, grain
storerooms, kitchen premises, living
rooms and a captain’s room. During
one excavation attempt in the eastern
part of the castle, the space in the sacred area turned out to be paved with
cobblestones made of dolomite.
MAGNESIAN LIMESTONE
AND “SCORCHED” MORTAR
(ITALIAN: MALTA BROÀDA)
It is generally known that heating carbonate rocks can produce lime at temperatures ranging from 850 to 900°C,
in special kilns, known in ancient times
as lime kilns, in Italian “calchera”. During the reaction, calcium carbonate decomposes and produces calcium oxide,
commonly referred to as “quicklime”.
As soon as quicklime comes out of the
kiln in large clumps, it is then pulverised and hydrated with water, a process
called “slaking” which releases considerable amounts of heat and helps produce calcium hydroxide, better known
as caustic lime, or slack lime.
When lime is mixed with water and other aggregates, such as natural sand or

ground rock, one of its fundamental
properties is the ability to transform
into a pliable material while still moist
and become resistant and sturdy once
it dries up.
This characteristic is the result of a
chemical reaction between hydroxide
and carbon dioxide in the air. Such
“carbonation” leads to the formation of
carbonate with a composition identical
to the one of the original rock.
Lime is used in construction, in particular as a binder for mortars and
plasters. The most common technique
to produce mortar is to mix lime with
water and other aggregates in their respective proportions. This occurs due
to the effect of two linked phenomena:
drying by water evaporation and hardening due to carbonisation.
From a compositional vantage point,
the mortars of the Andraz Castle are
characterised by a binder consisting of
calcium magnesium, or in other words
derived from heating dolomitic rocks.
Other aggregates used for producing
mortar could, on the other hand, include sands of calcareous and silicate
composition (derived from volcanic
rocks and sandstones) and crushed
and ground dolomitic rock. In some
cases, mortar may contain a dash of
crushed pottery (Italian: cocciopesto)
and sometimes even pieces of charcoal, although these are mainly a sign
of impurities incurred during the heating process.
According to historical records, mortars from Andraz would seem to be

produced using a unique technique, the
so-called “malta broàda”, or “scorched
mortar”. It was given this name because it was obtained by mixing aggregates with quicklime and water, the
latter creating a strong exothermic reaction. The result is a fast succession
of chemical reactions, which leads to
the acceleration of the drying process
while blending the aggregates into the
occurring thermic reaction.
The analyses carried out during the
conservative restoration of the castle confirm the use of this technique:
the granules of dolomitic rock are an
outline of uneven minuscule crystals,
while the volcanic aggregates form
a rim of calcium and magnesium silicates. Such unevenness of the crystal
granules could be the result of intense
thermic shock caused by an extremely
hot binder. The newly-formed calcium
and magnesium silicates around particles of volcanic rock, on the other hand,
most probably derived from a chemical
reaction between the binder of calcium
magnesium and the rock’s silicates
when affected by the heat.
This scorched mortar could be even of
higher quality than conventional mortar if all the quicklime in the mixture
would be slaked completely and the
drying process carefully supervised.
The process is not a simple one, however, as it involves constant supervision, careful and adequate addition of
water and continuous mixing of all the
materials to ensure that the quicklime
is always hydrated. There are numer-
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ous uncertainties and intricacies involved in this process, and the result is
that often the hardened mixture may
contain clumps of quicklime that have
remained untouched by the water, or
not yet carbonised lime (Italian: calcinaroli).
Vitruvius mentions a similar technique
in his Book on Architecture where he
describes a type of mortar - opus caementitium - produced by a mixture of
quicklime, pozzolanic ash and crushed
brick and sand. The use of reactive
volcanic rocks in Andraz is purely random because of the abundance of such
stones in the area.
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THE CHURCH OF SAINT SIMON
IN VALLADA AGORDINA

6

The area of upper Agordino boasts
a real jewel of art and history which
closes one of the most prolific painting
series of the fifteenth century in the
Province of Belluno. It was painted
around 1550 by Paris Bordone, a pupil
of Tiziano Vecellio, better known in English as Titian. The western wall depicts
the Saints Cyprian, Roch, Anthony and
Martin, whereas the south wall reveals
St. Michael the Archangel, a majestic
Last Supper together with St. George
and the dragon. The series ends on the
north side depicting the martyrdom of
Saints Simon and Jude (the Thaddeus
brothers) and then goes on to show a
nativity scene with the adoration of
baby Jesus by the shepherds. Jude the
Apostle, also known as Judas Thaddeus, was the brother of James and Si-

mon the Zealot; he is the patron saint of
woodcutters and is believed to protect
from thunderbolts.
It is assumed that there was an ancient
settlement above the church which is
currently separated from the rest of
the village of Celat. Flanked by a cemetery, the religious edifices seem to be
far away from all kind of pilgrimage or
other tourist trails nowadays, enjoyed
in fact its popularity as a religious
centre halfway up the ridge of Mount
Celentone at least since the twelfth
century and tradition has it that it was
a popular place of worship as early as
the eighth century.
The architectural elements and the
general layout show clear evidence of
a series of alterations and expansions
that took place over the centuries. The

frescoes in the nave follow the apse
which was demolished in 1774 as well
as along the dropped ceiling concealing wooden trusses dating from the
Middle Ages.
The nave floor is made with planks of
larch wood whereas that of the chancel
and the choir are slabs of grey limestone quarried in the vicinity. Dolomite,
on the other hand, can be found in the
old side doorway and some elements
outside.
The church houses the high altar
brought from Germany which dates
back to the sixteenth century, as well
as other Venetian paintings and sculptures. Together with the organ of Antonio Callido from 1802 and some
precious frescoes, it truly is a religious
building of national importance. In the

immediate vicinity is the ancient oratory of the Battuti Confraternity (the
name derives from the brotherhood’s
penchant for self-flagellation) and its
Virgin of Mercy.
The church of Saint Simon together
with the Palazzo Crotta in Agordo are
perfect illustrations of the domesticity
of the dolomitic rock from the Contrin Formation, previously mentioned
as Serla Dolomite, on the territory of
Agordo, as opposed to other valleys of
Belluno. This kind of stone was used
by the renowned stonemasons of Cencenighe for the production of objects
for domestic use, such as mortars,
vessels, stoves, water troughs for the
animals, millstones and handmills, but
also more elaborate elements like foun-
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tains, architectural pediments, water
stoups, kiosks, capitals and other artifacts already analysed from a wide
variety of angles by Luisa Manfroi in a
publication from 2012.
The purpose of the open-air museum in
Cencenighe is to remember the stonemasons’ work with local stone, which
flourished between the fourteenth and
eighteenth centuries and then slowly
ebbed out in the early twentieth century.
There is a vast scree along the eastern
slope of Mount Pape, on the right bank
of the Biois stream, which is now covered by a dense conifer forest. It partially belongs to the municipal territory
of Cencenighe and flows beyond the
municipal border to Vallada.
In his historic Alpine travel guide for
Belluno, Feltre, Primiero, Agordo and
Zoldo from 1887, Ottone Brentari gives
us the following account: “This undoubtedly least becoming valley becomes narrower as it passes through
the cliffs on both its sides, and leaves
no other space than for the road and
the stream riverbed cluttered with
enormous boulders.”
He was referring to the pile of the still
active postglacial landslide called Mesaròz. There is a dolomitic rock of gigantic proportions in this same area
(Contrin Formation) which have always
been quarried by the local population.
In a reference in his topographical
map of the Province of Belluno, Angelo
Guernieri wrote in 1886:

“Whitish dolomitic rock belonging to
clay formation is quarried in Cencenighe which is suitable for the production of floors, roofs, thresholds,
stairways and tables, in the amount of
approximately 200 cubic meters per
year and it is worth 2000 florins.”
Only five people were employed there
in 1864.
Many of the fountains in the hamlets of
Cencenighe were carved using these
stone slabs and specially brought to
the valley, which was not only risky but
required quite some skill to navigate
the sleighs down the steep mule tracks.
The same stone was used for making
the statues in the de Manzoni Villa in
Agordo, lovingly called by the locals “i
pop de Crota” (English: the children of
Crotta), together with numerous bridges.
The quarry was abandoned because
of its inaccessible location and the resulting high transportation costs of the
material.
Another quarry is located in San Tomaso Agordino, which is still partially used nowadays. Mining activities
here are concentrated in and around I
Piégn, near Colzaresé, where dolomite,
or “Dolomia del Serla, continues to be
extracted from the Contrin Formation.
This type of dolomitic stone is used
mainly as reef boulders, gravel and
freestone since it can be quite versatile
in its use and is suitable for renovating
more renowned edifices.
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THE FOUNTAIN ON THE MAIN SQUARE
IN FORNO DI ZOLDO

7

Finding valuable artefacts made of dolomite rock in the vicinity of Zoldo isn’t
that easy an enterprise, even though
this type of stone is ubiquitous in the
zone. Instead, the area makes widespread use of Castellavazzo stone
because of its relative proximity and
convenient access to the materials. Dolomite is, on the other hand, often used
in construction works, such as in Forno di Zoldo, for instance, with the near
stone debris from the stratum of Mount
Castellin of the Main Dolomite.
In some cases, there might be dolomitized limestones, like the ones taken
from small old quarries located along
the road that leads from Val di Zoldo to
Longarone, over the limestone formation of Vajont.
One of the few examples found in Zoldo is not so much an edifice or an old
sculpture, but rather a modern composition made of dolomite and located on
the main square in Forno di Zoldo. Without pronouncing any judgement on the
quality of the work, we shall merely
limit ourselves to mention its existence.
The architecture design studio Pelizzi
from Parma won the competition announced and held by the Municipality
of Zoldo in 2016 and was assigned the
project of designing a fountain memorial. The municipal administration gave
a green light for the assignment of final
and executive design and the supervision of works in 2017. Apart from the
project for a fountain memorial, there
has been an inquiry for some other elements, such as street furniture, chairs,

traffic bollards and flower beds - all
made of dolomite. The company which
carried out the work is Munaro Vincenzo from Chies d’Alpago while the one
that supplied the dolomite stone is ‘Pietra Dolomia’ from Sevis. Fent Marmi
from Feltre processed the stone in
collaboration with Mafem from Parma
who produced the elements in stainless
steel and corten steel. Following to the
designers’ ideas, the nails that symbolise Zoldo and the flowers of the landscape have been minimised to their
core and proposed artistically as a tiny
stone cube suspended and supported
by an iron tube. Another way to understand the composition is by seeing
the stone parallelepiped as a symbol
of the mountain, the metal rods as iron
ores and the tiny cubes as houses. The
fountain memorial and the rest of the
street furniture have thus become a
representation of nature and the birth
of the village perched on the Dolomites,
which grew and flourished thanks to its
iron ores. Their story is told in the nearby Museum of Iron and Nail set up at
Palazzo del Capitano (English: The Palace of the Captain). The fountain memorial echoes the tiny stone cube used
as a theme for the repaired pavement
of the town square and implements it
as a measuring unit for the entire project. A parallelepiped made of dolomite
cubes is fashioned in a way that it may
contain a water pool and a seat on its
surface. Some of the cubes of the tank
are then ‘whisked out’ of the tank and
‘suspended’ above it by metal rods.
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THE MUSEUM OF STONE AND
STONEMASONS OF CASTELLAVAZZO
(MUSEO DELLA PIETRA E DEGLI
SCALPELLINI DI CASTELLAVAZZO)

8

The first record of stone quarrying in the
quarries of Castellavazzo dates back to
the fifteenth century. The boom of this
industry reached its peak between the
eighteenth and the nineteenth centuries, however.
More than a dozen of sites were utilised
in the 1800s, employing local miners
who were expert stonemason as well. At
present, there is only one active quarry
in Olantreghe.
The skill and expertise of the local stonemasons were renowned even beyond
the boundaries of the Province - workers from Castellavazzo are known to
have been employed in Venice, Castelfranco Veneto and some other places
during the nineteenth century. From
lithographic point of view, Castellavazzo Stone is an either grey or red limestone and is commercially categorised
as marble because of its shiny surface.
From technical point of view, it represents an excellent stony material for
construction and decoration, and is
suitable for both external and internal
use. For this reason, it is a frequent
feature on many a construction works
throughout our territory; it can be
found on door jambs, doorsteps, window sills, roads, paved paths, staircases
and dry stone walls. The present museological project has been promoted
thanks to the cooperation between the
Ethnographic Museum of the Province
of Belluno (Museo etnografico della
Provincia di Belluno) and the Dolomiti
Bellunesi National Park (Parco Nazionale Dolomiti Bellunesi).

The exposition features the geological history of the Province of Belluno,
expounding on the various types of
stones that used to be excavated in
the past, together with their respective
quarries. This is followed by a presentation of records that document the use of
the stone for the production of various
artefacts. Such products were, in fact
dedicated for use in daily life at home,
as demarcation boulders and memorials in public, in the sphere of art, as well
as ornaments for civic and religious
buildings.
The focal point around which all the
other exposition elements are gathered
together is man and his relationship
with the environment. One can also
learn about the excavation techniques
of stone and its processing. Special attention is given to the appreciation of
the know-how, skill, as well as the historic and social aspects that constituted
an integral part of the life and work of
the miners and stonecutters. At the end
of the exposition one can visit the artisans’ shop - a workshop where chisels
and mallets are still put to use as a testimony that the art of the stonemasonry
is still alive in Castellavazzo.
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CADORE’S GOTHIC CHURCHES
AND THE TUFF

9

Many of the surviving ancient churches
scattered throughout the Cadore area
are votive churches and not parishes
which stand out with their similar construction approach which employed
a particular type of stones allowing a
nuanced play of warm colours. The designers and builders belonged to the
Ruopel family whose origin became
a topic for some recent studies. Recent research has been done not only
on their life and work but also on the
chronology of the building projects
they were involved in and the edifices
attributed to their genius. Ruopel was
a Styrian family whose members were
prolific builders working throughout
Carnia and Cadore - Nicolò, Lorenzo,
Gregorio, Simon, Zuan, Bastian, Zuan,
Paolo, to name but a few.
The works created by the Ruopels over
a period of seventy years during which
they were active are innumerable. We
would like to point to the specific studies done on the subject which take into
account not only the documented artefacts (preserved and demolished alike)
but also the ones bearing the authors’
encrypted signature. The churches
built by their skilful hands are St. Francis of Orsina in Calalzo, Our Lady of
Grace in Molinà (Italian: la Madonna
delle Grazie), the old sanctuary of St.
Bartholomew in Nebbiù, the church of
St. Leonard in Casamazzagno, St. Anthony’s Abbott in Candide, the church
of St. Elisabeth in Venas, the church
of St. Catherine in Auronzo, and many
others.

The religious buildings boast the typical architectural elements inherent to
the Cadore and Carnia areas spread
over a long reference period. Here we
can find friezes below ocra-coloured
eaves, stone rosettes that have now lost
their typical tracery embellishments,
internally moulded corbels, frescoes
tapered to a point, pentagon-shaped
apses, star-studded vaults with visible
ribbing and crimson external angular
frames.
There are records of quarries of this
specific material in Lagole di Calalzo,
Auronzo and in Comelico that have
been in use since ancient times. One
can also imagine that the popular
surname Toffoli might derive from
the area abounding in raw construction material.
In the local dialects of Belluno, the expressions “tófo, tof, tovo, touf” and so
forth designate a rock with a porous
and vacuolar, easy to process structure. Such expressions usually refer to
travertine (misguidedly called “tufo”,
which is a rather unfortunate trans-

lation of the local idiom). Travertine is
a chemically originated continental
deposit created when masses of calcium carbonate slide in the proximity
of streams or waterfalls. Quite often it
may contain vegetable remains, such
as leaves, which later become incorporated into the deposit and dissolve.
Central Cadore and Comelico abound
in this specific stone type. Considering
the simplicity of its extraction, its resistance to adverse atmospheric elements
and its appealing aesthetic features, it
is no wonder that it has often been used
for the construction of prized edifices.
The specially conducted analyses led
to the conclusion that “tofo” did not
refer exclusively to the travertine as
was generally believed, but that there
are some distinctions. The absence of
travertine led to the utilisation of other rocks that possess a similar porous
structure. According to the present
research, the term may designate at
least three different types of stone, distinguished according to their origin,
features and formation age, namely:
- travertine in the strict sense of the
word from the Holocene era, easily
recognisable for its plant structures
and coating;
- A conglomerate of fluvial-glacial origin dating back to the last interglacial
period with multicoloured pebbles as
its most outstanding feature. This is a
highly cemented conglomerate, containing elements of various dimensions, ranging on average from 1 to 15
cm. Calcareous pebbles and dolomit-

ic limestone fragments with various
degrees of rounding prevail in nature;
their matrix is sandy, the cement, on
the other hand, is calcareous. Generally speaking, the rock is barely altered; there are, however, cavities of
different sizes and prevalence which
are caused by the decay of both pebbles and cement (these rocks thus
take on the appearance reminiscent
of carious dolomite). It is characterised primarily by its grey-yellowish
colour. It was used, for example, for
the building of the Chiesa della Molinà in whose proximity surfaces
- the so-called “carious dolomite” of the
Bellerophon Formation from the Permian period; its most recognisable
traits are its cavities with sharp edges caused by disintegration, and the
abundance of grey and black pebbles. This type of dolomitic-calcarean
clastic rocks is related to the “cellular
dolomites” which are vacuolar and
prism-shaped, sporting various angular elements. They can be grey-yellowish dolomitic marlstone, compact

Chiesa di Sant’Anna a Padola
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grey dolomitic or blackish calcareous.
In centuries past, their exploitation
was ubiquitous in an area that extends
from the Cadore-Comelico to Carnia.
Because of the simplicity of their processing, they have often been used
for the preparation of columns, frames
and vaults, obtaining over time warm
ivory colour. The quarries in the area
of Auronzo (Diebba quarry) and Campolongo (Tufo della Val Frison) were
undoubtedly plentiful, as shown by
the samples preserved at the Stonemasonry Museum in Castellavazzo.

As A. Guernieri and G. Seiffert mentioned in their topographic map of the
Province of Belluno from 1866, there
is plenty of other locations where “tuff
stone belonging to the median Alpine
limestone can be quarried.”
Availability of the stone types mentioned above is the primary factor when
choosing suitable building materials. It
is possible, however, to find more than
one stone types used in the same edifice, thus putting to use their respective
technical traits, and using less sturdy
rocks for their decorative potential.
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FORT PIEVE DI CADORE
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The elevation of Montericco, in the municipality of Pieve di Cadore, is located
at the confluence of the valleys formed
by the rivers Boite and Piave. The fort
itself, perched at altitude 953 m, looms
over the elevation in the evening. When
illuminated, it can be seen already
from the Cadore bridge, coming from
Belluno on its southern side. Several
hundred meters behind it is situated
Batteria Castello, which together with
the fort used to form an elaborate defensive system called Cadore-Maè
Fortress, erected to protect the territory against the Austro-Hungarian
Empire. The forts on Monte Rico and
the nearby Col Vaccher (in Tai) are the
original fortifications in Cadore, created by the young Kingdom of Italy in the
late 1800s.
The area was probably the site of a
“castelliere” (fortified borough) already
in pre-Roman times. It later became
the location where the Castle of Pieve
was erected and followed as a venue of
the two military forts - Batteria Castello and Fort Monte Ricco - positioned

over the two adjoining
hills. As the ancient
castle became increasingly abandoned until
the fall of the Republic
of Venice at the end of
the eighteenth century,
its original stones were
used for the expansion
of the Archdeacon’s
Church on the town
square, dedicated to
the Nativity of St. Mary, as well as for
the military structures themselves.
The latter could be reached on foot
following an easy trail lined with imposing beechwood leading to other
simple for navigation mountain tracks
towards the Roccolo Park (Italian: Parco del Roccolo), as well as to the underlying cycle path called “Lunga Via
delle Dolomiti” (English: the long road
of the Dolomites). The defensive buildings themselves are situated in a picturesque area. A dirt road leading to
the Fort allows glimpses to the quarry
beneath from which came the dolomite
rock used for its construction.
In its final setup, the Fort housed four
cannons and four guns for quick shooting which, together with the caponise,
protected the moat. The interior hosted
a garrison of eighty men with enough
space for the storage of supplies, ammunition and a magazine. Furthermore, one can still see the hallway, the
guardhouse with the control room, the
restrooms, the service rooms and several storage premises. The construc-

tion technique used for building was to
create barrel-vaulted ceilings, supported by bricks set on thick stone walls.
In recent years the municipal administration of Pieve di Cadore together
with the Inspectorate for the Provinces
of Venice, Belluno, Padua and Treviso
have launched a programme for safeguarding and promoting of the historical and architectural heritage which
comprises the complex of Fort Montericco and Batteria Castello. The operation which resulted in the restoration of
the fort began in 2007 and was completed in 2017 thanks to Cariverona
Foundation’s substantial backing.
The fort is an outstanding historical,
architectural and cultural phenomenon in the Cadore area and the completion of its restoration rendered it an
exceptional asset for the territory. It is
currently managed by the Foundation
for Study Centre Titian and Cadore together with the Eyewear Museum and
the Municipality. “Dolomiti Contemporanee” (English: Modern Dolomites)

were drawn into the project in 2017 and
revealed the restored fort to the public with the exhibit “Foucopaesaggio”
(English: Fiery Landscape), followed by
Tiziano Contemporaneo (English: Modern Titian). These events were group
exhibitions and a modern-art workshop
hosted at an artistic residence in Pieve.
Many historic sites from the Great
War - the so-called Parks of Remembrance scattered throughout the municipalities of Cortina d’Ampezzo, Auronzo, Pieve, Lorenzago, Lozzo, Vigo,
Vodo, Zoppe, Cibiana, Zoldo, La Valle
Agordina, Rocca Pietore, Livinallongo
and many others - could still be visited
nowadays, some of them being partially restored and equipped with the appropriate signage.
The war tunnels on Mount Lagazuoi (m.
2778) that were once carved through
the Dolomites are now restored and
can be visited as well. These used to be
the front-line positions between Austrian and Italian soldiers during the First
World War.
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VALMO, THE MAN FROM MONDEVAL
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Following a report by Vittorino Cazzetta
(born in Selva di Cadore in 1947, deceased 1997), an archaeological excavation campaign revealed a Mesolithic
burial site in Mondeval de Sora, in the
Municipality of San Vito di Cadore at
2,150 m. One of the last representatives of the Cro-Magnon hunters who
lived approximately 7,500 years ago
was found buried with the entirety of
his hunting equipment, under a shelter
formed by a gigantic boulder of dolomite rock (Cassian Dolomite). The grave
is beneath the floor of a hut set up by
Mesolithic hunters, who roamed the
area starting from 10,000 years ago.
The fact that the skeleton and the other organic findings were preserved in
perfect condition would have set apart
the find as unique in and of itself, since
at such altitude flint only is capable of
remaining intact. His preserved rich apparel and the leftovers of his meal were
able to supply answers to the multitude
of questions concerning Mesolithic
hunters, whose presence in the high
mountains was unheard of up until forty
years ago. The skeleton is still the subject of scientific research in the hope of
gleaning a more profound knowledge on
the life of these hunter-gatherers. The
unexpected discoveries that followed,
revealed to the world the burial site in
Val Rosna (in Sovramonte, the Province
of Belluno) and the mummy of Similaun
dated between 3300 and 3100 BC, in
the eastern Rhaetian Alps, along the
border between Italy and Austria, both
confirming the steady presence of pre-

historic men in the Alpine region.
The skeleton together with the equipment unearthed from the burial site
is now kept in the Museum of Selva di
Cadore dedicated to Vittorino Cazzetta;
the latter contains many other antique
artefacts.
DINOSAUR FOOTPRINTS
IN THE DOLOMITES.
IL PELMETTO (“LITTLE PELMO”)
In the same museum, passing through
an introductory gallery, the visitor encounters the first hint concerning the
geological makeup of the Dolomites,
by highlighting the territory of the Val
Fiorentina. The visitor is led through

the entire geological history of the valley using explanatory boards, drawings,
photographs, detailed and elaborate
reconstructions of dinosaurs, rock samples with an extraordinary fossils collection - all these unfold the events and
phenomena which have moulded this
area during the Triassic period. This geological period which lasted roughly between 250 and 200 million years ago,
is undoubtedly the most documented
timespan in the Dolomites.
The hall is overshadowed by a gigantic
boulder revealing the surface of a typical
dolomite rock which had tumbled down
at the foot of Pelmetto. These rocks
contain various imprints of vertebrates

which have been identified, for the first
time in Italy, as dinosaur footprints.
The imprints constitute the theme element here - a “holographic” projection
on this rock implies the existence of a
real dinosaur trail. This discovery gave
an impetus for innumerable similar
footprint finds nearly everywhere in the
Dolomites. In addition to several smaller
boulders at Pelmetto’s foot, such footprints and trails are meanwhile known to
exist near the Giau Pass, the Tre Cime di
Lavaredo, on the Moiazza, in Val Pegolera, and many other.
how did the footprint find its way to the
pelmetto?

The footprint could be found
on an enormous rocky boulder which
had fallen from the southwest wall of
Pelmetto and is now unsteadily perched
on the scree formation beneath. Thanks
to his inquisitive and precise observations, Vittorino Cazzetta from Selva di
Cadore concluded that the little furrows
present on the enormous boulder were
in fact, the tracks of at least three dinosaurs walking in the muddy shoreline
two hundred and twenty million years
ago. The site can be reached either from
the Zoldo Valley coming from Belluno-Longarone or the Fiorentina Valley,
stretching from Agordo-Alleghe-Selva
di Cadore. The footprint is located in the
fork area near Staulanza, on the scree
of Pelmetto. As starting point is given
the Staulanza shelter, following an accessible footpath for approximately 5
km, with longer stretches of going up
and down the wood, which ends in one
final steep climb that leads to the scree.
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THE CHURCH TOWERS
OF THE BOITE VALLEY
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With their height and curved forms,
the bell towers, more than any other
edifices, seem to aspire to reach the
dolomitic summits against which they
are a backdrop. They rise as strongholds over the tiny mountain villages,
enveloping millennia-old culture and
treasures. While exploring the Boite
valley, it does not escape the eye that
upon leaving Cortina d’Ampezzo and
moving downstream the river Boite,
the bell-towers gradually lose their
whiteness as the stones become more
colourful. The stones used for building
are different, and soon they are a motley collection of bright rocks.
THE BELL TOWER OF CORTINA
D’AMPEZZO. “A WHITE PEARL
IN A VAST GREEN BOWL.”
(citation by William McCrackan, The Tyrol,
London, 1905)

The white tower and its construction
site obstructed the main square of the
quaint Alpine village for years. Its spire
loomed over 70.17 meters height, not
counting the sphere, the cross and the
weathercock - all of these would lift it
to about 73 meters. According to Mario
Ferruccio Belli’s research, the construction of the entire tower would have
cost 150,000 imperial florins. He noted
in his book that the whole undertaking
was funded through the sale of timber.
Inside there is a stairwell, a room of the
“guardafuoco”, or the “fire watchman”,
the sacristan’s quarters and a large
circular room above the church tower.
The old church tower was demolished

in 1850-51. It took Silvestro Franceschi
from Ampezzo seven years to complete
the features of the now standing tower. There were even other construction
proposals - by artisans from as far as
Valcamonica and Castellavazzo - which
never ended successfully. And then
there was the written correspondence
with Vienna, asking for various permissions. The first stone was laid on 18th
August 1852, which also happened to
be Emperor Franz Joseph I’s birthday.
Since the Habsburg Empire ruled over
Ampezzo until 1918, the first thousandth
was engraved on a rectangle of plaster.
Silvestro Franceschi (familiarly known
as Téte Dàne) used to be the town’s
mayor and also held numerous municipal offices. As a master carpenter,
he was in charge of the repairs of the

cemetery, the ceiling works on the
church, and the embankment of river Boite in Pontechiesa. Amongst the
numerous projects he worked on, it is
worth mentioning the renovation works
on the town hall and pharmacy, and the
installation of saws in the town of Socol.
The word “dolomite” never crops up in
contracts and other documents, even
though the term was already in use at
the time.
There are however references to Franceschi’s attempts to retrieve rocks of
good quality throughout the valley. He
found the quarry on the Main Dolomite
at Crepedel in Acquabona. The basement and stairwell of the parish church,
on the other hand, were repaired with
stones from the bottom of the valley in
Ru Dei Cavai, which was depleted as a
result of the works.
The public announcement speaks of
a quarry in Sopiazes, near Ronco, at
the finish line of the bobsleigh track.
What is certain is that transportation
costs could be somewhat cut down
by using Aquabona rock, at the foot
of mount Faloria. A real new village
made of shacks had sprung up in the
area, with plenty of spring water and a
specially-built road which is still in use.
The priest Francesco D’Andrea, who
had been appointed an assistant to the
quarry in Acquabona, faithfully jotted
in his notebook every expense incurred
for the work on the church tower. Fifty-eight workers were employed for the
undertaking.
The base of the bell tower was rein-

forced thanks to larch trunks dug in the
ground. The whole facade is fortified by
rounded vertical pilaster, while the rectangular dolomitic panels placed in the
base, sustain the tower. The stones remain attached thanks to grafts of iron
and lime.
The work is complete with the clock
produced by the Lacedelli brothers, the
bells made by Johann Grassmayr from
Tyrol, the copper sphere from Agordo,
covered with a sheet of pure gold and
worked in Innsbruck, and the cross
forged in the Brixlegg smelters.
Forty-seven labels, indicating the surrounding mountains which can be seen
from the church tower, are positioned
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on its railing, as was proposed by the
president of the Italian Alpine Club at
the time.
All previous repair works on the tower’s
plaster were removed, and its renovation
was completed in 2006 by rebuilding
the stone material. The layers of dust removed from its surface revealed to the
world the invaluable original colours of
the tower’s facade. The warm colours
in the past were in slightly amber tones
because of the different type of dolomite
used. It differs from the one utilised for
the octagonal tambour, the steering columns, the mullions and low reliefs.
The “rediscovery” of the church tower’s
original colours sheds new light on the
utilisation of materials in the past. If dolomite was used to build the entire edifice, then it is evident that the builders

in charge made their choice of material
based precisely on their colour features of the differet types.
The several analysed samples revealed
not only the carbonate attributable to
the dolomite but also the occurrence of
natural, ochreous concentrations that
are rich in limonitic iron oxides. Such
occurrences create narrow yellowish
and reddish slivers in the stone that
cause the amber-coloured nuances revealed after the repair works.
Historical references on the settlement
point to the use of both Main Dolomite
and Cassian Dolomite, the latter showing a lighter tinge.
It should also be pointed out that thanks
to the new church floor as well as the
installation of new underground services (heating), completed in 2007, it was
possible to carry out further archaeological research in situ. The excavations revealed numerous burials and
construction work performed in three
phases. The first edifice dates from the
thirteenth to fourteenth centuries; there
were extensions and reconstructions
between the second part of the seventeenth and the second half of the eighteenth century. The whole structure was
demolished between 1769 and 1775.
THE CURRENT HEIGHT OF THE
BELL TOWER OF THE PARISH
CHURCH OF SAN VITO DI CADORE
Is 39.20 meters (up until the cross) with
the basement made in dolomite. As far
as we can glean from the few historical
documents left, we know that the story

of the parish church was a troubled one.
The bell tower was once detached from
the nearby Gothic. The church itself
was rebuilt around 1760. Following the
design by Schiavi from Tolmezzo, the
tower is now located close to the apse.
The repair works on the church has affected the use of the bell tower. Its restoration was a matter of consideration
from all angles and included the consulting of various experts in the field.
Completing the project was thus settled
with Domenico Schiavi and the joiner
Bortolo Del Fabbro who was entrusted
with lifting the belfry and the roof.
It was also intended to keep the fragment of an external fresco of the magnificent St. Christopher, patron of pilgrims and travellers who roamed the
Regia Road below. The soaring bell
tower, on the other hand, seems to contain marks of an ancient fifteen-metre
high lookout tower.
The Church of the Madonna della Difesa located just below the parish has a
large protruding cornerstone in dolomite on its eastern side, engraved with
the letters O.F.A.B.V. A large stone on
the north-west corner contains what
according to local tradition are the footprints of the Virgin Mary. These may
be chiselled holes where metal bars for
gonfalons or torches were inserted.
Continuing towards the valley of Centro Cadore, there are other bell towers
along the road detached from their respective churches. Since most of them
are without plaster, it is easy to determine the used type of stone. Dolomite

was used as the foundation of both the
bell tower built in the early nineteenth
century of the SS. Simon and Thadeus
parish church in Borca di Cadore, and
the smaller church in Cancia, dedicated to San Roch. The latter reveals 1836
as its construction date, but the mullioned window frames and the old tower’s balcony from the seventeenth century were used for the reconstruction
of the belfry in the nineteenth century.
Other dolomite stones can be glimpsed
in the partition walls, either in central
or angular position. Speaking of rocks,
we should remember the community
of Borca which over the centuries, was
subject to Mount Antealo’s sudden outbursts. One of them was the famous
Roa landslide from 1737, which demolished the hamlets of Sala, Taulen,
Marceana and Cancia, burying houses,
churches and human beings.
Apart from the usual rocks - Cassian
Dolomite and Main Dolomite - other
types of stone were used in Borca and
San Vito. Diamicton, that is to say of a
poorly concocted mixture of cemented
boulders, gravel, sand and fine sediment. The petrography of clastic rock,
which can be both rounded or angular, can be ascribed to the lithologies
emerging on the south wall of Mount
Antelao (limestone and dolomite). The
origin of this deposit is attributed to
mass flow phenomena, for instance,
debris flow, as well as landslides, occurred during the late and post-glacial
periods, which represent dangers and
disruptions even nowadays.
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THE BOUNDARY ROCKS
AND THE GIAU WALL
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The nearby signpost defines the heap
of stones protruding unevenly by the
side of the road that leads up to the
Giau Pass as an ancient boundary sign
of great importance.
The Giau Wall emerged out of the quarrels between the inhabitants of Ampezzo and those of San Vito over trespassing herds of cattle. The disagreements
between the two towns, it seems, were
recorded as early as the fourteenth
century. A stipulation from the eighteenth century permitted the community of San Vito to enjoy its herding
rights as long as its inhabitants would
erect at their expenses a so-called “marogna”, or a boundary wall which would
prevent livestock from trespassing on
the meadows belonging to Ampezzo.
The wall passed through the entire
Giau Valley, without any apparent destination and regardless of the ruggedness of the terrain. The trench along
the border was filled with stones from
the surrounding area, which led to the
removal of rocks from the pastures.
This artefact is unique to the entire
Alpine region, and part of it can still be
followed on foot - or at least be seen
- following the specific indications approximately 2 km from the Giau Pass,
coming from Cortina.
Such boundary demarcations originating from the 18th century and erected
with local rocks - almost always dolomite stone, or as in the case of the Giau
Pass Cassian Dolomite - could be found
throughout the surrounding areas.
Apart from using dolomite, the locals

often used the various rocks that were
found on the grazing lands. The portion of Giau is perhaps the best-known
part of the stone wall, but it represents
a small part of the fences erected following the Treaty of Rovereto of 1752
which stipulated the boundaries of the
Habsburg Empire with the help of a
special commission. More works were
carried out on the section between Ampezzo, Toblach and Sexten, including
also San Vito, Auronzo and Comelico,
and the boundaries were supposed to
include the Asiago Plateau and Lake
Garda, all the way up to Grado.
The established measures of the Giau
Wall were 6 feet high, 5 feet wide at the
base and 2 feet at the top (or approximately 160 cm high and 80 cm wide); it
was supposed to be 2 km long, and the
construction works had to be completed within 90 days. The estimated cost
for the project equalled the then-current price of 6800 cows.
The boundary line settled once and for
all the long disagreement over the exploitation of argentiferous lead mines
which, according to the Treaty, fell into
the possession of the Venetians. The
deposit’s precise location is unknown
as landslides have long covered the old
mines and recent prospecting done in
the 1950s near Col Piombin and Costa
dei Canopi (both toponyms reminiscent of mining work), did not bring any
definitive results. Local sulphite mineralization (mainly galena and sphalerite)
occurs in veins and fissures along the
faults lines that carve the dolomite

stone from the time of the Triassic in
the zone of Schlern.
Several passionate researchers (including Mario Ferruccio Belli who took
to heart the overall study and valorisation project) traced back the boundary
stones as well as the gravestones that
delineate the boundaries marked by
Habsburg crosses and the Lion of St.
Marc placed at major vantage points to
allow better supervision. Such witnesses of times past could be found at the
foot of the Gusella above the Giau Pass,
on the Becco della Muraglia (2,271 m),
near the paved road and the slopes of
Formin. They are also present above
the lakes of “Ciou de la Maza” - these
are the so-called “stanti”, or “kerbstones” with an engraved date, number and a corresponding letter of the
alphabet beginning with Giau and continuing all the way to Comelico. Viennese poles mark the midway distances
between them.
The stones with engraved Venetian lions originate from Castellavazzo while
the Habsburg shields (white Pfalzen
marble) were brought from Pfalzen,
near Bruneck. Their weight may reach
various quintals for each unit - a tow
pin could be inserted through a special
groove set in the rear flank.
On the boundary stones in the area
surrounding Cadore were explored in
1852 and again in 1964, but unfortunately, the only boundary stones still
standing, were those few ones marked
on the maps.
Thanks to an Interreg V Italia-Austria

CLLD Dolomiti Live, it was possible to
finish another related project in 2018.
The Municipalities of Comelico Superiore in the Veneto Region and Kartitsch
in East Tyrol, together with the Tourist
Association of Sexten, joined ranks to
save from oblivion the remaining historic boundary stones that separated
Tyrol from the Republic of Venice and
put them under the protection of historical monuments. As the two neighbouring territories share this cultural
heritage, a border trail was planned
which will connect Kartitsch to the foot
of the Dolomites, and soon will reach
Lake Garda.
We would also like to remember the
Cednea Committee, which is the Italian abbreviation for “Centro Espositivo e di documentazione Naturalistica,
Etnografica e Archeologica”, or “Exhibition Centre for Naturalistic, Ethnographic and Archaeological Documentation”. The Centre was set up
by the Ladina d’Oltreciusa Union and
is located on the ground floor of “Ex
Asilo Vecio” (the old nursery) in San
Vito di Cadore. It has the ambition to
become the headquarters of a future
documentation centre. To enhance
the Wall and its surrounding areas,
the Cedna Committee was established
several years ago to create a museum
dedicated to the matter. The goal is to
create a museum and activities related to the theme. The exhibition entitled “La Marogna di Giau” was organised by the Ladina d’Oltreciusa Union
in 2003.
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BOTESTAGNO CASTLE
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Historically speaking, Botestagno
is the term used more frequently to
designate the castle situated on a cliff
bearing a similar name on the maps Podestagno. Cortina, or Ampezzo, was
first mentioned in 1156, whereas Botestagno (German: Botenstein) makes
its first appearance in 1175. The body
that governs the ancient system of laws
and rules regulating collective ownership and use of forests and pastures in
Cortina, known as Regole of Ampezzo,
has recently launched a series of excavation campaigns. The excavations are
conducted under the scientific supervision of the Department of Archaeological Heritage of the Veneto region.
What is now visible are the ruins of the
Botestagno Castle located in the Natural Park of the Ampezzo Dolomites.
The castle ruins have perched on a
cliff that dominates the valleys that
converge beneath it: the valleys of the
rivers Boite and Felizon, approximately six kilometres to the north from the
centre of Cortina, at 1,513 m. For centuries the castle served as a strategic
stakeout of the Felizon valley for whoever wished to dominate it and to keep
a vigilant eye on the safety of travellers.
With its steep defensive rock walls, the
castle used to oversee the political borders by its being the Most Serene Republic’s natural northern frontier. Moreover, it was also a mandatory stopover
on the Alemagna road - an important
connecting route to Germany.
The castle’s origins are still shrouded
in theories and assumptions. The only

research performed in situ so far was
by the historian Giuseppe Richebuono based on existing archive sources.
There are few findings which would
allow us to believe that the castle had
been inhabited before the references
mentioned in the written sources. The
construction of the castle can be traced
back to the beginning of the eleventh
century, although according to the
current dating it may originate from

around 1300. Substantial renovations
were made in 1567 and again in 1619;
the moat area was modified during
World War I to adapt to the military
necessities of the time. Unfortunately,
only a few of the archaeological layers
have remained intact.
The ancient castle was abandoned in
the second half of the eighteenth century. It was razed to the ground shortly
after so that its silhouette is unrecog-

nisable from the valley below.
The excavations conducted by the
company Land S.r.l between 2013
and 2018 led to the examination of the
stratigraphic relations of the layers and
the materials found during the archaeological campaigns. The excavations
were used to obtain new data on the
settlement and population of the valley,
as such findings on the territory of Ampezzo were very few or entirely lacking
up until then.
More work will be carried out soon as
part of the last phase of scientific research. It will include improvement of
the accessibility of the archaeological
site, such as the repair of the footpath
alongside the ruins, the installation of
walkways, protective fences, display
boards and information signage.
From the scientist involved in the
project, we know that all elements
of the fortification scrutinised until
now are made of either hewn stones
brought from the Main Dolomite or
large pebbles, similar to those found
inside the thick fluvioglacial cover
that had shaped the slope north of
the cliff. The entirety of the material
used for the construction of the castle
was available therefore either on-site
or in immediate proximity. A quarry
was opened for the construction of
the Cortina Parish Church near Ru di
Cavai in 1759; in 1762 the Town Council of Ampezzo had a new road made
which would provide more comfortable access to the slope leading to the
meadow behind the castle.
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DÉODAT DE DOLOMIEU’S MEMORIAL

15

Tucked on a square where now stands
Cortina’s Olympic Ice Stadium, only a
few observant visitors notice the silent
presence of a prestigious monument,
made from dolomite rock, brought from
the Tofane mountain group and bearing
an explicit reference to its discoverer.
The bulk of the references mentioned
in the present document were gleaned
from the Municipality’s Historical Archives and a specialised French magazine. This “pearl of the Dolomites” is,
unfortunately, little known to the general
public.
Even though the idea of creating a commemorative sculpture was conceived in
1955, the monument itself was inaugurated on July 13th 1958 thanks to the
patronage of former colonel Castex and
the Italian Alpine Club. It was erected
entirely at their expense, with the help
of an Italian-French Committee and the
expertise of the architect Ernest Gellner.
Now we know that in his correspondence with the President of the Autonomous Tourist Office of Cortina from
1958, the town’s Mayor specified that,
“the monument ought to be produced
with dolomite stone.”
The bronze work attached to the large
boulder is by a now unknown French
artist - Georges Guiraud. He was a
prize-winning sculptor and painter born
in Toulouse in 1901. Guiraud passed
away in 1989 Saint Hilaire au Temple,
and since he worked almost exclusively
in France, his work in Cortina d’Ampezzo remains his only known work in Italy.
No accounts of this unusual collabora-

tion between Italy and France existed
until 1988 when the mineralogist Simonne Caillere (1905-1999) published
an article entitled “Sur l’inauguration
d’un monument à la mémoire de Dolomieu à Cortina d’Ampezzo (Italie).” The
article appeared in the French scientific
periodical “Travaux du Comité francais
d’Histoire de la Géologie” (Troisiéme
série T. II), le 13 Juillet 1958.” Thanks
to this account, now we know that the
French delegation for the inauguration
of the Dolomeu’s monument included
the French aviation pioneer Colonel
Louis Castex (1896-1968) and a close
friend of none other than Saint-Exupéry
himself. Another participant at the inauguration was Professor Charles Jacob
of the University of Paris and member
of the French Academy of Sciences.
Caillere was asked to speak on behalf
of the Natural History Museum, in particular, the Laboratory of Mineralogy of
which Dolomieu himself had been the director. During the inauguration in 1958
Cortina welcomed not only the sculptor
Georges Guiraud, but also a descendant
of the Dolomieu family. Amedeo Angeli,
who was Cortina’s Mayor at that time,
introduced the French delegation to the
public. Professor Charles Jacob highlighted the importance of Dolomieu’s
achievements in the field of geology,
while Caillere expounded on the tasks
of the mineralogist in all their facets lithology, geology, tectonics, physics of
the Earth.
On October 31st 2005 Agordo was
twinned with Dolomieu, a municipality

belonging to the Isère department, in
the region Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes. The
twinning agreement was signed by the

mayors at the time - Renzo Gavaz and
Patrick Bourdaret and recognised by
the European Union.
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THE SOUTHERN PART
OF THE PROVINCE,
A REALM OF LIMESTONE
AND MOLASSE

16

Limestone and sandstone have enjoyed widespread use in this part of
the Province of Belluno. Castellavazzo
stone, which belongs to the latter category of rocks, was the building material used more often, especially for
the construction of valuable works. It is
a kind of nodular limestone dispersed
with thin marly joints that comes in red
and grey varieties.
The sandstone, or flysch, on the other hand, is ubiquitous from Alpago to
Feltre. Even though it is not a material
of great value, its abundance and the
fact that it is found in square-shaped
blocks, facilitate its versatile use. For
further study of the stone other varieties used in the province of Belluno,
kindly consult the respective specialised publications.

of Sospirolo (see the part in this volume
dedicated to the legends). There are
also the quarries in Schievenin, in the
Municipality of Quero-Vas, which in the
past have provided building material
for many works in near Feltre.
The same stratigraphy which appears
on this slope also emerges on the hill
with the sanctuary of the Saints Victor
and Corona - its main structure is of
dolomitised limestone.
Here, where instead of mountain walls,
there are gentler hills and floodplains,

In some parts of the territory, on the
other hand, the rise of the Alpine chain
led to the increase of hydrothermal fluids which caused the dolomitisation of
vast portions of limestone, thus modifying their chemical composition or
erasing their original structure, as is the
case in the area Quero-Vas, near the
village of Scalon, where the extraction
of magnesium salts has recommenced.
Because of their abundance and easy
accessibility, dolomitised limestones
have often been used as a building material, at least locally. Such is the case
with the vast landslide of gigantic, more
or less dolomitised limestone blocks in
Masiere of Vedana, in the Municipality

the dolomite comes in different, apparently less valuable forms: in the past,
for example, river pebbles in various
compositions were used for the realisation of the so-called cogolà/codolà
(cobblestone), throughout the province
of Belluno. Cobblestone was the road
pavement created by well-polished
rocks set in sand. This kind of pavement is typical not only of rural areas
- around gates and stables it provided
the necessary friction that ensured that
passing animals would not lose their
purchase but also in town squares and
streets (Rugo Gate in Belluno); it was
resistant and less expensive compared
to beaten earth floor.
River, or glacial pebbles, were also used
for making dry stone walls. These constructions were usually associated with
“poorer” works but were made with
great skill and after a careful selection
of the materials concerning shape and
size, nonetheless. Often they are authentic exhibits of the various types of
local stone.
There is an abundance of dolomitic
pebbles along the rivers Piave and
Cordevole, the two main watercourses
in the higher part of the province which
converge in Valtellina, coming from
north-east and north-west, respectively. Such plenty could be explained by
the fact that this type of stone occurs
in substantial quantities in the mountain basins of these rivers and also due
to their higher resistance to corrosion
which helps them “survive” longer than
other rocks.
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THE SANCTUARY OF SAINTS
VITTORE AND CORONA
AND ITS ANCIENT CAPITALS

17

This Sanctuary, with which the people
of Feltre feel a special bond was erected in the eleventh century, right on top
of the limestone rock of Mount Miesna.
Devotion to the two martyr saints is
quite common throughout the territory
of Feltre and even in some of the surrounding areas; the day dedicated to
their worship the 14th of May which is
celebrated by congregating on Mount
Miesna.
Dolomitised limestone is the material
of choice used for the external foundation. The church does not have the classical crypt as seen in similar edifices
precisely because it is perched directly
on top of the rock spread out throughout the territory of Feltre and the underlying valley of river Piave.
It is located where most probably a
military structure once stood. It is the
most important Romanesque building
in the Province of
Belluno as other
similar constructions were either
tampered with in
the past or are no
longer recognisable as such. Judging by the ark (reliquary) in the apse
belonging to the
young
crusader
Giovanni da Vidor,
which serves as a
martyrium, the approximate date of

construction is estimated to be around
1096 even though this date is sometimes called into question. The ark associated with the worship of the martyrs was initially placed on the ground
only to be lifted later on.
In what is now almost a millennium
of being in existence, the religious
complex, comprising a basilica with a
cloister and a convent, has undergone
various transformations that were the
result of numerous reconstructions,
redeployments, damages caused by
earthquakes, and modifications by the
different congregations entrusted with
its management. More renovations followed in the eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries and even more recent ones
as well.
The apsidal area could be used on three
levels; it provided the ending point of

a pilgrimage route which finished as
soon as the worshippers entered the
church from its eastern side.
The nave, together with the entire sanctuary complex, is without a doubt, of
great interest not least because of the
murals from the twelfth and the twenty-first centuries. Intriguing elements
of the whole composition are the ten
notched cubic inlaid capitals surrounding the gallery on three sides around
the apse. By way of stone analysis, it
was established that the columns are
Turkish marble from the Isle of Mar-

mara, perhaps salvaged from another
edifice, whereas for the capitals was
used dolomite stone, rather common
in the areas of the Venetian Prealps
and the Dolomites. The capitals were
embellished with inscriptions in cuphic
characters or verses in Arabic (“the
Universe is God”), using the elaborate
niello technique. The nuances of the
colouration depended on the amount
of black screw (used for black) and the
pigments of the iron oxide which tinged
in red, that were added to the oily paste
of calcium carbonate. Scientists assume that the capitals were created
either with the skills already mastered
during the work on Saint Mark’s Basilica in Venice or using a variety of Greek
and Arabic sophisticated techniques
because of the typical incrustation in
niello or mastic. Some historians believe that at work were skilled local or
Venetian craftsmen who were aware
of popular different Byzantine models
used in applied art at the time. Despite
the apparent similarity of the ornaments with those in the St. Nicholas
Monastery church in Mesopotam,
modern-day Albania, authorship is attributed to Greek artisans.
It is such rarity to find so elegantly embellished capitals in a remote area in
the North, that it is worth mentioning.
The area around Sanctuary offers a
nature route, with numerous educational boards and information panels
that reveal intriguing references to the
vegetation and the specific characteristics of the zone.
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THE QUERO CASTLE
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The Castelnovo fortress made of dolomitic limestone is perched on the
narrow gorge of river Piave. Its original
function was to serve as a checkpoint
on both land and water for traffic going
to and from the Treviso plains. Built
during the fourteenth century with
military and commercial purposes in
mind, it later became a castle-palace.
The Somaschi Fathers purchased the
castle in 1924, keeping its original layout, and it has remained a house of
prayer ever since. Castelnovo (Italian
for “new castle”) derives its name from
a previous fortress located further
south, which it replaced in its function
after it was raided and destroyed by
the militia forces of Gherardo de Taccoli, Bishop of Belluno, in 1196. Captain

Jacopo Crivelli of Verona, commissioned by the Most Serene Republic,
built the castle’s current structure.
The Republic of Venice ruled over the
castle right until its fall with the help of
castellans, or stewards, who represented the Venitian patrician families and
exercised their powers of jurisdiction
over the whole parish of Quero during
their biannual mandate.
Girolamo Miani, the founder of the Order of the Somaschi Fathers and brother of Luca, Overseer (Italian: Provveditore) of the Republic of Venice, used
to live here. In the centuries to come, it
was subject to many changes of ownership as well as plundering, and it suffered severe damage during the First
World War. The fortress consists of a

central structure with a vault for the
passage of wagons and pedestrians,
which could be closed with gates and
accessed by drawbridges. The early
sixteenth century saw the construction
of a tower on Piave’s left bank (opposite
the fortress) as a supervision outpost.
It was also necessary for stretching an
iron chain across the river to block the
traffic of rafts along the river Piave.
The tower was accidentally destroyed
in 1885. Some significant repairs on
the castle’s exterior have been underway as of 2009.
Piero Valeriano wrote in the sixteenth
century, “One could navigate to the
mouth of the river without any fear
or risk but only for the promontory
of Quero, located twelve furlongs af-

ter Castelnuovo, with its rocky edge
slanting against the current, forcing
it to swerve backwards, like an amphitheatre.”
It is easily accessible via the Feltrina
SR348 state road going to Treviso. The
same route can reach the castle at km
41, near the hamlet of S. Maria (at km
42.6), continue riding on the old road
which is slightly lower than via Feltrina,
leaving the railway on the side.
The German Military Memorial, designed by the architect Robert Tischler
is located on the hill Maor di Quero,
overlooking the Piave river. It contains
the remains of 229 soldiers of the German Alpine Corps and those of 3,232
Austro-Hungarian soldiers fallen during the First World War.
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TYROL
(T. Bader)

1. THE TSCHIRGANT LANDSLIDE THE ORIGIN OF DOLOMITIC ROCK
AT THE ENTRANCE OF THE ÖTZ VALLEY

Tschirgant is the main summit of the
eponymous massif in the Northern
Limestone Alps composed of limestone and dolomite rock. A massive
landslide, presumably caused by a
glacier retreat, occurred 3000 years
ago. Initially, the glacier ice steadied
the overhanging slopes, these became
increasingly unstable, however, following the glacier retreat. The falling rock
masses thundered down and swept
over several kilometres across the Inn
Valley, obstructing the mouth of the
Ötztal on the opposite side of the valley. The meanwhile overgrown scree

spreads over an area of more than
ten square kilometres. Further scars
of this event are visible in the area of
the “Weißen Wand” (or “white wall”) in
the form of fault lines located on the
upper mountain flank. If coming from
the Inn valley nowadays, one turns into
the Ötztal, it would be inevitable to pass
through a landscape abounding in tiny
knolls, hollows and shattered rocks,
which once was deemed useless for
agriculture. What happened as a result
was the formation of a forest, hardly
touched by a human hand by the name
of “Sautener Forchet”.

ACCESSIBILITY: freely accessible
MUNICIPALITY: Haiming, Roppen,
Sautens
ADDRESS:
GEOGRAPHICAL COORDINATES:
47.255372, 10.845135
PROVINCE: North Tyrol

torway A12 coming from Innsbruck.
Take the exit Mötz and proceed on the
federal highway 171 passing Studach
and Silz towards Haiming. From Haiming continue underneath the motorway and follow the parallel road
going west for 1.5 km; on your righthand side, you will be able to find a parking space. From there, take the forest
road and continue on foot. After approx.
400 m, turn on the cart track leading to
the cliffs of Tschirgant and follow it until
you reach your destination.

USEFUL INFORMATION
The massif around the eponymous
Tschirgant consists of Wetterstein limestone and dolomite. The powerful landslide uncovered metalliferous veins in
the “Weiße Wand” area, which led to
the mining of lead, silver and zinc from
the fifteenth century onwards.
DIRECTIONS
You can reach the landslide area at the
foot of the massif via the Inntal mo-

The Tschirgant landlide.
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2.THE FORMER FALKENSTEIN
MINING DISTRICT NEAR SCHWAZ AN UNDERGROUND ACCESS
TO DOLOMITE ROCK

Schwaz dolmite.

The fahlore deposits near the city of
Schwaz were mined during the Middle
Ages in the “Schwazer Dolomit” (dolomite from Schwaz). This fact turned the
city into a centre of the mining industry
during a time when the mining sector
was experiencing its blooming period,
around the year 1500. The dolomite
overburden brought to the surface was
then processed into gravel and crushed
rock. Even though various economic
factors led to the discontinuation of ore
mining in 1957 due to economic factors,
not all underground activities were terminated altogether. A new cornerstone
was thus laid to steer the transition
from mining to an underground quarry

in 1958. Due to its physical properties,
the “black dolomite” extracted in the
Wilhelm Erbstollen mine found its use
in the production of asphalt pavements
for road construction. The quarrying of
dolomite rock in Schwaz ceased after
the massive rockfall in Eiblschrofen in
1999. In close proximity to the disused
gravel mine, is the show mine “Silver
Mine Schwaz”, which allows visitors to
take the mine train into the 500-yearold Sigmund Erbstollen. Deep below
ground, visitors can gain first-hand impressions of the underground deposits
of dolomite, which used to be mined in
the neighbouring and now no longer
accessible Wilhelm Erbstollen.

ACCESSIBILITY: The former underground mining areas are not accessible; visitors can gain an insight into the
underground dolomite deposits during
their visit to the neighbouring show mines.
MUNICIPALITY: Schwaz
ADDRESS: Alte Landstraße
GEOGRAPHICAL COORDINATES:
47.353672, 11.727441
PROVINCE: North Tyrol

DIRECTIONS
The Schwaz silver mine is centrally
located in the Inn Valley and can be
reached by car via the Inntal motorway
A12 (exit Schwaz). At the next roundabout, take the exit in the direction of
Wörgl. At the second roundabout continue straight on towards Wörgl and
after about 1 km as you drive on the
B 171, turn right into Bergwerksstraße.
Turn either left into car park no. 2 after
further 600 m, or right into the car park
no. 1 after further 100 m.
If you come by train to Schwaz, you can
reach the show mine straight from the
town centre by bus (line 1 or 2).

USEFUL INFORMATION
According to the official status, the
underground quarrying of dolomite in
Falkenstein has been granted temporary discontinuation of its operation
and has not entirely ceased. Theoretically, the extraction of dolomite rock
could be resumed, even though such
an outcome is unrealistic in the foreseeable future.
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3. THE EXTRACTION OF BRECCIA
FROM HÖTTING IN INNSBRUCK THE ORIGIN OF THE “TYROLEAN ASHLAR”

Dolomite rock is present in the Innsbruck urban area - at least as part of
the Breccia from Hötting. The “Höttinger Breccia” is an exceptionally fascinating natural ashlar, representing
solidified debris deposits of the Karwendel mountain range (limestone and
dolomite). With their predominantly
angular shape, these building blocks
coming from the mountain range mentioned above, form the components of
the breccia from Hötting. For this reason, this rock is called breccia, meaning a rock composed of angular rubble
stones firmly attached by a binder.
The additional designation “Höttinger”
refers to the rock deposits high above
the Innsbruck district of Hötting. The

numerous quarries located above the
old town evidence the enormous significance of “Höttinger breccia” as an
ashlar in Tyrol. This rock was used as
building stone and ashlar for centuries
due to its excellent workability, its relatively enhanced resistance to atmospheric agents and its beauty. A particularly prominent outcrop of the reddish
“Höttinger breccia” is the former Mayr’s
quarry with its floor located at 750 metres above sea level. This open quarry
allows the particularly adequate study
of the sedimentary deposit structures.
The quarry is a popular climbing area
in the city of Innsbruck nowadays,
which offers climbs of different lengths
and varying degrees of difficulty.

ACCESSIBILITY: from the outside
MUNICIPALITY: Innsbruck
ADDRESS: Höhenstraße
GEOGRAPHICAL COORDINATES:
47.269380, 11.394134
PROVINCE: North Tyrol

DIRECTIONS
Drive to Innsbruck via the Inntal motorway A12, then once in the city,
always follow the signs leading to Hungerburg. There is a parking lot across
the street from the climbing park next
to the road.

USEFUL INFORMATION
The “Höttinger Breccia” comes in red
and white varieties, which differ in their
composition and material properties.
The majority of the buildings in Tyrol
were built with the red “Höttinger breccia”, as its white counterpart is relatively more porous and therefore less
durable. For this reason, the white variety is less suitable as a construction
material and comes less often in use,
respectively.
The breccia from Hötting.
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4. THE LIME KILN IN KALS
AM GROSSGLOCKNER A SILENT WITNESS OF LIME BURNING
IN EAST TYROL
The systematic processing of limestone and dolomite rock into burned
lime and caustic-burned dolomite is
ancient building culture. The underlying process is called lime burning and
was eponymous for the resulting craft.
The necessary skills and know-how
were usually kept within the family and
passed on to the next generation. It is,
however, unlikely that the lime burners

made a distinction between limestone
and dolomite rock. There were several
lime kilns in the municipality of Kals. A
well-preserved lime kiln is located close
to a lime pit, extending along the gravel layers of Kals. The material found in
the limestone pit in Kals (including dolomite rock) was most likely used as a
raw material for the production of binders for mortar and plaster.

ACCESSIBILITY: from the outside
MUNICIPALITY: Kals am Grossglocker
ADDRESS: Kalser highway
GEOGRAPHICAL COORDINATES:
46.983765, 12.633582
PROVINCE: East Tyrol

DIRECTIONS
The lime kiln in Kals am Großglocker
is located on the Kals circular trail at
Stage 3 between Arnig and Lana. You
can reach the starting point in Arnig on
the Kals road. On the left bank of the
Kalserbach you will find plenty of parking space at the starting point in Arnig
(in front of the bridge).

USEFUL INFORMATION
Many villages and farms in North
and East Tyrol had their lime kilns for
the production of burnt lime or caustic-burnt dolomite. In the middle of
the twentieth century, in many places
ordinary lime burning in field kilns gave
way to industrial lime production had
to be discontinued due to economic
reasons.
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Field lime kiln built of layered quarry stones on the banks of the Kalserbach.
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5. THE OLD TOWN OF HALL IN TIROL THE HÖTTINGER BRECCIA
CONQUERS TYROL
One of the most beautiful cities in Tyrol - Hall in Tirol - lies ten kilometres
from Innsbruck down stream the river
Inn. The tasteful buildings dispersed
throughout the medieval old town bear
witness to the city’s prosperity in the
past. Upon closer inspection of the
historic city centre, one is bound to encounter an old friend from Innsbruck,
namely the “Höttinger Breccia”.
As in Innsbruck, it is the predominant
material in Hall as well. It was the material of choice for window jambs, porch
frames and other architectural elements. The properties of the “Höttinger

breccia”, including, but not limited to
its high workability and resistance to
climatic factors, were appreciated in
Hall, too. For this reason, the “Höttinger breccia” has been transported down
the river since the twelfth century. It
was only with the arrival of the nineteenth century that it became increasingly redundant with the introduction
of modern construction materials. The
resistance of the “Höttinger breccia” is
highlighted by the fact that the occurring weathering damage is due mainly
to superficial impurities and their consequent discolouration.

ACCESSIBILITY: freely accessible
MUNICIPALITY: Hall in Tirol
ADDRESS: Upper Town Square
GEOGRAPHICAL COORDINATES:
47.281692, 11.507533
PROVINCE: North Tyrol

which contributed significantly to the
further economic upswing.

USEFUL INFORMATION
Thanks to the production of salt, the
town of Hall rose to prominence as the
undisputed economic powerhouse of
North Tyrol during the Middle Ages.
The town became a prominent commercial and distribution hub on the river
Inn already during the Middle Ages. As
of the mid-fifteenth century, the sovereign’s mint was transferred in Hall,
La breccia di Höttinger come pietra da decorazione

The breccia fromHöttinger as a decorative stone.

DIRECTIONS
To get to the historic center of Hall, take
the A12 Inntal motorway until you reach
the Hall Mitte exit. There are parking facilities near the old town - Haller Parkgarage (P1) and Garage Untere Stadt
(P2).
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6. THE RUNWAY OF
INNSBRUCK AIRPORT - DOLOMITE
STONE IN ROAD CONSTRUCTION
Innsbruck Airport (IATA: INN) which
first opened in 1948 in its current location to the west of the city centre, is in
the heart of the Alps. In terms of annual passenger numbers, it is the thirdlargest airport in Austria after Vienna
and Salzburg. The 2000 m long runway is a typical example of modern-day
use of dolomite rock as an aggregate
in road construction. Crushed dolomite

stone came into use for the renovation
of the runway in 1999 for the renewal
of the asphalt surface. The rock originated from the underground quarry
in Schwaz, North Tyrol. If you travel by
aeroplane to Tyrol and happen to land
in Innsbruck, you will unconsciously
come in contact with the modern-day
application of dolomite as soon as your
aircraft touches down.

ACCESSIBLE: Visitor terrace
MUNICIPALITY: Innsbruck
ADDRESS: Fürstenweg
GEOGRAPHICAL COORDINATES:
47.257529, 11.351029
PROVINCE: North Tyrol

DIRECTIONS
Innsbruck Airport is located in the
Höttinger Au district in the west of Innsbruck. If you come by car from Garmisch-Patenkirchen or Bregenz, you can
reach the airport via the A12 Inntal
motorway. Exit at Kranebitten. Coming
from Brenner/Bozen or Kufstein/Munich take the exit for Innsbruck West.
Innsbruck airport can be conveniently
reached by bus (line F). Allow for approximately 20 minutes to arrive at the
airport’s main building from the train
station.

USEFUL INFORMATION
Due to its location in the Inn Valley, Innsbruck Airport is difficult for navigation
as the prevailing wind and air conditions can be quite demanding on the
pilots. Takeoff and landing are possible in one direction only, and pilots are
sometimes forced to fly over the surrounding lower mountain ranges to
steer the aircraft ready for the runway.
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Innsbruck airport with dolomite rock as aggregate for the asphalt surface on its runway.
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7. DOLOMITE AS A COMMEMORATIVE
STONE IN ST. JOHANN IN TIROL
There is a unique memorial stone
in the park near the Redford Promenade in the market town of St. Johann in Tirol. The monument consists
of a massive rock of dolomitic stone
with an engraved circular relief of the
Virgin Mary and a rectangular bronze
plaque bearing the inscription “1809
- 1984”. The year 1809 marks the
year when the people of Tyrol rose

against their Bavarian occupiers. The
memorial was erected in 1984 with
the help of the Soroptimist Club in
Kitzbühel to commemorate the 175th
anniversary of the uprising. It was the
sorority members’ desire to highlight
the often forgotten or underrated
economic role women played during
armed conflicts in the period from
1809 until 1984.

ACCESSIBLE: from the outside
MUNICIPALITY: St. Johann in Tirol
ADDRESS: Redford Promenade
GEOGRAPHICAL COORDINATES:
47.527016, 12.427955
PROVINCE: North Tyrol

Tirol. There are numerous parking places subject to fees in the town centre;
the park with its memorial stone is within walking distance from there along
the promenade near the spot where
the Fieberbrunner Ache flows into the
Kitzbüheler Ache.

DIRECTIONS
You can reach the memorial stone in St.
Johann in Tirol via the Inntal motorway
A12. Exit the motorway at Wörgl-Ost
and follow the signs to St. Johann in
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Commemorative stone made of dolomitic rock with engraved rectangular bronze plaque and circular
Madonna relief on the Redford promenade in St. Johann in Tirol.
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8. MARBLE FROM WATTENTAL DOLOMITE ROCK IN THE QUARRY
NEAR WATTENBERG

Roccia dolomitica nell’ex cava di Wattenberg

The “Wattentaler Marble” is a light
grey dolomite rock wich was mined
above the road leading to the Wattener
Lizum. The quarry near Wattenberg
was opened in 1938 and is currently no
longer in operation. The fine-grained
dolomite rock was mined through
blasting and was used as a construc-

tion material for the retaining walls of
the road to Wattener Lizum, as building stone for private houses in Wattenberg and Wattens and last but not
least, as the foundation for the military
training area Lizum/Walchen (restricted military area).

ACCESSIBLE: from the outside
Municipality: Wattenberg
ADDRESS: Wattentaler Landstraße
GEOGRAPHICAL COORDINATES:
47.244952, 11.622612
PROVINCE: North Tyrol

berg. After you reach the Mühle Inn in
Wattenberg, proceed for approximately
2 km on the highway, where on your
left you will find a dirt road leading to
the quarry.

DIRECTIONS
You can reach the former quarry via
the Inntal motorway A12. Proceed until exit Wattens and then further on the
roundabout towards the town centre
(1st exit). Follow the signs to Watten-

M. Unterwurzacher, Tiroler Marmorbaue und bedeutende Vorkommen, Veröffentlichungen des Tiroler Landesmuseums Ferdinandeum, 87, 205-220, 2007.
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A view of the dolomite rock in the former Wattenberg quarry.
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9. RATTENBERG CASTLE DOLOMITE STONE AS BUILDING STONE

The precipice of the southern foothills
of the Kitzbühel Alps emerges abruptly over the river Inn right in the midst
of the Inn Valley, between Wörgl and
Schwaz. The strategically important
position of this dolomite precipice led
to its fortification. A descendant of the
Bavarian aristocratic family of Rapotonen started the construction of a castle
around the year 1000. From the original fortification complex situated in the
former border area between Bavaria
and Tyrol there are still some preserved
parts of the ring wall, and the Romanesque castle keep, for the construction of which was used, among
other things, dolomite stone. In the

course of its eventful history, the castle which belonged to Bavaria, was
pledged several times to Tyrol, before
it finally became part of Tyrol in 1504
under the rule of Emperor Maximilian
I. Its strategically important location
in the Inn valley became the reason
for the expansion of the fortress in the
16th century until it became a modern
fortress similar to Kufstein. The Rattenberg castle served as a fortress until the eighteenth century before it was
given over to ruin. The municipality of
Rattenberg acquired the castle ruins
in 1905 and has carried out numerous
works aimed at the preservation and
restoration of the complex ever since.
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ACCESSIBLE: from the outside
MUNICIPALITY: Rattenberg
GEOGRAPHICAL COORDINATES:
47.439086, 11.893368
PROVINCE: North Tyrol
USEFUL INFORMATION
Nowadays the castle hill serves as a
viewing platform; in summer it is also
the venue of the Rattenberger Schlossbergspiele (Castle Theater Festival).
DIRECTIONS
You can reach the Rattenberg castle
ruin via the Inntal motorway A12. Proceed to exit Kramsach, then follow the

Kramsacher highway and cross the
river Inn. At the roundabout take the
fourth exit (Rattenberg) and then turn
left onto the Südtirolerstraße. Starting
from P1 Rattenberg car park, follow the
signposts “Zum Schlossberg” (“to the
castle hill”) on foot, and after about 15
minutes you will reach the castle complex.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
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Romanesque castle keep with square floor-plan and stonework of dolomite stone.

10. THE CHURCH OF ST. GEORGE
IN KALS AM GROSSGLOCKNER DOLOMITE STONE
AS A BINDER FOR PLASTER
The St. Georg church is located in the
middle of a meadow close to the bank
of the Kalserbach creek and is a typical
example of a Romanesque-style country church from the thirteenth century
(it was mentioned in documents for
the first time in 1366). The church is
a narrow, single-nave building with

a semicircular apse and a massive
square tower facing north. The interior
of the church contains historic murals
painted over a plaster-covered masonry. The plaster binder was made
of dolomite stone, which was probably
burned in one of the nearby lime kilns
in Kalser Tal.

ACCESSIBILITY: freely accessible
MUNICIPALITY: Kals am Grossglockner
GEOGRAPHICAL COORDINATES:
47.006783, 12.643648
PROVINCE: East Tyrol

ser road towards the village of Großdorf. After crossing Kalser creek, you
will see the church on the meadow on
your left.

DIRECTIONS
The church St. Georg in the district
of Unterburg can be reached via the
Kalser highway. Drive along the Kal-

St. George’s Church in Kals am Grossglockner.
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11. THE KUNDLBURG RUIN - DOLOMITE
ROCK AS A BUILDING STONE
The Kundlburg once spread over the
entire hill area above the “Kundler
Klamm” (or the “Kundl gorge”); nowadays only some parts of the curtain wall
(segments of the western wall) and the
castle keep remain intact. The first documentary mention of Kundlburg dates
back to the year 1213, but it seems that
the castle must have been given over
to ruin already in the fifteenth century. The castle masonry was built from
hardly hewn stones (including dolomite
rock), which probably came from the
river “Wildschönauer Ache”. The “Wildschönauer Ache” flows through the
“Kundler Klamm” dolomitic rock massif

The still preserved remains of the Kundlburg castle keep above the gorge.

before it bursts into the Inn Valley and
flows into the Inn. The present-day municipality of Kundl lies over the alluvial
cone created at the gorge’s entrance
over time.
ACCESSIBILITY: freely accessible
MUNICIPALITY: Kundl
ADDRESS: Schießstandweg
GEOGRAPHICAL COORDINATES:
47.460333, 11.990333
PROVINCE: North Tyrol
USEFUL INFORMATION
The tributaries of the river Inn flowing
through the densely wooded side valleys (e.g. the “Wildschönauer Ache”)
were used for wood drifting well into the
twentieth century. Loggers would throw
tree trunks into the overflowing rivers in
springtime, which were later “fished” out
of the river Inn.
DIRECTIONS
The ruins of the castle lie on a rocky cliff
overlooking the entrance of the Kundler
gorge. You can reach the demolished
castle via the A12 Inntal motorway; take
the exit Wörgl-West and proceed on the
B171 to Kundl. Then turn on Schießstandweg and follow it until its end. From
there, follow the uphill forest path on
foot for 20 minutes.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
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12. SAINTS PETER AND PAUL CHURCH
ON KIRCHBICHL IN LAVANT DOLOMITE ROCK AS BUILDING STONE
Visible from afar from the Drava Valley, the Lavant Kirchbichl rises over
the municipality of Lavant, which is
one of the historically most significant
but also strangest places of worship
in Tyrol. The church dedicated to the
apostles Peter and Paul lies above the
St. Ulrich church of pilgrimage on the
top of the mountain. The discoveries of
recent excavations suggest that on the
site of the modern church once stood
the former Lavant Castle keep. Following the castle’s decline and demolition,
the construction of what we now call the
Church of the Saints Peter and Paul
began around the year 1400. The nave
base is inlaid with processed dolomite
stone as ornamental building stone,
thus forming a visual counterpoint to
the otherwise plastered church facade.
ACCESSIBILITY: freely accessible
MUNICIPALITY: Lavant
ADDRESS: Lavant Kirchbichl
GEOGRAPHICAL COORDINATES:
46.795532, 12.834683
PROVINCE: East Tyrol
USEFUL INFORMATION
Several recycled Roman marble
cuboids (the so-called spolia) are part
of the sides of the nave’s base. Some
of these spolia are Roman works of art.
One of the marble cuboids shows the
depiction of a Roman carriage.

Entrance of the Church of the Saints Peter and
St. Paul on the top of Kirchbichl in Lavant.
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DIRECTIONS
The Church of the Saints Peter and
Paul is perched on the “Lavanter Kirchbichl”, above the St. Ulrich pilgrimage church. You can reach Lavant via
the Lavanter road, following the signs
in the village to the parking facilities
at the foot of Kirchbichl. From there
you can follow the marked path to the
church, visiting other places of interest
on the way.

Processed dolomitic building stones at the base
of the external facade.
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13. “GASTHOF ZUM STERN”
IN OETZ - DOLOMITE STONE
AS RAW MATERIAL FOR PLASTER
The listed inn “Gasthof zum Stern” is
located in the center of the municipality Oetz, at the entrance of the valley of
the same name. The late Gothic inn is
a traditional Tyrolean inn with a central
floor layout, regular facade composition and vibrant facade painting. The
northern gabled facade has a widely
bevelled lancet arch with a pentagonal
central oriel window perched on top of
it. The figural depictions on this side
of the facade represent not only references to local culture but also counter
reformatory oriented scenes from the

Old Testament. The facade paintings
were made possible by the application of plaster over the masonry with a
binder made of burned dolomite. Plasters and mortars are classic examples
of the use of dolomite rock in Tyrol in
the past as a raw material for binder
production.
ACCESSIBILITY: from the outside
MUNICIPALITY: Oetz
ADDRESS: Kirchweg
GEOGRAPHICAL COORDINATES:
47.203843, 10.898599
PROVINCE: North Tyrol

USEFUL INFORMATION
The use of pure lime as a binder for
mortar and plaster can be described
with the limestone life-cycle. Calcium
carbonate is replaced by calcium oxide
(burnt lime) during the burning process while releasing carbon dioxide.
Through the process of slaking, water
is poured over the burnt lime, thus
forming calcium hydroxide. The thus
created calcium hydroxide is used as
a binder for the preparation of plaster
or mortar. After the application of mortar and/or plaster to the building, calcium hydroxide reacts with the carbon
dioxide in the atmosphere and forms
calcium carbonate (lime). Due to the
magnesium content of the dolomite
stone, apart from calcium oxide, also
magnesium oxide is formed whenever this rock comes into use in construction. During the subsequent slaking, both compounds are chemically
replaced by calcium hydroxide and
magnesium hydroxide. The completion
of the construction process and the
resulting curing of the binder causes
the reformation of calcium carbonate,
and with some delay, also magnesium
carbonate. It is a curious fact that this
process causes the creation of calcium
and magnesium carbonate and not the
dolomite, which was the initial product.
For this reason, there is no limestone
life-cycle when using dolomite as a
binder.
DIRECTIONS
The inn Gasthof zum Stern is located
in the centre of Oetz. Driving on the
A12 Inntal motorway, take the exit Haiming - Ötztal and proceed on the B186

(main road) until the exit Sautens. The
inn is within a short walking distance
from Ötztal Tourist Information office in
Oetz down the village street and then
proceeding on Kirchweg.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
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The north side of the “Gasthaus zum Stern” inn
embellished with numerous wall paintings.

The inn’s west side.

14. THE TRADE OF LIME BURNING
IN “SAUTENER FORCHET”
Approximately 3,000 years ago, the socalled Tschirgant rock slide covered the
lower stretches of the Ötz Valley (Ötztal). The resulting debris are the reason for the undulating topography of
the terrain between Haiming, Sautens
and the mouth of the Ötztal. The formerly unproductive agricultural area
led to its unhindered transformation
in woodland. In the sixteenth century,

Restructured historical lime kiln in “Sautener
Forchet” built with layered quarry stones (dolomite rock, amongst others).

A lime kiln constructed in 2004 as part of the lime-burning adventure park in Sautens.

the local population realised that the
terrain offers ideal conditions for lime
burning. The collapsed material (limestone and dolomite rock) was used as
raw matter; the nearby forest provided
the necessary combustion material.
The old dome-shaped field lime kiln
located in Rammelstein, reaches two
and a half metres in height and has a
diameter of three and a half metres.
Before the burning process begins,
the stones taken from the rockslide
are layered in the kiln, leaving some
space between the individual stone
blocks, near the bottom of the furnace,
so that the wood necessary to maintain the required temperature can be
thrown in the kiln for several days. The
still preserved lime kiln and the newly
built one in “Sautener Forchet” gives us
an insight in the now lost lime-burning
trade, which in the past was one of the
primary sustenance sources for many
families.
ACCESSIBILITY: from the outside
MUNICIPALITY: Sautens
ADDRESS: the village road
GEOGRAPHICAL COORDINATES:
47.212640, 10.845323 (new lime kiln)
PROVINCE: North Tyrol
USEFUL INFORMATION
Old lime kilns can be distinguished
from their modern counterparts by the

different structure of the lime-burning
installation. With modern lime shaft
furnaces, the lime and the combustion
material (coke) are mixed already before pouring them into the kiln. The
old field lime kilns, on the other hand,
are filled with the combustion material
(wood) at the bottom, with limestone
blocks stacked in layers ver it.
DIRECTIONS
The replicated lime kiln is part of the lime-burning adventure facility and is lo-

cated near the sports field in the municipality of Sautens. Driving on the Inntal
motorway A12, take the exit Haiming Ötztal and proceed on the B186 (main
road) until the exit Sautens. In Sautens
follow the village road to the sports
field of SK Sautens. There are parking
spaces available. Both the old and the
new lime kilns can be reached on foot
via the “Geoweg Roppen - Sautens”.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
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15. INNSBRUCK’S OLD TOWN DOLOMITE ROCK
USED AS A COMPONENT
OF THE HÖTTINGER BRECCIA
A stroll through Innsbruck’s old town
immediately brings to attention the
reddish elements on the facades,
bases and ornaments of the Innsbruck Cathedral which defines the
cityscape. The same is true for the
Triumphal Arch and many other residential and business buildings. This
rock’s characteristic reddish colouring would not seem to suggest at first
glance that, in a broader sense, the
ashlar is also dolomite. In this case,
the dolomite rock is simply part of a
natural stone called “Höttinger breccia.” This type of rock comes from the
debris deposits from the interglacial

period, located on the southern slope
of the Nordkette (the north mountain chain) and is composed of sandstone, limestone and dolomite. The
individual components have edges
and corners and are enveloped in
rock flour (grated carbonate rock and
red sandstone) whose colouring could
range from grey-yellowish to reddish.
The fine rock flour binds the different
components and renders the stone
sturdy. Due to its excellent workability, its beauty and its relatively high
resistance to adverse weather conditions, the “Höttinger Breccia” grew to
be Innsbruck’s predominant ashlar.
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ACCESSIBILITY: freely accessible
MUNICIPALITY: Innsbruck
ADDRESS: Old Town
GEOGRAPHICAL COORDINATES:
47.268505, 11.393336
PROVINCE: North Tyrol

The Triumphal Arch is located at the southern
end of present-day’s Maria-Theresien-Straße
and represents, historically speaking, the south
entrance to the city.

Innsbruck’s Cathedral of St. James was built for
the most part using Höttinger breccia.

USEFUL INFORMATION
Almost all Gothic construction details
in Innsbruck’s old town consist of natural “Höttinger Brekzie” ashlar. The stone is characterised by its rich lighting
and shadow effects as well as the changing colour of its components. These
features satisfy the Gothic pursuit of
“light in motion”.
DIRECTIONS
To reach Innsbruck’s old part, it is advisable to avoid using the car and arrive either by bus or by train. The old
town is just two kilometres away from
the central station which makes it for a
pleasant walk on foot.

16. DOLOMITE ROCK ON THE KARNISCHEN
KAMM - THE OUTCROP AT THE END
OF THE WINKLERTAL
The stunning outcrop of dolomitic rocks
formed 400 million years ago, could be
seen near the mountaineering village
of Kartitsch in Winklertal. The massive rocks belong to the Carnic Alps
and extend over the entire width of the
Winklertal. The extraction of white dolomite rock had no lasting success in
the past, which is why only the soothing sounds of the waterfall can reach
the traveller’s ears nowadays.
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Freestanding rocks of the Carnic Alps made of
dolomite at the end of Winklertal.

ACCESSIBLE: from the outside
MUNICIPALITY: Kartitsch
GEOGRAPHICAL COORDINATES:
46.697385, 12.492998
PROVINCE: East Tyrol
DIRECTIONS
You can reach the outcrop near Kartitsch
on the Brenner motorway A22 (exit
Brixen) or via the Felbertauern coming
from Kitzbühel. Drive towards Tassenbach, then turn towards Gailtal and
follow the Gailtal highway (B111) to the
centre of Kartitsch. From there, follow
the signs until the parking lot near the
sports field. From there it is a 45-minute hike along the gently sloping forest
road which will take you to the end of
Winklertal. At the junction, follow the
signs which will lead you through the
ballast bed to the waterfalls; after further 15 minutes of walking, you will reach the outcrop.
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